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The Hunger Games book annotations.  

Chapter 1: 

• The first chapter of the book opens and it mentions a person name Prim, so we get 

introduced to the first character of the book. The open sentence also mentions “the 

reaping” which sounds like something that is very scary given the context that Prim 

according to the narrator’s point of view might have had a bad dream so maybe the two 

are connected.  

 

• The narrator describes her mother as the following “In sleep, my mother looks younger, 

still worn but not so beaten-down.”  This quote makes me question why does she look 

according to the narrator so worn down, is it hard work or something else? 

 

 

• “Prim’s face is as fresh as a raindrop, as lovely as the primrose for which she was 

named. My mother was very beautiful once, too. Or so they tell me.” (pg. 10) We 

learn that the narrator’s sister is named after a plant and the narrator describes her as 

“fresh as a raindrop” however something that caught my eye was how the narrator goes 

on to say that her mother was once very beautiful as well or so they tell her which makes 

me think that maybe the narrator and her mother might not be as close because what the 

narrator thinks to herself about her mother isn’t the nicest thing in my opinion.  

 

• “Sitting at Prim’s knees, guarding her, is the world’s ugliest cat. Mashed-in nose, 

half of one ear missing, eyes the color of rotting squash. Prim named him Buttercup, 

insisting that his muddy yellow coat matched the bright flower. He hates me. Or at 

least distrusts me. Even though it was years ago, I think he still remembers how I 

tried to drown him in a bucket when Prim brought him home.” (pg. 11) This quote 

caught my attention because it shows a bit of the narrator’s personality, we don’t know 

the narrators name but we’ve learned that she almost killed an animal just because she 



didn’t like it which to me sounds a bit extreme. Maybe this comes into play in the near 

future?  

 

• “The last thing I needed was another mouth to feed. But Prim begged so hard, cried 

even, I had to let him stay. It turned out okay.” (pg. 11) This quote explains and gives 

me an idea as to why the narrator didn’t want her sister to keep the cat aka Buttercup 

because it means that she would have to feed someone else and provide more food which 

could indicate that food is something hard to obtain in this world? However, the narrator 

goes on to say that everything turned out okay, so maybe they were able to put the cat to 

good use such as catch mice which this quote indicates. “My mother got rid of the 

vermin and he’s a born mouser. Even catches the occasional rat.” (pg.11) 

 

• Vermin: “wild animals that are believed to be harmful to crops, farm animals, or game, 

or that carry disease.” According to the quote above and how the narrator mentions that 

her mother got rid of vermin, could indicate that they live in an area where crops and farm 

animals live, so perhaps a country side? or a field, some place that is surrounded by nature? 

 

• “I swing my legs off the bed and slide into my hunting boots. Supple leather that has 

molded to my feet. I pull on trousers, a shirt, tuck my long dark braid up into a cap, 

and grab my forage bag.” (pg. 10-11) the narrator is a hunter as this quote states how she 

puts on her hunting boots and the narrator also has dark hair that she decided to braid. This 

quote helps me understand that her family and herself live in an area surrounded by nature 

or raw area and not in the city or a place that is “modern” because if the narrator has to 

“hunt” in order to provide for her family then maybe they don’t have money for food? 

Another quote that makes me believe that they don’t have enough money to provide food 

is the following “On the table, under a wooden bowl to protect it from hungry rats 

and cats alike, sits a perfect little goat cheese wrapped in basil leaves. Prim’s gift to 

me on reaping day.” (pg. 11) this quotes help me understand that the narrator and her 

family might not live in the best conditions because the narrator mentions rats and other 

animals that carry diseases a lot throughout the first few lines of the book and also the 

mention of a “little” goat cheese means that perhaps it’s the only thing Prim could afforded 

as a gift for reaping day. 

 

• “Our part of District 12, nicknamed the Seam, is usually crawling with coal miners 

heading out to the morning shift at this hour. Men and women with hunched 



shoulders, swollen knuckles, many who have long since stopped trying to scrub the 

coal dust out of their broken nails, the lines of their sunken faces. But today the black 

cinder streets are empty.” (pg. 12) We finally get some information on where the narrator 

lives and just by the way she describes it makes me believe that district 12 isn’t the best 

place to live in. The narrator describes and gives indication that men and women who live 

in district 12 don’t like working at the mines and even gives indications that the working 

conditions are horrible because they have “hunched shoulders” “swollen knuckles” 

“broken nails” and “sunken faces”. This quote also provides information on what the 

district is known for which is coal mines. Another thing I wanted to point out is how this 

quote from the book reminding me of the opening of the film Metropolis. 

 

• “The reaping isn’t until two. May as well sleep in. If you can.” (pg. 12) This quote 

caught my attention. The narrator keeps mentioning “the reaping” and give an indication 

that it is something very important because according to the previous quote the coal 

mines are closed and she also states how the workers might as well sleep if they can 

which implies that perhaps it’s an event that takes place that is stressful or nerve racking 

if it causes a person not to be able to sleep.  

 

• “Separating the Meadow from the woods, in fact enclosing all of District 12, is a 

high chain-link fence topped with barbed-wire loops. In theory, it’s supposed to be 

electrified twenty-four hours a day as a deterrent to the predators that live in the 

woods — packs of wild dogs, lone cougars, bears — that used to threaten our 

streets.” (pg. 12-13) This quote further supports my hypothesis previously when I 

assumed that the narrator and her family might live in a raw / country area.  The narrator 

states that she lives in a district that separates the meadow and woods from a barbed wire 

fence that is meant to protect the people from wild animals, however as the narrator goes 

on to explain it’s almost never on “But since we’re lucky to get two or three hours of 

electricity in the evenings, it’s usually safe to touch. Even so, I always take a moment 

to listen carefully for the hum that means the fence is live. Right now, it’s silent as a 

stone.” This quote helps me understand how not only does district 12 have limited 

resources, horrible working conditions and don’t have secure protection but that it seems 

like a place that isn’t the best to live at. 

 

• “Inside the woods they roam freely, and there are added concerns like venomous 

snakes, rabid animals, and no real paths to follow. But there’s also food if you know 

how to find it.” (pg. 13) the narrator is a hunter which has already been established 

however this quote makes me believe that the only way to provide food for our family is 



through hunting which just supports the idea that living in district 12 is not the best 

because everything seems to be limited.  

 

• “My father knew and he taught me some before he was blown to bits in a mine 

explosion. There was nothing even to bury. I was eleven then. Five years later, I still 

wake up screaming for him to run.” (pg.14) The narrator’s father is dead and I learn 

how, this quote implies that he was a coal miner and died during an explosion in the 

mines which adds more evidence to the horrible conditions people in the district 12 are 

forced to live.  

 

• “Even though trespassing in the woods is illegal and poaching carries the severest of 

penalties, more people would risk it if they had weapons.” (pg.14) The narrator is 

breaking the law in a way which shows the kind of person she is, she likes to rebel which 

I found particularly interesting because of the following quote “My bow is a rarity, 

crafted by my father along with a few others that I keep well hidden in the woods, 

carefully wrapped in waterproof covers. My father could have made good money 

selling them, but if the officials found out he would have been publicly executed for 

inciting a rebellion.” (pg. 14) This quote shows how any form or signs of wanting to 

rebel or start some sort of rebellion is something that could led to a person being 

executed. This reminds me of two different things the film metropolis once again and the 

social class because it means that perhaps there is a high power? throughout history 

rebellions usually begin when a specific group of people are sick and tired of being 

treated poorly by a high power so it makes me question if there is something more to this 

and if there is more that meets the eye and why any form of going against a specific 

belief could cause someone to be killed. 

 

• “Most of the Peacekeepers turn a blind eye to the few of us who hunt because 

they’re as hungry for fresh meat as anybody is. In fact, they’re among our best 

customers. But the idea that someone might be arming the Seam would never have 

been allowed.” (pg. 14) This quote adds more evidence to what I mentioned above, the 

narrator mentions “peacekeepers” maybe guards? And how the idea of anyone starting a 

rebellion would never be allowed.  

 

• “District Twelve. Where you can starve to death in safety,” I mutter.” (pg. 15)  This 

quote reveals the kind of place district 12 is known to be, although there is some form of 

safety in district 12 ultimately food seems to be something that is rare and hard to get 



which is what leads to people like the narrator to have to hunt or work in horrible 

conditions in the mins in order to provide for their family. 

 

• “When I was younger, I scared my mother to death, the things I would blurt out 

about District 12, about the people who rule our country, Panem, from the far-off 

city called the Capitol. Eventually I understood this would only lead us to more 

trouble.” (pg. 15) I finally get a location of the place the narrator lives, Panem. This 

quote is very important in my opinion because it confirms what I was stating about a 

higher power. According to the narrator the people who rule the country live in the 

capital which sounds like a place where the people who give the orders live. The narrator 

further implies and shows how she is a rebel but also explains how saying anything 

against a higher power can led to a lot of trouble.  

 

• “Discuss little more than trades in the Hob, which is the black market where I make 

most of my money.” It’s only the first chapter and I already have an idea of a few 

locations in the book such as, the hob (black market) district 12 (where the narrator lives) 

the capital (where the people who give the orders live) and Panem (where all of these 

locations are, the country) 

 

• “Even at home, where I am less pleasant, I avoid discussing tricky topics. Like the 

reaping, or food shortages, or the Hunger Games.” (pg. 15) Book name mentioned in 

a quote and the narrator implies and again mentions food shortage and other topics that 

are controversial and not great to discuss, once again the reaping falls in that category 

which means that it’s much more important than we think. 

 

• The narrator also states the fact that if she continued to speak her mind her sister might as 

well and then she goes on to say “where would we be” (pg.15) indicating that there are 

very big consequences if a person expresses some sort of sign of wanting to rebel.  

 

• (pg.16) New character introduced: Gale, who according to the narrator is the only person 

she can be herself with.  

 

• The narrator is revealed to be named: Katniss. (pg.16) 

 

• Lynx: “A lynx is any of the four species within the medium-sized wild cat genus 

Lynx.” 

 

• “Look what I shot.” Gale holds up a loaf of bread with an arrow stuck in it, and I 

laugh. It’s real bakery bread, not the flat, dense loaves we make from our grain 

rations……. Fine bread like this is for special occasions.” (pg. 16-17) Bread according 

to Katniss seems something rare and hard to obtain which shows just how hard it is to 

obtain food in district 12. 

 



• “Mm, still warm,” I say. He must have been at the bakery at the crack of dawn to 

trade for it. “What did it cost you?” “Just a squirrel. Think the old man was feeling 

sentimental this morning,” says Gale. “Even wished me luck.” “Well, we all feel a 

little closer today, don’t we?” (Pg.17) The price for a regular piece of food as simple as 

bread is an animal which shows how trading works and how people from district 12 in 

some way work together even if just like Katniss mention is for one day which is for the 

reaping. What I found interesting was the fact the man from the bakery wished gale good 

luck, why did he though? 

 

• “Suddenly he falls into a Capitol accent as he mimics Effie Trinket, the maniacally 

upbeat woman who arrives once a year to read out the names at the reaping. “I 

almost forgot! Happy Hunger Games!” (Pg.16) We get the mention of a new character 

name Effie Trinket who comes from the capital and according to Katniss she has an 

accent I wonder if everyone else in the capital does? 

 

 

• “We have to joke about it because the alternative is to be scared out of your wits. 

Besides, the Capitol accent is so affected, almost anything sounds funny in it.” 

(Pg.17) Katniss finally admits that the reaping is something scary like I assumed 

previously since it’s been hinted at since the beginning of the book, I wonder what Is so 

bad about it and what it will eventually led to? The reaping seems to be something 

created by the capital that is connected to the hunger games because of what Katniss 

previously stated about how Effie someone from the capital arrives every year to the 

district to read the names? the names for what exactly the hunger games? and what exact 

is the hunger games? 

 

• “Straight black hair, olive skin, we even have the same gray eyes. But we’re not 

related, at least not closely” (pg.18) Katniss description about gale. 

 

• “My mother’s parents were part of the small merchant class that caters to officials, 

Peacekeepers, and the occasional Seam customer. They ran an apothecary shop in 

the nicer part of District 12. Since almost no one can afford doctors, apothecaries 

are our healers.” (Pg.18) Katniss explains a bit about her mother’s family pass but what 

caught my attention was the fact that Katniss mentions how district 12 is a place that 

can’t afford doctors, apothecaries or healers so basically any kind of health care which 

just adds more details to the conditions she and her love ones are forced to endured. 

 

• Apothecaries: according to Wikipedia “Apothecary is one term for a medical 

professional who formulates and dispenses medicine to physicians, surgeons, and 

patients. The modern chemist (also known as a pharmacist in American English) has 

taken over this role.” 



 

• “She must have really loved him to leave her home for the Seam. I try to remember 

that when all I can see is the woman who sat by, blank and unreachable, while her 

children turned to skin and bones. I try to forgive her for my father’s sake. But to 

be honest, I’m not the forgiving type.” (Pg. 19). This quote is particularly interesting 

and important, it shows the relationship between Katniss and her mother and also shows a 

bit more of Katniss personality claiming she’s not the type of person to forgive so easily 

and also shows the effects of Katniss father’s death and how it deeply affected her 

mother. 

 

 

 

• “Everything would be perfect if this really was a holiday, if all the day off meant 

was roaming the mountains with Gale, hunting for tonight’s supper. But instead, we 

have to be standing in the square at two o’clock waiting for the names to be called 

out.” (Pg. 18) The hunger games, the reaping seems to be connected, the mention of 

Effie the women from the capital who comes to read the names is all tied together and 

something that isn’t an event to celebrate because according to Katniss it’s something 

that is scary so they make fun of it and try to make jokes in order to get their minds off of 

something that is made to sound scary according to Katniss. 

 

 

• New location mentioned: The square. 

 

• “We could do it, you know,” Gale says quietly. “What?” I ask. “Leave the district. 

Run off. Live in the woods. You and I, we could make it,” says Gale. I don’t know 

how to respond. The idea is so preposterous. “If we didn’t have so many kids,” he 

adds quickly. They’re not our kids, of course. But they might as well be. Gale’s two 

little brothers and a sister. Prim. And you may as well throw in our mothers, too, 

because how would they live without us? “(pg.20) Katniss and gale seem to act more 

like parents to their siblings then their mothers which shows how responsible they are 

however what caught my attention was the following quote after that. 

 

• “I never want to have kids,” I say. I might. If I didn’t live here,” says Gale. “But you 

do,” I say, irritated. “Forget it,” he snaps back.” (Pg. 20) The mention of kids seems 

to be something important; gale mentions how he would love to have kids if he didn’t 

live in district 12 is this because of food and how hard it is to obtain or at the fact that it 

might have something to do with the reaping and the hunger games? 

 

• Preposterous: “contrary to reason or common sense; utterly absurd or ridiculous.” 

 

• “There’s never been anything romantic between Gale and me.” Katniss confirms there’s 

nothing romantic going on between her and gale and that she isn’t jealous of other 



girls wanting to be with him up it at the fact that she might lose her hunting partner 

because they are hard to find. 

 

• “After the reaping, everyone is supposed to celebrate. And a lot of people do, out of 

relief that their children have been spared for another year. But at least two families 

will pull their shutters, lock their doors, and try to figure out how they will survive 

the painful weeks to come.” (Pg. 22) , so according to this quote reaping is an event that 

is meant to be celebrated out of relief because it means that people’s children are speared 

, does this mean that if their names are called then it’s a bad thing , it’s what Katniss 

implied when she followed the quote with “but at least two families will pull their 

shutters” meaning that at the reaping two children will have their names called out and it 

will be a terrible thing , why exactly ? if someone is speared it mostly means speared 

from death or something terribly so maybe the two children who are called are probably 

going to die ? 

 

• New character: Greasy Sae “the bony old woman who sells bowls of hot soup from a 

large kettle, takes half the greens off our hands in exchange for a couple of chunks of 

paraffin. “ 

 

• New character: “The mayor’s daughter, Madge, opens the door. She’s in my year at 

school. Being the mayor’s daughter, you’d expect her to be a snob, but she’s all right. She 

just keeps to herself. Like me.” 

 

• “Today her drab school outfit has been replaced by an expensive white dress, and 

her blonde hair is done up with a pink ribbon. Reaping clothes.” (Pg. 24) Reaping 

clothes seems to be indicated as clothing that is supposed to be expensive looking and 

polish, which is strange considering the fact that it’s such a horrible event. 

 

• “Well, if I end up going to the Capitol, I want to look nice, don’t I?” (Pg. 24), we get 

more information on what happens after a person is chosen at reaping, so it’s heading to 

the capital, it doesn’t sound so bad although according to Madge it is Important to make 

an impression, why though? 

 

• “What can you have? Five entries? I had six when I was just twelve years old.” 

(pg.24) 

 

• “That’s not her fault,” I say. “No, it’s no one’s fault. Just the way it is,” says Gale. 

(pg. 25) So from what gale is saying to madge it seems like a person’s name is added 

more than once at reaping which makes your chances of being chosen even higher, this 

shows how the system is so unfair, a person’s name should be out in once but the capital 

doesn’t see, to care and they add their names more than once and just like gale says 

there’s really nothing they can do about it. 

 



• “The reaping system is unfair, with the poor getting the worst of it. You become 

eligible for the reaping the day you turn twelve. That year, your name is entered 

once. At thirteen, twice. And so on and so on until you reach the age of eighteen, the 

final year of eligibility, when your name goes into the pool seven times. That’s true 

for every citizen in all twelve districts in the entire country of Panem.” (Pg. 25-26) 

Another important quote that explains what the reaping is exactly and how it’s unfair, this 

is one of the first times where we get clear explanation as to how unfair the people who 

give the order from the capital are, not only do they put a person’s name multiple times to 

rise the chance of getting chosen but also its mentioned thanks to Katniss that there are 

more districts in Panem which is very important information. 

 

• “But here’s the catch. Say you are poor and starving as we were. You can opt to add 

your name more times in exchange for tesserae. Each tessera is worth a meager 

year’s supply of grain and oil for one person. You may do this for each of your 

family members as well. So, at the age of twelve, I had my name entered four times. 

Once, because I had to, and three times for tesserae for grain and oil for myself, 

Prim, and my mother. In fact, every year I have needed to do this. And the entries 

are cumulative. So now, at the age of sixteen, my name will be in the reaping twenty 

times. Gale, who is eighteen and has been either helping or single-handedly feeding 

a family of five for seven years, will have his name in forty-two times.” (Pg. 26) 

This quote in my opinion is another super important quote because it shows just how the 

capital has control over the poor and how desperate the people of the districts are that 

there willing to have their names put in more times in order to obtain food for their 

families. The fact that Katniss and Gale have their names in so many times shows how 

much they provide and care for their families but also how poor they are and how food is 

something that there willing to do whatever to obtain. It’s really sad if you ask me how 

they’re willing to do something they don’t want to in order to get something as simple as 

food. It shows how they don’t have money are poor to an extent and how they are forced 

to live and can’t do anything about it really. 

 

• “And even though the rules were set up by the Capitol, not the districts, certainly 

not Madge’s family, it’s hard not to resent those who don’t have to sign up for 

tesserae.” (Pg. 27) This confirms how manipulative the capital is and how they have 

control over the people from the districts who can’t really oppose to this rule. 

 

• Tesserae: according to the hunger games website “is a form of voluntary food 

rationing, offered by the government of Panem to people in the districts. If a family is 

struggling for food, children between the ages of 12 and 18 - those eligible to 

participate in the Hunger Games - can sign up for tesserae.” 

 



• “On other days, deep in the woods, I’ve listened to him rant about how the tesserae 

are just another tool to cause misery in our district. A way to plant hatred between 

the starving workers of the Seam and those who can generally count on supper and 

thereby ensure we will never trust one another. “It’s to the Capitol’s advantage to 

have us divided among ourselves,” (pg. 27) Once again this shows how the capital aka 

the higher power uses the hunger games and reaping as a form to have the districts 

divided and how the tesserae is also a way to have people aimed against one another.  

 

• “To my surprise, my mother has laid out one of her own lovely dresses for me. A 

soft blue thing with matching shoes. “Are you sure?” I ask. I’m trying to get past 

rejecting offers of help from her. For a while, I was so angry, I wouldn’t allow her to 

do anything for me. And this is something special. Her clothes from her past are 

very precious to her.” (Pg. 29) Although she doesn’t have a strong relationship with her 

mother, she still tries to respect her and tries to make an effort which i find pretty good 

from Katniss part it is hard to forgive people but it’s also not good to hold grudges so I 

give props to her for trying to have a close relationship with her mother. 

 

• This is prims for year in the reaping according to Katniss so her name is only in once 

compare to Katniss which scares her sister because there’s nothing Katniss can do about 

it. “I protect Prim in every way I can, but I’m powerless against the reaping.” (Pg. 

29) 

 

• “At one o’clock, we head for the square. Attendance is mandatory unless you are on 

death’s door. This evening, officials will come around and check to see if this is the 

case. If not, you’ll be imprisoned.” (Pg.30) If someone doesn’t attend the reaping which 

is mandatory, they will be imprisoned this shows once again how important this is for the 

capital, how the people obey if they want to live and what happens if someone decides to 

avoid the reaping. 

 

• “But today, despite the bright banners hanging on the buildings, there’s an air of 

grimness. The camera crews, perched like buzzards on rooftops, only add to the 

effect.” (Pg. 31) This is sad, the event is not only something terrible and hard for the 

people of each district to have to endured but on top of it all there are cameras ready to 

televised the results to report back, that is terrible. 

 

• “People file in silently and sign in. The reaping is a good opportunity for the Capitol 

to keep tabs on the population as well. Twelve- through eighteen-year-olds are 

herded into roped areas marked off by ages, the oldest in the front, the young ones, 

like Prim, toward the back. Family members line up around the perimeter, holding 

tightly to one another’s hands. But there are others, too, who have no one they love 

at stake, or who no longer care, who slip among the crowd, taking bets on the two 

kids whose names will be drawn.” (Pg. 32) This quote shows how although reaping is 

something that brings families together it also is the perfect opportunity for people to 



place bets on who’ll get chosen, it just goes to show how brainwashed some people are 

because they will never understand the pain the parents of the children whose names are 

up for the reaping. 

 

• New character: “Madge’s father, Mayor Undersee, who’s a tall, balding man” 

 

 

• “He tells of the history of Panem, the country that rose up out of the ashes of a place 

that was once called North America. He lists the disasters, the droughts, the storms, 

the fires, the encroaching seas that swallowed up so much of the land, the brutal war 

for what little sustenance remained. The result was Panem, a shining Capitol ringed 

by thirteen districts, which brought peace and prosperity to its citizens. Then came 

the Dark Days, the uprising of the districts against the Capitol. Twelve were 

defeated, the thirteenth obliterated. The Treaty of Treason gave us the new laws to 

guarantee peace and, as our yearly reminder that the Dark Days must never be 

repeated, it gave us the Hunger Games.” 

 

• “The rules of the Hunger Games are simple. In punishment for the uprising, each of 

the twelve districts must provide one girl and one boy, called tributes, to participate. 

The twenty-four tributes will be imprisoned in a vast outdoor arena that could hold 

anything from a burning desert to a frozen wasteland. Over a period of several 

weeks, the competitors must fight to the death. The last tribute standing wins.” 

 

• “Taking the kids from our districts, forcing them to kill one another while we watch 

— this is the Capitol’s way of reminding us how totally we are at their mercy. How 

little chance we would stand of surviving another rebellion. Whatever words they 

use the real message is clear. “Look how we take your children and sacrifice them 

and there’s nothing you can do. If you lift a finger, we will destroy every last one of 

you. Just as we did in District Thirteen.” 

 

• “To make it humiliating as well as torturous, the Capitol requires us to treat the 

Hunger Games as a festivity, a sporting event pitting every district against the 

others. The last tribute alive receives a life of ease back home, and their district will 

be showered with prizes, largely consisting of food. All year, the Capitol will show 

the winning district gifts of grain and oil and even delicacies like sugar while the rest 

of us battle starvation.”  

 

We finally get explanation as to what exactly is the reason for the reaping and turns out 

it’s for the hunger games which is a way for the government to show who holds the 

higher power. 

 



• New character: “Haymitch Abernathy a paunchy, middle-aged man, who at this 

moment appears hollering something unintelligible, staggers onto the stage, and falls into 

the third chair. He’s drunk. Very.” Former district 12 victor. 

 

 

• “Bright and bubbly as ever, Effie Trinket trots to the podium and gives her 

signature, “Happy Hunger Games! And may the odds be ever in your favor!” (Pg. 

36) This line is ironic since most of the children’s whose names are in the bowl waiting 

to be reaped can’t have the odds in their favor, there chance of been chosen to fight for 

their deaths are high or slim but still none. 

 

• “Effie Trinket crosses back to the podium, smoothes the slip of paper, and reads out 

the name in a clear voice. And it’s not me. It’s Primrose Everdeen.” (Pg. 38)  Prim 

has been chosen for the games for the girls much to Katniss fear. 

 

 

Chapter 2:  

 

• “There must have been some mistake. This can’t be happening. Prim was one slip of 

paper in thousands! Her chances of being chosen so remote that I’d not even 

bothered to worry about her. Hadn’t I done everything? Taken the tesserae, refused 

to let her do the same? One slip. One slip in thousands. The odds had been entirely 

in her favor. But it hadn’t mattered.” (pg. 39-40) The fact that Prim was chosen when 

people like Gale and Katniss herself were in the bowl more times than Prim is crazy and 

the fact that Katniss didn’t mentally prepare herself for that outcome shows how it is 

deeply affecting her. 

 

• “Somewhere far away, I can hear the crowd murmuring unhappily as they always 

do when a twelve-year-old gets chosen because no one thinks this is fair.” (pg. 40) I 

feel like people who have children the same age understands the pain and can relate 

whereas people who don’t have children can’t and wouldn’t really care a whole lot.  

 

• “Prim!” The strangled cry comes out of my throat, and my muscles begin to move 

again. “Prim!” I don’t need to shove through the crowd. The other kids make way 

immediately allowing me a straight path to the stage. I reach her just as she is about 

to mount the steps. With one sweep of my arm, I push her behind me. “I volunteer!” 



I gasp. “I volunteer as tribute!” (pg.41) Katniss loves her sister and just like she 

previously stated would do anything to protect her if she can, this scene in the book is a 

clear demonstration of that, Katniss has decided to take her sister spot in something that 

Katniss didn’t want to but will do it for her sister because she loves her. 

 

• “But in District 12, where the word tribute is pretty much synonymous with the 

word corpse, volunteers are all but extinct.” (pg. 41) Tributes is the word used for the 

two children chosen from the reaping to represent their district in the hunger games. 

Katniss explains how in other districts it’s an honor to be chosen at the reaping but that’s 

not the case for district 12 where many people don’t volunteer because they know they 

don’t stand a chance in the games. 

 

• “Lovely!” says Effie Trinket. “But I believe there’s a small matter of introducing the 

reaping winner and then asking for volunteers, and if one does come forth then we, 

um . . .” she trails off, unsure herself. “What does it matter?” says the mayor. He’s 

looking at me with a pained expression on his face. He doesn’t know me really, but 

there’s a faint recognition there. I am the girl who brings the strawberries. The girl 

his daughter might have spoken of on occasion. The girl who five years ago stood 

huddled with her mother and sister, as he presented her, the oldest child, with a 

medal of valor. A medal for her father, vaporized in the mines. Does he remember 

that? “What does it matter?” he repeats gruffly. “Let her come forward.” (pg. 42) 

 

 

• Prim is screaming hysterically behind me. She’s wrapped her skinny arms around 

me like a vise. “No, Katniss! No! You can’t go!” “Prim, let go,” I say harshly, 

because this is upsetting me and I don’t want to cry. When they televise the replay 

of the reapings tonight, everyone will make note of my tears, and I’ll be marked as 

an easy target. A weakling. I will give no one that satisfaction. “Let go!” (pg. 42) 

Katniss is incredibly smart if you ask me because although she is being a bit cold and 

wants her sister to let her go even though she wants to cry as well, she is already thinking 

strategy and knows that if she gives off the impression that she is weak she will have no 

chance of survival which is in my opinion very smart.  

 

• “I bet my buttons that was your sister. Don’t want her to steal all the glory, do we? 

Come on, everybody! Let’s give a big round of applause to our newest tribute!” 

trills Effie Trinket. To the everlasting credit of the people of District 12, not one 

person claps. Not even the ones holding betting slips, the ones who are usually 



beyond caring. Possibly because they know me from the Hob, or knew my father, or 

have encountered Prim, who no one can help loving. So instead of acknowledging 

applause, I stand there unmoving while they take part in the boldest form of dissent 

they can manage. Silence. Which says we do not agree. We do not condone. All of 

this is wrong.” (pg. 44) This quote is another super important quote and the reason why 

is because it’s the first act of rebellion not from Katniss but from everyone in the district 

even the ones that don’t have children and don’t usually care.  Katniss admits that no one 

clapping is wrong, everyone being silent is wrong which just shows under how much 

control they truly are that they must do as they are told to.  

 

• “Then something unexpected happens. At least, I don’t expect it because I don’t 

think of District 12 as a place that cares about me. But a shift has occurred since I 

stepped up to take Prim’s place, and now it seems I have become someone precious. 

At first one, then another, then almost every member of the crowd touches the three 

middle fingers of their left hand to their lips and holds it out to me. It is an old and 

rarely used gesture of our district, occasionally seen at funerals. It means thanks, it 

means admiration, it means good-bye to someone you love.” (pg. 44) This quote 

caught my attention because like Katniss explains it seems like a shift has happened 

something has changed after she volunteer it was almost an indirect action of rebellion 

and so that’s why for some reason the people decide to do a three-finger salute which 

Katniss goes on to explain the meaning of. 

 

• “Look at her. Look at this one!” he hollers, throwing an arm around my shoulders. 

He’s surprisingly strong for such a wreck. “I like her!” His breath reeks of liquor 

and it’s been a long time since he’s bathed. “Lots of . . .” He can’t think of the word 

for a while. “Spunk!” he says triumphantly.” (pg. 44) – Haymitch to Katniss after 

volunteering. 

 

•  “More than you!” he shouts, pointing directly into a camera. Is he addressing the 

audience or is he so drunk he might actually be taunting the Capitol? I’ll never 

know because just as he’s opening his mouth to continue, Haymitch plummets off 

the stage and knocks himself unconscious.” (pg. 45) Since Haymitch is taunting the 

capital aka the higher power it makes me wonder if he agrees with what their doing as in 

the hunger games and sending children to fight for their lives or actually doesn’t agree, I 

mean he won so he has everything he can ask for?  

 

• “Peeta Mellark.” Peeta Mellark! Oh, no, I think. Not him. Because I recognize this 

name, although I have never spoken directly to its owner. Peeta Mellark. (pg. 46) The 

boy tribute is chosen and Katniss doesn’t know how to react and doesn’t want him to be 

the male tribute which makes me questioned why? they don’t know each other so what’s 

the reason?  

 



• New character: Peeta Mallark: “Medium height, stocky build, ashy blond hair that 

falls in waves over his forehead.” 

 

 

 

 

 

• “He has two older brothers, I know, I’ve seen them in the bakery, but one is probably 

too old now to volunteer and the other won’t. This is standard. Family devotion only 

goes so far for most people on reaping day.” (pg. 47) Peeta has two brothers however 

none of them decide to volunteer which just how’s how much family truly means like 

Katniss explained, I guess you can say Peeta might not be as close with his siblings as 

Katniss is with Prim because from what I already know Katniss is willing to risk it all for 

her sister however Peeta doesn’t have that kind of love from either of his brother’s.  

 

• “Peeta Mellark and I are not friends. Not even neighbors. We don’t speak. Our only 

real interaction happened years ago. He’s probably forgotten it. But I haven’t and I 

know I never will.” (pg. 47) Katniss and Peeta have history of some sort not romantic but 

he did something for her or to her which explains why she doesn’t want him to be the male 

tribute.  

 

 

• I was terrified. I suppose now that my mother was locked in some dark world of 

sadness, but at the time, all I knew was that I had lost not only a father, but a mother 

as well. At eleven years old, with Prim just seven, I took over as head of the family. 

(pg. 49) After the death of her father, Katniss explains how it deeply affected her and the 

reason why she had to step up and take control of the household because her mother was 

deeply affected by the death of her husband and if no one took care of her sister and word 

got out they would both be taken away and put in community homes which Katniss didn’t 

want because she claims that she’s seen how terribly those kids look but also how much it 

affects them mentally.  

 

• “But the money ran out and we were slowly starving to death. There’s no other way 

to put it. I kept telling myself if I could only hold out until May, just May 8th, I would 

turn twelve and be able to sign up for the tesserae and get that precious grain and oil 

to feed us. Only there were still several weeks to go. We could well be dead by then.” 

(pg. 50)   

 



• Starvation’s not an uncommon fate in District 12. Who hasn’t seen the victims? Older 

people who can’t work. Children from a family with too many to feed. Those injured 

in the mines. Straggling through the streets. And one day, you come upon them sitting 

motionless against a wall or lying in the Meadow, you hear the wails from a house, 

and the Peacekeepers are called in to retrieve the body. Starvation is never the cause 

of death officially. It’s always the flu, or exposure, or pneumonia. But that fools no 

one.  (pg.50) Another important quote why? because it goes more in detail on the life style 

the people from district 12 are forced to live in, the fact that starvation is a common death 

in 12 along with death from mining is sad and upsetting to say the least but what is even 

more upsetting is the fact that the cause of death is replaced and always said to be 

something else then the actual truth which shows how much control the higher power aka 

the capital has , the fact that they are able to lie and not care or admit that people are starving 

shows how much it affects them, they just don’t care.  

 

• “On the afternoon of my encounter with Peeta Mellark, the rain was falling in 

relentless icy sheets. I had been in town, trying to trade some threadbare old baby 

clothes of Prim’s in the public market, but there were no takers. Although I had been 

to the Hob on several occasions with my father, I was too - frightened to venture into 

that rough, gritty place alone. The rain had soaked through my father’s hunting 

jacket, leaving me chilled to the bone. For three days, we’d had nothing but boiled 

water with some old dried mint leaves I’d found in the back of a cupboard. By the 

time the market closed, I was shaking so hard I dropped my bundle of baby clothes 

in a mud puddle. I didn’t pick it up for fear I would keel over and be unable to regain 

my feet. Besides, no one wanted those clothes. I couldn’t go home. Because at home 

was my mother with her dead eyes and my little sister, with her hollow cheeks and 

cracked lips. I couldn’t walk into that room with the smoky fire from the damp 

branches I had scavenged at the edge of the woods after the coal had run out, my 

hands empty of any hope. I found myself stumbling along a muddy lane behind the 

shops that serve the wealthiest townspeople. The merchants live above their 

businesses, so I was essentially in their backyards. I remember the outlines of garden 

beds not yet planted for the spring, a goat or two in a pen, one sodden dog tied to a 

post, hunched defeated in the muck. All forms of stealing are forbidden in District 12. 

Punishable by death. But it crossed my mind that there might be something in the 

trash bins, and those were fair game. Perhaps a bone at the butcher’s or rotted 

vegetables at the grocer’s, something no one but my family was desperate enough to 

eat. Unfortunately, the bins had just been emptied.” (pg. 51-52) This quote is another 

important quote that caught my attention and it saddens me at the fact that Katniss is trying 

to provide for her family and has nothing to feed them and on top of all of that she wasn’t 

able to trade Prim’s baby clothes for food and now she has gone so far as to dig through 

trash bins, which goes to show just in how much poverty the people in district 12 live in. 

This reminds me of the situation that happened in Venezuela a couple of years ago when 



the country was going through food shortage and the news was showing videos of people 

digging through the trash through food while a higher power was in control, it’s truly 

heartbreaking because the book was published in 2008 and that happened not as long ago.  

 

• “The boy never even glanced my way, but I was watching him. Because of the bread, 

because of the red weal that stood out on his cheekbone. What had she hit him with? 

My parents never hit us. I couldn’t even imagine it. The boy took one look back to the 

bakery as if checking that the coast was clear, then, his attention back on the pig, he 

threw a loaf of bread in my direction. The second quickly followed, and he sloshed 

back to the bakery, closing the kitchen door tightly behind him. I stared at the loaves 

in disbelief. They were fine, perfect really, except for the burned areas. Did he mean 

for me to have them? He must have. Because there they were at my feet. Before 

anyone could witness what had happened, I shoved the loaves up under my shirt, 

wrapped the hunting jacket tightly about me, and walked swiftly away.” (pg.55-56) 

Peeta basically saved Katniss life, he gave her bread and although it was burnt it was better 

then nothing Katniss and her family would have starved to death but thanks to him, she 

was able to take something home to her family, this demonstrates the kind of person Peeta 

is even if we don’t know much about him yet, but the fact that he helped her is very 

touching.  

 

• “Still, just throwing me the bread was an enormous kindness that would have surely 

resulted in a beating if discovered. I couldn’t explain his actions.” (pg.56)  

 

• I found him staring at me from across the school yard. Our eyes met for only a second, 

then he turned his head away. I dropped my gaze, embarrassed, and that’s when I 

saw it. The first dandelion of the year. (pg.56) Peeta gave Katniss hope, not only did he 

help her survive but Katniss feels like it was a connection between him and the dandelion 

something that she feels like represents hope.  

 

• “I have turned in the school hallway and caught his eyes trained on me, only to quickly 

flit away. I feel like I owe him something, and I hate owing people.” (pg. 57) Peeta 

might have feelings for Katniss and I mean it would explain why he helped her; staring is 

considered one gesture that can signific this but I don’t want assume just yet.  

 

• “I thought about it a couple of times, but the opportunity never seemed to present 

itself. And now it never will. Because we’re going to be thrown into an arena to fight 

to the death. Exactly how am I supposed to work in a thank-you in there? Somehow 

it just won’t seem sincere if I’m trying to slit his throat.” (pg. 57) Finally!! I understand 

why Katniss didn’t want Peeta to be the male tribute, she feels bad in some way because 

she will have to fight the one person who saved her from starving to death. Now they’ll 



have to fight against each other in order to survive and how is Katniss going to thank him, 

she feels it won’t be sincere.  

 

 

Chapter 3:  

 

• “try to prepare for the next hour. The time allotted for the tributes to say good-bye 

to their loved ones. I cannot afford to get upset, to leave this room with puffy eyes and 

a red nose. Crying is not an option. There will be more cameras at the train station.” 

(Pg.59-60) Katniss once again doesn’t want to make herself look weak and knows that 

there will be cameras documenting everything to report to the capital, I assume which 

shows how important the hunger games is for the capital which is twisted. Katniss is 

thinking strategy which I think is fairly smart. 

 

• “Prim is not to take any tesserae. They can get by, if they’re careful, on selling Prim’s 

goat milk and cheese and the small apothecary business my mother now runs for the 

people in the Seam. Gale will get her the herbs she doesn’t grow herself, but she must 

be very careful to describe them because he’s not as familiar with them as I am. He’ll 

also bring them game — he and I made a pact about this a year or so ago — and will 

probably not ask for compensation, but they should thank him with some kind of 

trade, like milk or medicine.” (Pg. 60-61) Although she won’t be there to take care of her 

family which is her mother’s responsibility, Katniss has left orders for her mother and sister 

to follow while she’s gone, it shows how mature Katniss is and how much she deeply cares 

for her family. 

 

• “I don’t bother suggesting Prim learn to hunt. I tried to teach her a couple of times 

and it was disastrous. The woods terrified her, and whenever I shot something, she’d 

get teary and talk about how we might be able to heal it if we got it home soon 

enough.” (Pg.61) This indicates that Prim wouldn’t be a strong tribute she’s described as 

too sensitive and caring and can’t handle a weapon which isn’t good if you’re going into a 

game where you have to try and survive by killing other kids, your age. 

 

 

• “I turn to my mother and grip her arm, hard. “Listen to me. Are you listening to 

me?” She nods, alarmed by my intensity. She must know what’s coming. “You can’t 

leave again,” I say. My mother’s eyes find the floor. “I know. I won’t. I couldn’t help 

what — “Well, you have to help it this time. You can’t clock out and leave Prim on 

her own. There’s no me now to keep you both alive. It doesn’t matter what happens. 

Whatever you see on the screen. You have to promise me you’ll fight through it!” My 

voice has risen to a shout. In it is all the anger, all the fear I felt at her abandonment.” 

(Pg. 62) This quote blew my mind , the way Katniss treats her mother , she acts like her 

mother is her daughter and shows just how much control Katniss has within her family , 

Katniss admits that she felt anger at her mother’s abandonment and is most likely scare 



that her mother will fall into the depression she did when her husband died and if Katniss 

doesn’t make it out alive then who would look after her younger sister and I believe that’s 

what worries Katniss because Like I’ve mentioned previously Prim means a lot to Katniss 

as we’ve already seen. 

 

• “She pulls her arm from my grasp, moved to anger herself now. “I was ill. I could 

have treated myself if I’d had the medicine I have now.That part about her being ill 

might be true. I’ve seen her bring back people suffering from immobilizing sadness 

since. Perhaps it is a sickness, but it’s one we can’t afford.” (Pg. 62)  Katniss mother 

tries to justify herself and we finally see that perhaps it was depression and that she going 

through a hard time, people go through hard times differently so in some way I understand 

Her mother but also kind of feel for Katniss and understand where she’s coming from.  

 

• “Then take it. And take care of her!” I say. “I’ll be all right, Katniss,” says Prim, 

clasping my face in her hands. “But you have to take care, too. You’re so fast and 

brave. Maybe you can win. “I can’t win. Prim must know that in her heart. The 

competition will be far beyond my abilities. Kids from wealthier districts, where 

winning is a huge honor, who’ve been trained their whole lives for this. Boys who are 

two to three times my size. Girls who know twenty different ways to kill you with a 

knife. Oh, there’ll be people like me, too. People to weed out before the real fun 

begins.” (Pg.62) Katniss doesn’t have hope of winning which is kind of sad but also shows 

just how these games work, the kids who live in better districts in some way have an 

advantage even if they don’t live in a fancier place. Katniss feels like she won’t stand a 

chance but doesn’t want her mother to know that because it will make her feel worse and 

she doesn’t want her to become depressed again. 

 

• “Then we’d be rich as Haymitch.” “I don’t care if we’re rich. I just want you to come 

home. You will try, won’t you? Really, really try?” asks Prim. “Really, really try. I 

swear it,” I say. And I know, because of Prim, I’ll have to.” (Pg. 63)  Winning is 

equivalent to becoming rich however Katniss doesn’t care about that she only cares about 

survival which shows how much she prioritizes family over anything even money or food. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• “I’ll keep an eye on the little girl. Make sure she’s eating. I feel some of the pressure 

in my chest lighten at his words. People deal with me, but they are genuinely fond of 

Prim. “(pg. 65) Peeta dad visit Katniss and offers her cookies and reassures her he will 

also look after her sister in some way which shows just how much people care for Prim 

and how known she is at district 12. 

 

• “They let you wear one thing from your district in the arena. One thing to remind you 

of home. Will you wear this?” She holds out the circular gold pin that was on her 

dress earlier. I hadn’t paid much attention to it before, but now I see it’s a small bird 

in flight. “Your pin?” I say. Wearing a token from my district is about the last thing 

on my mind. “Here, I’ll put it on your dress, all right?” Madge doesn’t wait for an 

answer, she just leans in and fixes the bird to my dress. “Promise you’ll wear it into 

the arena, Katniss?” she asks. “Promise?” Yes,” I say. Cookies. A pin. I’m getting all 

kinds of gifts today.” (Pg. 66) The pin of the bird is given to Katniss by Madge as a gift , 

I’m not sure what it symbolizes yet but hope to find out as the story progresses although 

from what Madge said it’s something that comes from her district so maybe she gave it to 

Katniss so it can remind her of home ? 

 

• “There’s almost always some wood,” Gale says. “Since that year half of them died of 

cold. Not much entertainment in that.” It’s true. We spent one Hunger Games 

watching the players freeze to death at night. You could hardly see them because they 

were just huddled in balls and had no wood for fires or torches or anything. It was 

considered very anticlimactic in the Capitol, all those quiet, bloodless deaths. Since 

then, there’s usually been wood to make fires.” (pg. 66) It is revealed indirectly by 

Katniss that the more insane the hunger game is each year the better entertainment quality 

it is for the capital something that blows my mind because it means that people who watch 

the games actually like watching kids fight to the death as some form of entertainment like 

a tv show, that is sick and twisted. 

 

• anticlimactic: “causing disappointment at the end of an exciting or impressive series of 

events.” 

 

• It’s not just hunting. They’re armed. They think,” I say. “So do you. And you’ve had 

more practice. Real practice,” he says. “You know how to kill.” Not people,” I say. 

How different can it be, really?” says Gale grimly.” (Pg.68) Gale is shown to be 

supportive and reassures Katniss that she has the knowledge and the ability to fight and to 

defend herself, it shows the kind of friend gale is , he’s someone who cares for her and her 

family. 

 

 

 



• “I’ve been right not to cry. The station is swarming with reporters with their 

insectlike cameras trained directly on my face. But I’ve had a lot of practice at wiping 

my face clean of emotions and I do this now. I catch a glimpse of myself on the 

television screen on the wall that’s airing my arrival live and feel gratified that I 

appear almost bored.” (Pg. 69) The way Katniss and Peeta aka the tributes are being 

treated is twisted because the capital is making it seem like some kind of reality show / 

competition that is being aired for the capital to watch, these are children’s lives that are at 

risk and it’s being treated as something fun and light hearted. 

 

• “We have to stand for a few minutes in the doorway of the train while the cameras 

gobble up our images, then we’re allowed inside and the doors close mercifully behind 

us. The train begins to move at once.” (Pg.70) Katniss and Peeta are being treated as 

celebrities which is just so strange considering the fact that they are on their way to the 

capital where they will participate in a competition where they will have to kill other kids 

in order to survive. 

 

• “The speed initially takes my breath away. Of course, I’ve never been on a train, as 

travel between the districts is forbidden except for officially sanctioned duties.” (Pg. 

70) Fun fact seems like leaving your district is forbidden, shows how the capital keeps 

control. 

 

• “Somehow it all comes back to coal at school. Besides basic reading and math most of 

our instruction is coal-related. Except for the weekly lecture on the history of Panem. 

It’s mostly a lot of blather about what we owe the Capitol. I know there must be more 

than they’re telling us, an actual account of what happened during the rebellion.” (pg. 

71) we learn what exactly school consist of and the fact that in school they teach how the 

districts should be thankful to the capital shows they place themselves higher and the 

districts below them. 

 

• “The tribute train is fancier than even the room in the Justice Building. We are each 

given our own chambers that have a bedroom, a dressing area, and a private 

bathroom with hot and cold running water. We don’t have hot water at home, unless 

we boil it. There are drawers filled with fine clothes, and Effie Trinket tells me to do 

anything I want, wear anything I want, everything is at my disposal. Just be ready for 

supper in an hour. I peel off my mother’s blue dress and take a hot shower. I’ve never 

had a shower before. It’s like being in a summer rain, only warmer. I dress in a dark 

green shirt and pants.” (Pg.71-72) we get a complete 180 change from setting, Katniss is 

riding a fancy train on her way to the capital where she has everything she can ask for 

clothes , her own bedroom , cold and hot water things she would never be able to offer 

back home. It gives off the impression that their dangling the prizes of the games in their 

faces to show what they can have if they play along and do as they say. 

 



• “At the last minute, I remember Madge’s little gold pin. For the first time, I get a 

good look at it. It’s as if someone fashioned a small golden bird and then attached a 

ring around it. The bird is connected to the ring only by its wing tips. I suddenly 

recognize it. A mockingjay. They’re funny birds and something of a slap in the face 

to the Capitol.” (pg. 72) The symbol of the mockingbird the bird on the pin seems to be 

something that is disrespectful towards the capital and in the following quote Katniss 

explains why, it’s pretty ironic how Katniss a girl who shows signs of being a rebel is on 

her way to the capital wearing something that can be considered inappropriate. 

 

• “During the rebellion, the Capitol bred a series of genetically altered animals as 

weapons. The common term for them was muttations, or sometimes mutts for short. 

One was a special bird called a jabberjay that had the ability to memorize and repeat 

whole human conversations. They were homing birds, exclusively male, that were 

released into regions where the Capitol’s enemies were known to be hiding. After the 

birds gathered words, they’d fly back to centers to be recorded. It took people awhile 

to realize what was going on in the districts, how private conversations were being 

transmitted. Then, of course, the rebels fed the Capitol endless lies, and the joke was 

on it. So the centers were shut down and the birds were abandoned to die off in the 

wild. Only they didn’t die off. Instead, the jabberjays mated with female 

mockingbirds, creating a whole new species that could replicate both bird whistles 

and human melodies. They had lost the ability to enunciate words but could still 

mimic a range of human vocal sounds, from a child’s high-pitched warble to a man’s 

deep tones. And they could re-create songs. Not just a few notes, but whole songs with 

multiple verses, if you had the patience to sing them and if they liked your voice.” (Pg 

72-73) 

 

• “It’s like having a piece of my father with me, protecting me. I fasten the pin onto my 

shirt, and with the dark green fabric as a background, I can almost imagine the 

mockingjay flying through the trees.” (Pg. 74) Mockingjays mean a lot to Katniss father 

so she keeps the pin as a symbol of her father and she likes to think a part of him is still 

always with her which is very touching and maybe could indicate that her father was 

probably also a rebel during the dark days in panem? 

 

• “The supper comes in courses. A thick carrot soup, green salad, lamb chops and 

mashed potatoes, cheese and fruit, a chocolate cake. Throughout the meal, Effie 

Trinket keeps reminding us to save space because there’s more to come. But I’m 

stuffing myself because I’ve never had food like this, so good and so much, and 

because probably the best thing I can do between now and the Games is put on a few 

pounds.” (Pg. 75) Katniss is treated to food like she’s never had before, something she 

isn’t use to because she’s never been able to have so much food in her life since she doesn’t 

live in a place where food is something she doesn’t have to worry about. 

 



• “They try to stagger them throughout the day so a person could conceivably watch 

the whole thing live, but only people in the Capitol could really do that, since none of 

them have to attend reapings themselves.” (Pg. 77) This quote gives indication that there 

are more people that live in the capital and they must be super important if they don’t have 

to attend reaping like everyone else in the districts do 

 

• “Your mentor has a lot to learn about presentation. A lot about televised behavior.” 

Peeta unexpectedly laughs. “He was drunk,” says Peeta. “He’s drunk every year.”  

“Every day,” I add. I can’t help smirking a little. “(pg.57) Katniss and Peeta agree on 

the fact that haymitch behavior is ridiculous and can’t help but laugh which is fun because 

we finally see them kind of happy in the middle of all of this. 

 

• “Yes,” hisses Effie Trinket. “How odd you two find it amusing. You know your 

mentor is your lifeline to the world in these Games. The one who advises you, lines up 

your sponsors, and dictates the presentation of any gifts. Haymitch can well be the 

difference between your life and your death!” (Pg. 79) Although haymitch might be a 

mess since he’s always drunk, Effie and it’s that he has a bigger role then Katniss and Peeta 

think, she mentions a couple of different things that can differ from them staying alive or 

dying so I’m looking forward to seeing how haymitch takes on these responsibilities if he’s 

always drunk. 

 

 

Chapter 4:  

• “I can’t help feeling a little grateful since the last thing I want to do is strip down 

Haymitch, wash the vomit out of his chest hair, and tuck him into bed. Possibly Peeta 

is trying to make a good impression on him, to be his favorite once the Games begin. 

But judging by the state he’s in, Haymitch will have no memory of this tomorrow.” 

(Pg. 81) Katniss is quick to judge and assumes that Peeta is only trying to help Haymitch 

for his advantage however I don’t necessarily think that’s the case, I feel like Katniss is 

trying to find any little thing to dislike Peeta but he hasn’t done anything wrong so it’s 

becoming hard to hate him. I understand Katniss inner conflict in a way because once there 

in the games there going to have to fight one another and I feel like Katniss feels guilty 

that’s he’s being kind because it’ll make it even harder to kill him. 

 

 

 



 

• “All right,” I say. “I can send one of the Capitol people to help you.” There’s any 

number on the train. Cooking for us. Waiting on us. Guarding us. Taking care of us 

is their job. “No. I don’t want them,” says Peeta.” (Pg. 81) Katniss mentions that there 

are peace keepers on the train doing all sort of things including guarding them which shows 

just under how much security there on. 

 

• “I nod and head to my own room. I understand how Peeta feels. I can’t stand the sight 

of the Capitol people myself. But making them deal with Haymitch might be a small 

form of revenge.” (pg.81) I found this quote funny for some reason because once again 

Katniss is being a bit rebellious and expresses how she dislikes the people from the capital 

and how she would love to get revenge something that could surely get her into a lot of 

trouble but she doesn’t show signs of caring at all. 

 

• “A kind Peeta Mellark is far more dangerous to me than an unkind one. Kind people 

have a way of working their way inside me and rooting there. And I can’t let Peeta do 

this. Not where we’re going. So, I decide, from this moment on, to have as little as 

possible to do with the baker’s son.” (Pg. 82) This is a shocking reveal and very important 

quote because it shows one of Katniss fear which is actually surprising. Apparently, Katniss 

doesn’t like kind people because she feels like she’ll get too attached and now that she 

along with Peeta are both on their way to the capital where they’ll be force to fight against 

one another she finds it hard to not like him if he’s being too kind so she’s decided to 

distance herself because she rather not get close to him because she feels that deep down 

she might taking a liking to him and it might cause her the chance to win the game. 

 

• “When I get back to my room, the train is pausing at a platform to refuel. I quickly 

open the window, toss the cookies Peeta’s father gave me out of the train, and slam 

the glass shut. No more. No more of either of them.” (Pg.82-83) “Unfortunately, the 

packet of cookies hits the ground and bursts open in a patch of dandelions by the 

track.” I feel like this quote is meant to symbolize the relationship between Katniss and 

Peeta and how their relationship is going to be portrayed throughout the rest of the book. 

Katniss has decided to get of the cookies that Peeta dad gave Katniss , throwing the cookies 

away symbolizes Katniss trying to get rid / distance herself from Peeta however instead of 

falling on the ground the cookies hit an open patch of dandelion which for Katniss represent 

hope , so this could indicate that although she tries getting rid of Peeta and everything that 



has to do with him she can’t because he represents hope to Katniss something she can’t 

forget because he literally saved her from starving to death. 

 

 

• “The woods became our savior, and each day I went a bit farther into its arms. It was 

slow-going at first, but I was determined to feed us.” (Pg.86)  Katniss once again 

showing signs of how much she deeply cares and loves her family. Once again, this quote 

demonstrates how she’s so mature and how she is the one caring for her family instead of 

it being her mother which is the normal thing. After the events of her father’s death, it 

shows how it deeply affected her father. 

 

• “The grain was not enough to live on, and there were other things to buy, soap and 

milk and thread. What we didn’t absolutely have to eat, I began to trade at the Hob.” 

(Pg. 86) Katniss and her family have limited resources that they can’t have two of each 

thing it’s either food or hygiene which is sad to think about because it shows just how poor 

her district is and how she is unable to afford things that are essentials  

 

• “Katniss,” I said aloud. It’s the plant I was named for.” (Pg. 87) Fun fact Katniss is 

named after a plant which I found interesting because so is her sister. 

 

• “Slowly, my mother returned to us. She began to clean and cook and preserve some 

of the food I brought in for winter. People traded us or paid money for her medical 

remedies. One day, I heard her singing. Prim was thrilled to have her back, but I kept 

watching, waiting for her to disappear on us again. I didn’t trust her. And some small 

gnarled place inside me hated her for her weakness, for her neglect, for the months 

she had put us through. Prim forgave her, but I had taken a step back from my 

mother, put up a wall to protect myself from needing her, and nothing was ever the 

same between us again.” (pg. 88) The relationship between Katniss and her mother is 

very distant because of Katniss father’s death which seemed to have cause a rift between 

the two. Katniss expresses how she didn’t trust her mother once she started to act like 

herself, it shows how much anger Katniss truly has against her mother. Now that Katniss 

is off to the games, she feels somewhat bad because she yelled at her although she told her 

she loved her. Katniss admits herself that their relationship was never the same which is 

sad but like I previously stated I understand where both sides are coming from. 

 



• “What are they doing now, my mother and Prim? Were they able to eat supper? The 

fish stew and the strawberries? Or did it lie untouched on their plates? Did they watch 

the recap of the day’s events on the battered old TV that sits on the table against the 

wall? Surely, there were more tears.” (Pg. 88-89) Katniss thinks about her mother and 

sister which once again shows how much she truly cares for them, however once thing that 

caught my eye about this quote was the mention of her old battered tv another detail on the 

way they live. 

 

• “Could Gale and I have been eating blackberries only this morning? It seems like a 

lifetime ago. Like a long dream that deteriorated into a nightmare. Maybe, if I go to 

sleep, I will wake up back in District 12, where I belong.” (Pg. 89) Katniss thinks about 

her memories with gale and how she just wants to wake up anywhere else, which could 

indicate how under how much stress she is and how overwhelmed she must feel. She most 

feels pretty stressed out at the fact that she’s going to participate in a game where the key 

is survival and if she wants to see her family again, she must survive which is proving to 

be a bit too much for her to handle already since she’s already overwhelmed and is not 

even at the capital yet. 

 

• “I slept in the elaborate braided hair my mother did for the reaping and it doesn’t 

look too bad, so I just leave it up. It doesn’t matter. We can’t be far from the Capitol 

now. And once we reach the city, my stylist will dictate my look for the opening 

ceremonies tonight anyway. I just hope I get one who doesn’t think nudity is the last 

word in fashion.” (Pg. 91) This is particularly interesting an opening ceremony? For the 

tributes? and a stylish? Everything seems so odd for an event where the main objective is 

survival. It seems the capital considers this more of a reality show and form of 

entertainment if there going out of their way to style the tributes and go the extra mile.  

 

• “Sit down! Sit down!” says Haymitch, waving me over. The moment I slide into my 

chair I’m served an enormous platter of food. Eggs, ham, piles of fried potatoes. A 

tureen of fruit sits in ice to keep it chilled. The basket of rolls they set before me would 

keep my family going for a week.” (Pg. 89) This quote demonstrates the difference 

between the capital lifestyle and the district 12 lifestyle. Katniss mentions how all the food 

that is set out right in front of her is enough to keep her family going for weeks which 

shows once again how hard it must be to obtain food in district 12. 

 



• “My mother adores coffee, which we could almost never afford, but it only tastes 

bitter and thin to me.” (Pg. 92) This quote is meant to symbolize how coffee seems to be 

a delicacy that only the rich can afford and although I assume anyone back in district  12 

would die to have coffee Katniss explains how it taste bitter which could indicate her 

dislike towards the capital since they seem to be the only ones that can afford coffee.  

 

• “I realize I detest Haymitch. No wonder the District 12 tributes never stand a chance. 

It isn’t just that we’ve been underfed and lack training. Some of our tributes have 

still been strong enough to make a go of it. But we rarely get sponsors and he’s a big 

part of the reason why.” (Pg.93) Katniss admits that she dislikes Haymitch because he 

doesn’t mentor the tributes from district 12 so they don’t stand a chance once they go into 

the games. Katniss also mentions sponsors which I assume are the people who live in the 

capital, she goes on to say that “The rich people who back tributes — either because they’re 

betting on them or simply for the bragging rights of picking a winner — expect someone 

classier than Haymitch to deal with.” (Pg. 93) so from this quite I can assume that the 

sponsors are the ones who help the tribute of their choice have an advantage by sponsoring 

them, but how exactly do they help them what does sponsoring them consist of? 

 

• “So, you’re supposed to give us advice,” I say to Haymitch. “Here’s some advice. Stay 

alive,” says Haymitch, and then bursts out laughing” (pg. 93-94) Haymitch displays 

signs of not caring for Katniss or Peeta, he finds everything going on funny which shows 

that he really doesn’t care for the games, the capital or the tributes which could be the 

reason why he drowns himself in alcohol. 

 

• “Well, what’s this?” says Haymitch. “Did I actually get a pair of fighters this year?” 

(pg. 94) Peeta and Katniss team up which is pretty interesting against Haymitch after Peeta 

lashes the glass from Haymitch hand, this causes Haymitch to punch Peeta and Katniss to 

drive a knife to the table almost missing Haymitch fingers. After everything settles down 

Haymitch questions if he actually got two pair of fighters this year which could indicate 

that the pass district 12 tributes weren’t as skilled as they were or  were timid and shy. 

 

• Peeta rises from the floor and scoops up a handful of ice " from under the fruit tureen. 

He starts to raise it to the red mark on his jaw. “No,” says Haymitch, stopping him. 

“Let the bruise show. The audience will think you’ve mixed it up with another tribute 

before you’ve even made it to the arena.” “That’s against the rules,” says Peeta. “Only 



if they catch you. That bruise will say you fought, you weren’t caught, even better,” 

says Haymitch.” (Pg. 95) This quote is another important quote to me personally because 

it shows how Haymitch is giving Peeta advice without him directly knowing it. Haymitch 

suggest not putting ice on Peeta’s bruise so it could look like he got into a fight with another 

tribute so it can catch the audience attention. As we previously learned according to Katniss 

tributes get sponsors. So maybe and this is a guess, if the audience see Peeta is strong and 

the bruise also fools the other tributes then Peeta might gain sponsors and might become a 

threat, in this case it’s a good and bad thing because he might get help but also, he might 

become a target to 5e other tributes. 

 

• I realize that if I want Haymitch’s attention, this is my moment to make an 

impression. I yank the knife out of the table, get a grip on the blade, and then throw 

it into the wall across the room. I was actually just hoping to get a good solid stick, 

but it lodges in the seam between two panels, making me look a lot better than I am. 

(Pg. 95) Katniss is once again thinking strategy, she knows she wants to survived and I 

mean if I were her, I would too, so she tries to impress Haymitch since he’s paying to her 

for once and decides to show him her skills. She knows that if she wants a chance at 

survival, she’s going to have to make herself look strong which is key in a competition so 

deadly. 

 

• “We obey and he circles us, prodding us like animals at times, checking our muscles, 

examining our faces. “Well, you’re not entirely hopeless. Seem fit. And once the 

stylists get hold of you, you’ll be attractive enough.” (Pg. 96)  It seems like my guess 

was correct, haymitch may have not been the best mentor to previous tributes because he 

believed that they didn’t stand the chance at winning however it seems like things are 

different for Katniss and Peeta because for some reason Haymitch seems impress by their 

physical attributes as well as their skills. 

 

• “Peeta and I don’t question this. The Hunger Games aren’t a beauty contest, but the 

best-looking tributes always seem to pull more sponsors.” (Pg. 96) Looks seems to be 

another key factor at gaining more sponsors and although just like Katniss said the games 

aren’t a beauty competition, good looking tributes seem to get more sponsors which means 

that looking good could be another important key factor that Katniss could use to her 

advantage, looks seem to be everything for the people at the capital. 

 



• “All right, I’ll make a deal with you. You don’t interfere with my drinking, and I’ll 

stay sober enough to help you,” says Haymitch. “But you have to do exactly what I 

say. “It’s not much of a deal but still a giant step forward from ten minutes ago when 

we had no guide at all.” (Pg. 96) Haymitch agrees to help Peeta and Katniss after realizing 

that they might actually stand a stand. He realizes that they are built and have some 

knowledge on how to defend themselves so he is actually willing to help them which is 

progress of some sort just like Katniss said. This quote also shows progress from Haymitch 

character because he went from not wanting to do anything with the tributes to actually 

wanting to help them so at least from Haymitch part we have some character development. 

 

• “So, help us,” I say. “When we get to the arena, what’s the best strategy at the 

Cornucopia for someone —”” One thing at a time. In a few minutes, we’ll be pulling 

into the station. You’ll be put in the hands of your stylists. You’re not going to like 

what they do to you. But no matter what it is, don’t resist,” says Haymitch. “But —” 

I begin “No buts. Don’t resist,” says Haymitch. He takes the bottle of spirits from the 

table and leaves the car.” (Pg. 97) I wonder why Haymitch said that they won’t like what 

the stylist put them in, is there fashion choice that bad? What will they be force to wear? 

another thing I found interesting about this quote is how Haymitch tells them to not resist 

which once again means that moving forward they are under the control of the capital and 

the people who live there, they are tributes so they must follow the rules until they enter 

the games. 

 

• “I realize we must be in the tunnel that runs up through the mountains into the 

Capitol. The mountains form a natural barrier between the Capitol and the eastern 

districts. It is almost impossible to enter from the east except through the tunnels. 

This geographical advantage was a major factor in the districts losing the war that 

led to my being a tribute today. Since the rebels had to scale the mountains, they were 

easy targets for the Capitol’s air forces. Peeta Mellark and I stand in silence as the 

train speeds along.” (Pg. 97) Once again, we get mention of the war / uprising that led to 

the hunger games being an actual thing and explains how the advantages of the capital and 

they reside was a major advantage that led to their victory in the war. Katniss in this quote 

seems kind of resentful and I mean I would if I were I her position, no one would want to 

be a part of a competition that consist of fighting to the death. 

 

• “We can’t help it. Both Peeta and I run to the window to see what we’ve only seen on 

television, the Capitol, the ruling city of Panem. The cameras haven’t lied about its 

grandeur. If anything, they have not quite captured the magnificence of the glistening 



buildings in a rainbow of hues that tower into the air, the shiny cars that roll down 

the wide paved streets, the oddly dressed people with bizarre hair and painted faces 

who have never missed a meal. All the colors seem artificial, the pinks too deep, the 

greens too bright, the yellows painful to the eyes, like the flat round disks of hard 

candy we can never afford to buy at the tiny sweet shop in District 12.” (pg.98) The 

city of Panem also known as the ruling city is described as being grand and lavished and 

Katniss also mentions the way people are dressed with elaborate hair and makeup which 

reminds me of metropolis once again. Katniss also mentions “who have never missed a 

meal” an indication to show how rich the people from the capital must be, the mention of 

colors such as pink, green and yellow makes it seem like the capital is a bright city fill of 

crazy elaborate people which is ironic considering the fact that they promote such 

gruesome form of entertainment 

 

• “The people begin to point at us eagerly as they recognize a tribute train rolling into 

the city. I step away from the window, sickened by their excitement knowing they 

can’t wait to watch us die. (Pg. 98) This is pretty sickening and I understand where 

Katniss is coming from me the people from the capital are excited to see the tributes but 

not for the reason people would think they are excited to see them because they know that 

they are the kids who will be fighting to the death soon and may or may not end up dead. 

This shows just how much the games mean to the capital people, there excited to see the 

kids who will fight to survive something that Katniss finds sickening because it is at the 

thought that people like them support the games and act like it’s some form of 

entertainment when it’s the lives of children that are being put at risk just so they could 

have a laugh and a good time. 

 

• “But Peeta holds his ground, actually waving and smiling at the gawking crowd. He 

only stops when the train pulls into the station, blocking us from their view. He sees 

me staring at him and shrugs. “Who knows?” he says. “One of them may be rich.” 

(Pg. 99) Peeta is smart and is taking advantage and I think I am going to tell you why; he 

knows that in order to survive you need sponsors who could help you win the games. It’s 

seems like having sponsors is important and so is making an impression so he’s using those 

to his advantage and waving and smiling because he wants to win the audience, he knows 

that if he gives the capital people what they want he might gain more sponsors and I find 

that interesting because it shows the kind of character he is, he’s smart and knows how to 

use information to his advantage. 

 



• All of the pieces are still fitting together, but I sense he has a plan forming. He hasn’t 

accepted his death. He is already fighting hard to stay alive. (Pg. 99) Katniss realizes 

that Peeta is doing everything he can to try and win. Katniss believes that everything that’s 

happen so far is a lie and it was all a strategy, which she finds shocking because she puts 

the pieces together and realizes that if he’s doing all of this to survive then it could only 

mean one thing, He’s ready to kill her in order to win the game something that has Katniss 

shocked because she didn’t expect this nice boy to turn out to be smart. 

 

Chapter 5:  

 

• “R-i-i-i-p! I grit my teeth as Venia, a woman with aqua hair and gold tattoos above 

her eyebrows, yanks a strip of fabric from my leg, tearing out the hair beneath it. 

“Sorry!” she pipes in her silly Capitol accent. “You’re just so hairy!” (pg,101) We 

meet a new character from the capital is waxing Katniss leg, something that caught my 

attention is what Venia tells her, the fact that she calls Katniss legs hairy gives me 

indication that back in district 12 hygiene or looking good isn’t really a top priority and 

hygiene is hard to maintain due to the living conditions and resources there forced to live 

in.  

 

• “I’ve been in the Remake Center for more than three hours and I still haven’t met 

my stylist. Apparently, he has no interest in seeing me until Venia and the other 

members of my prep team have addressed some obvious problems. This has included 

scrubbing down my body with a gritty foam that has removed not only dirt but at 

least three layers of skin, turning my nails into uniform shapes, and primarily, ridding 

my body of hair. My legs, arms, torso, underarms, and parts of my eyebrows have 

been stripped of the stuff, leaving me like a plucked bird, ready for roasting. I don’t 

like it.” (pg.101) Once again this quote highlights just how much hygiene and self-care 

Katniss lacks and although it might not be her fault because like I previously stated she 

doesn’t have the money to buy shampoo, soaps and other hygiene products it shows just 

how much she doesn’t really care about her appearance but instead her  family and being 

able to provide for them.  

 

• New character: Octavia, “a plump woman whose entire body has been dyed a pale shade 

of pea green.” (pg.102) 

 



 
• “The three step back and admire their work. “Excellent! You almost look like a 

human being now!” says Flavius, and they all laugh. I force my lips up into a smile to 

show how grateful I am. “Thank you,” I say sweetly. “We don’t have much cause to 

look nice in District Twelve.” This wins them over completely. “Of course, you don’t, 

you poor darling!” says Octavia clasping her hands together in distress for me. (pg. 

103) This quote confirms what I previously stated however the way Flavius, Octavia and 

Venia laugh at Katniss and call her an actually human beings shows that they don’t see 

people from district 12 or any other district as humans just because of the way they look 

on top of that Katniss admits that she doesn’t care about beauty and hygiene because there’s 

no reason too to which Octavia replies “ of course you don’t darling” the exchange and the 

way the dialogue is delivered just makes the people from the capital seem rude because of 

the way they make fun of Katniss just because of the way she looked before they made her 

over.  

 

• “But don’t worry,” says Venia. “By the time Cinna is through with you, you’re going 

to be absolutely gorgeous!” “We promise! You know, now that we’ve gotten rid of all 

the hair and filth, you’re not horrible at all!” says Flavius.” (pg.104)  The fact that 

Flavius tells Katniss that she’s not horrible after all, after giving her a makeover makes me 

think that they view the people from the districts as dirty and filthy just by the way they 

express themselves to Katniss.  

 

• “My mother. I left her blue dress and shoes on the floor of my train car, never 

thinking about retrieving them, of trying to hold on to a piece of her, of home. Now I 

wish I had.” (pg. 105) A bit of character development here, although her relationship with 

her mother isn’t the best and they aren’t that close she still misses her and we learn that she 

left her dress in the train, the same dress that use to be her mother’s. Now Katniss regrets 

not going back to get it because she wished she could at least still have a part of her which 

shows that although they might not be close, she still loves her mother even after everything 

that’s happened. 

 

• “Most of the stylists they interview on television are so dyed, stenciled, and surgically 

altered they’re grotesque. But Cinna’s close-cropped hair appears to be its natural 

shade of brown. He’s in a simple black shirt and pants. The only concession to self-

alteration seems to be metallic gold eyeliner that has been applied with a light hand. 

It brings out the flecks of gold in his green eyes. And, despite my disgust with the 

Capitol and their hideous fashions, I can’t help thinking how attractive it looks.” 

(pg.105) We meet a new character name Cinna, Katniss stylist and according to her he is 



different than everyone else because he’s not dressed and doesn’t look the way everyone 

else in the capital looks. I found this quote interesting because Katniss is someone, I 

consider different, she’s a bit of a rebel and now getting paired with someone who is 

different as well is pretty ironic, because Katniss is different and so is Cinna according to 

her.  

 
• “Who did your hair?” “My mother,” I say. “It’s beautiful. Classic really. And in 

almost perfect balance with your profile. She has very clever fingers,” he says. I had 

expected someone flamboyant, someone older trying desperately to look young, 

someone who viewed me as a piece of meat to be prepared for a platter. Cinna has 

met none of these expectations. (pg. 106) This quote caught my attention and once again 

give me an indication that Cinna isn’t like the rest of the people from the capital. However, 

another thing I want to draw my attention to is what Katniss says and how she expected 

Cinna to view her as a ‘piece of meat to be prepared for a platter” which makes me believe 

that most of the stylist from the capital make the tributes they are assigned to look like 

mannequins on display and almost make them look the way they want to without caring 

whether the tributes they are dressing feel comfortable.  

 

• Cinna invites me to sit on one of the couches and takes his place across from me. He 

presses a button on the side of the table. The top splits and from below rises a second 

tabletop that holds our lunch. Chicken and chunks of oranges cooked in a creamy 

sauce laid on a bed of pearly white grain, tiny green peas and onions, rolls shaped like 

flowers, and for dessert, a pudding the color of honey. I try to imagine assembling this 

meal myself back home. Chickens are too expensive, but I could make do with a wild 

turkey. (pg. 107) The use of advance technology that the capital possesses is introduced 

more explicitly in this scene where we see how Cinna presses a button just like that lunch 

appears on the table, something that reminds me of the machine stops and how Vashti is 

able to fresh any button and get anything she wants at her disposal.  
 

 
 

• “Days of hunting and gathering for this one meal and even then it would be a poor 

substitution for the Capitol version. What must it be like, I wonder, to live in a world 

where food appears at the press of a button?” (pg.108) This quote is another important 

quote in my opinion because of two reasons one it shows the capital lifestyle and how they 

have so many foods, food that districts like 12 lack. Another reason why I believe this 

quote is important is because it shows just how different district 12 and the capital are. 

Katniss thinks to herself what it would be like to live in a place where food is your main 

priority meaning I wonder what it would like to live in a place that has it all, a place where 



you can get food at the press of a button. This quote also shows one of the ways the capital 

uses their advance technology, one way is lifestyle.  

 
• “What do they do all day, these people in the Capitol, besides decorating their bodies 

and waiting around for a new shipment of tributes to roll in and die for their 

entertainment?” (pg. 108) The people from the capital seem to live completely different 

lifestyles from the people from district 12. They don’t have to worry about food or money 

because they have everything they can ask for; they live in a luxury city with food at their 

disposal something that people from 12 will never have. It shows the difference between 

lifestyle. It also shows how bored they must be and how sick the people from the capital 

are. The fact that they sit around waiting for tributes to roll in for the games just so they 

could watch them die for their entertainment shows how much they value the lives of the 

rest of the people from the other districts.  

 

• “I look up and find Cinna’s eyes trained on mine. “How despicable we must seem to 

you,” he says.” (pg. 108) Cinna unlike the rest of the stylist seems to understand where 

Katniss is coming from and why she must think the way she does. Cinna is right and I have 

to agree with what he said. The people from the capital cheering and finding the hunger 

games entertaining is sickening because it shows how much they value the lives of those 

who aren’t as rich as them, similar to Metropolis because of how the underground workers 

were being treated and how they were seen by the upper class.  
 

  

• “For the opening ceremonies, you’re supposed to wear something that suggests your 

district’s principal industry. District 11, agriculture. District 4, fishing. District 3, 

factories. This means that coming from District 12, Peeta and I will be in some kind 

of coal miner’s getup.” (pg. 109) Other districts are mentioned for the first time in the 

book and we learn what each district main line of work is such as District 3: factories 

District 4: fishing, District 11: agriculture and District 12: coal mining. Depending on 

what district you come from it influences what outfit you wear to the ceremony. Katniss 

believes it’s going to be something simple and overdone because of her districts line of 

work which is coal however Cinna reassures her that, coal mining has been overdone and 

decides to change things up once again showing how he’s different.  

 

 



• A few hours later, I am dressed in what will either be the most sensational or the 

deadliest costume in the opening ceremonies. I’m in a simple black unitard that covers 

me from ankle to neck. Shiny leather boots lace up to my knees. But it’s the fluttering 

cape made of streams of orange, yellow, and red and the matching headpiece that 

define this costume. Cinna plans to light them on fire just before our chariot rolls into 

the streets. “It’s not real flame, of course, just a little synthetic fire.” (pg. 110) the 

outfits Katniss is given to wear to the ceremony is simple however the symbolism behind 

it is what is intriguing because in some way Cinna is trying to help Katniss by having her 

and Peeta make a statement, he wants her to be remembered as “Katniss, the girl who was 

on fire.” and if I remember correctly looking good and making a statement is very 

important in earning sponsors and being able to win the games.  

 

• “What do you think?” I whisper to Peeta. “About the fire?” “I’ll rip off your cape if 

you’ll rip off mine,” he says through gritted teeth. “Deal,” I say. Maybe, if we can get 

them off soon enough, we’ll avoid the worst burns. It’s bad though. They’ll throw us 

into the arena no matter what condition we’re in.” (pg. 112) Peeta and Katniss are 

having small talk but it shows how they are willing to work together even if it isn’t 

something major but still shows how the two are willing to help each other and do a favor 

for each other. 

 

• “I know we promised Haymitch we’d do exactly what they said, but I don’t think he 

considered this angle.” “Where is Haymitch, anyway? Isn’t he supposed to protect us 

from this sort of thing?” says Peeta. “With all that alcohol in him, it’s probably not 

advisable to have him around an open flame,” I say. And suddenly we’re both 

laughing. I guess we’re both so nervous about the Games and more pressingly, 

petrified of being turned into human torches, we’re not acting sensibly” (pg. 112) Peeta 

and Katniss seem to be getting along without the two noticing that they are. Back in the 

train Katniss wanted to do nothing with Peeta however now it seems like things are slowly 

beginning to change without her realizing it. At the moment we still don’t know how Peeta 

feels about Katniss, but we’ll see if we do later on in the book.  
 

• The ride lasts about twenty minutes and ends up at the City Circle, where they will 

welcome us, play the anthem, and escort us into the Training Center, which will be 

our home/prison until the Games begin. (pg.113) New location perhaps? and also will 

the tributes train before the games?  

 



 

• “The tributes from District 1 ride out in a chariot pulled by snow-white horses. They 

look so beautiful, spray-painted silver, in tasteful tunics glittering with jewels. District 

1 makes luxury items for the Capitol. You can hear the roar of the crowd. They are 

always favorites.” (pg.113)  

 

• “What’s he saying?” I ask Peeta. For the first time, I look at him and realize that 

ablaze with the fake flames, he is dazzling. And I must be, too. “I think he said for us 

to hold hands,” says Peeta. He grabs my right hand in his left, and we look to Cinna 

for confirmation. He nods and gives a thumbs-up, and that’s the last thing I see before 

we enter the city. (pg.114) Cinna lights Katniss and Peeta capes on fire however it’s what 

he asks for the two to do that caught my attention, he wants them to hold hand something 

that can be seen as a gesture of unity, so maybe Cinna wants them to make a good 

impression and seem like they are happy to be apart of the games? 

 
• At first, I’m frozen, but then I catch sight of us on a large television screen and am 

floored by how breathtaking we look. In the deepening twilight, the firelight 

illuminates our faces. We seem to be leaving a trail of fire off the flowing capes. Cinna 

was right about the minimal makeup; we both look more attractive but utterly 

recognizable. Remember, heads high. Smiles. They’re going to love you! I hear 

Cinna’s voice in my head. I lift my chin a bit higher, put on my most winning smile, 

and wave with my free hand. I’m glad now I have Peeta to clutch for balance, he is so 

steady, solid as a rock. As I gain confidence, I actually blow a few kisses to the crowd. 

The people of the Capitol are going nuts, showering us with flowers, shouting our 

names, our first names, which they have bothered to find on the program. The 

pounding music, the cheers, the admiration work their way into my blood, and I can’t 

suppress my excitement. Cinna has given me a great advantage. No one will forget 

me. Not my look, not my name. Katniss. The girl who was on fire. For the first time, 

I feel a flicker of hope rising up in me. Surely, there must be one sponsor willing to 

take me on!” (pg.115-116) Thanks to Cinna and his suggestion Katniss and Peeta are loved 

by the capital as they cheer her name, this causes for Katniss to feel hope that she might 

have a shot of winning the games which causes her great happiness because if she wins, 

she will be able to return home with her family which is the one thing she truly cares about.  

 



• New Character: President Snow “The president, a small, thin man with paper-white 

hair, gives the official welcome from a balcony above us.” (pg.117) 

 

• I look down at our linked fingers as I loosen my grasp, but he regains his grip on me. 

“No, don’t let go of me, ” he says. The firelight flickers off his blue eyes. “Please. I 

might fall out of this thing.” “Okay, ” I say. So I keep holding on, but I can’t help 

feeling strange about the way Cinna has linked us together. It’s not really fair to 

present us as a team and then lock us into the arena to kill each other. (pg.117) Found 

this pretty interesting and wonder the same thing as I was reading, Cinna seems to be 

pushing the idea of a team between Katniss and Peeta something that is strange since the 

two are eventually going to have to fight each other once they enter the arena. I’m interested 

to see how their dynamic is going to work as the story progresses.  
 

 
• As I glance around, I notice a lot of the other tributes are shooting us dirty looks, 

which confirms what I’ve suspected, we’ve literally outshone them all . (pg.118) This 

is not good at all, the fact that they were the center of attention during the ceremony could 

easily make them easy targets and it seems like the competition has begun. Katniss and 

Peeta must watch their backs. 
 

• “Thanks for keeping hold of me. I was getting a little shaky there, ” says Peeta. “It 

didn’t show, ” I tell him. “I’m sure no one noticed.” “I’m sure they didn’t notice 

anything but you. You should wear flames more often, ” he says. “They suit you.” 

And then he gives me a smile that seems so genuinely sweet with just the right touch 

of shyness that unexpected warmth rushes through me. A warning bell goes off in my 

head. Don’t be so stupid. Peeta is planning how to kill you, I remind myself. He is 

luring you in to make you easy prey. The more likable he is, the more deadly he is .” 

(pg.119) A lot happens here, it’s all a lot to take in, Peeta thanks Katniss for not letting go 

of his hand however it’s the way he tells her and expresses himself that cause Katniss to 

get fluster which could indicate that she feels a certain way about him however it’s her 

mind that tells her something else, it reassures her why she is where she is and why she 

needs to stay focus because it might all be a strategy from Peeta to kill her and I have to 

agree. This is a competition after all one that is very important because it’s life or death so 

having a crush or liking someone shouldn’t be a main priority but survival definitely 

should.  

 



Chapter 6:  

• New Location: The training center “The Training Center has a tower designed exclusively 

for the tributes and their teams. This will be our home until the actual Games begin. 

Each district has an entire floor. You simply step onto an elevator and press the number 

of your district. Easy enough to remember.” 

 

• The walls of this elevator are made of crystal so that you can watch the people on the 

ground floor shrink to ants as you shoot up into the air. - exhilarating and I’m 

tempted to ask Effie Trinket if we can ride it again, but somehow that seems childish.” 

(pg.121) Shows the capital lifestyle unlike district 12 which according to Katniss the 

elevators aren’t the same because of the way she describes them. “But that’s a dark and 

creaky thing that moves like a snail and smells of sour milk.” (pg.120) 

 

• “And, to hear her tell it, Effie knows everyone who’s anyone in the Capitol and has 

been talking us up all day, trying to win us sponsors.” (pg.121) Katniss admits that 

although having Effie and Haymitch looking after them isn’t the most amazing thing, it 

still has its perks because Effie knows plenty of people which can be very beneficial when 

it comes to obtaining sponsors. I guess Effie isn’t so bad after all although she along with 

Haymitch aren’t the best company to have.  
 

• “But I’ve done my best with what I had to work with. How Katniss sacrificed herself 

for her sister. How you’ve both successfully struggled to overcome the barbarism of 

your district.” Barbarism? That’s ironic coming from a woman helping to prepare us 

for slaughter. And what’s she basing our success on? Our table manners?” (pg.122) 

In order to get sponsors for both Katniss and Peeta, Effie tries to make them seem 

like these brave and courage teens however just like Katniss stated it’s pretty ironic 

coming from someone who trying to make them look like they’ve overcome so much 

when there literally about to be thrown into a competition where they have to fight to 

the death.  

 
• “Although lacking in many departments, Effie Trinket has a certain determination I 

have to admire.” (pg. 123) Katniss admits that Effie is determined and although Effie isn’t 

a good or bad guy it makes me wonder if eventually, she becomes a good person or if 

Katniss and Peeta take a liking to her who knows? 

 

 

 



• My quarters are larger than our entire house back home. They are plush, like the 

train car, but also have so many automatic gadgets that I’m sure I won’t have time to 

press all the buttons. The shower alone has a panel with more than a hundred options 

you can choose regulating water temperature, pressure, soaps, shampoos, scents, oils, 

and massaging sponges. When you step out on a mat, heaters come on that blow-dry 

your body. Instead of struggling with the knots in my wet hair, I merely place my 

hand on a box that sends a current through my scalp, untangling, parting, and drying 

my hair almost instantly. It floats down around my shoulders in a glossy curtain. I 

program the closet for an outfit to my taste. The windows zoom in and out on parts 

of the city at my command. You need only whisper a type of food from a gigantic 

menu into a mouthpiece and it appears, hot and steamy, before you in less than a 

minute.” (pg.123) This quote once again is another important quote because it shows the 

capital lifestyle but also shows how much advanced technology the capital possesses. They 

have everything a person can dream of such as a shower with a bunch of different settings, 

a machine that detangles hair, dries and parts hair as well as a closet that can be programed 

for an outfit. Once again this reminds me of the machine stops where Vashti and everyone 

else who lives in the machines has everything that their disposal. Katniss admits that she 

probably won’t have time to explore every single gadget but so far everything she’s used 

is high end which shows how advanced the capital is.  

 

• “I can’t place a name or time to the girl’s face. But I’m certain of it. The dark red 

hair, the striking features, the porcelain white skin. But even as I utter the words, I 

feel my insides contracting with anxiety and guilt at the sight of her, and while I can’t 

pull it up, I know some bad memory is associated with her. The expression of terror 

that crosses her face only adds to my confusion and unease. She shakes her head in 

denial quickly and hurries away from the table.” (pg.126-127) This is interesting 

because of how this scene unfolds and how Katniss doesn’t understand why the girl is so 

afraid after Katniss asks her a question. However, it’s what Effie says next that changes 

everything and shines a whole new light on the meaning of rebelling and what the 

consequences might be if you commit a crime. “Don’t be ridiculous, Katniss. How could 

you possibly know an Avox?” snaps Effie. “The very thought.” “What’s an Avox?” I 

ask stupidly. “Someone who committed a crime. They cut her tongue so she can’t 

speak, ” says Haymitch. “She’s probably a traitor of some sort. Not likely you’d know 

her.” “And even if you did, you’re not to speak to one of them unless it’s to give an 

order, ” says Effie. “Of course, you don’t really know her.” (pg.127) Turns out the 

capital cuts off the tongue of those they believe are traitors and kind of explains what 

Katniss meant at the beginning when she said that her mother didn’t like when she would 

talk bad about the capital so she stopped doing so because it can have severe consequences.  

 



• “Whose idea was the hand holding?” asks Haymitch. “Cinna’s, ” says Portia. “Just 

the perfect touch of rebellion, ” says Haymitch. “Very nice.” Rebellion? I have to 

think about that one a moment. But when I remember the other couples, standing 

stiffly apart, never touching or acknowledging each other, as if their fellow tribute 

did not exist, as if the Games had already begun, I know what Haymitch means.” 

(pg.129) It seems like rebelling always seems to follow Katniss everywhere she goes 

even in the capital. Haymitch statement definitely caught me off guard the same way it 

did to Katniss because it was so unexpected. Haymitch seems to not be a fond of the 

capital and the reason I think this is because of his actions throughout the first few 

chapters. He finds it amusing each time someone breaks the rules and likes it which could 

indicate he doesn’t like the capital. Everyone who is on Katniss “team” seem to be rebels 

or different something I found interesting.  
 

• “So, Delly Cartwright. Imagine finding her lookalike here.” He’s asking for an 

explanation, and I’m tempted to give him one. We both know he covered for me. So 

here I am in his debt again. (pg.131) Once again it seems like Katniss can’t get rid of 

Peeta and his kindness. Like I previously mentioned back in chapter 3, Katniss throwing 

the cookies out of the train and having them fall on a dandelion could indicate that although 

she wants to, she can’t hate or get rid of Peeta because his kindness is genuine and that’s 

what seems to be happening in this case. He is covering for her and now she feels upset 

because she feels like she owns him even though he hasn’t said anything about the case 
 

• “Besides, the idea of the girl with her maimed tongue frightens me. She has reminded 

me why I’m here. Not to model flashy costumes and eat delicacies. But to die a bloody 

death while the crowds urge on my killer.” (pg.131) Katniss once again is bought back 

to reality as she remembers the real reason why she’s in the capital not as a guest to enjoy 

all of the luxury commodities but to patriciate in a competition that is life or death.  

 

• As we step into the cool, windy evening air, my breath at the view. The Capitol 

twinkles like a vast field of fireflies. Electricity in District 12 comes and goes, usually 

we only have it a few hours a day. Often the evenings are spent in candlelight. The 

only time you can count on it is when they’re airing the Games or some important 

government message on television that it’s mandatory to watch. But here there would 

be no shortage. Ever. (pg.132) Another important quote imo because it once again it 

highlights how important the games are to the capital and how different the capital is 

compared to district 12. Katniss admits that electricity in 12 isn’t the best and that most of 

the time the only source of light is candles however in the capital the light never goes out 

because once again they have everything they can ask for and they have plenty of resources 

and don’t have to worry about anything unlike 12.  However, another thing that caught my 

attention is how Katniss claims that the only time the electricity doesn’t stop working is 

when the games or an important message from the capital is airing indicating that the 



people of the districts are forced to watch the hunger games and its pretty ironic that it’s 

the only time the power doesn’t stop working its almost seems like the capital wants the 

people to watch the games so they can witness all of the horror going on. 

• “I asked Cinna why they let us up here. Weren’t they worried that some of the tributes 

might decide to jump right over the side?” says Peeta. “What’d he say?” I ask. “You 

can’t, ” says Peeta. He holds out his hand into seemingly empty space. There’s a sharp 

zap and he jerks it back. “Some kind of electric field throws you back on the roof.” 

“Always worried about our safety, ” I say. Even though Cinna has shown Peeta the 

roof, I wonder if we’re supposed to be up here now, so late and alone. I’ve never seen 

tributes on the Training Center roof before. But that doesn’t mean we’re not being 

taped. “Do you think they’re watching us now?” “Maybe, ” he admits.(pg.133) 

Another one of those important quote because it explains how the capital controls 

everything the tributes do and how they ensure that everything goes according to their 

plans. The fact that they have taken extra precaution to make sure that no tribute decides 

to commit suicide before the games begin shows how they can’t risk anyone outsmarting 

them. Another think I want to point out is how Katniss questions whether they are being 

watched at the moment to which Peeta replies “Maybe” another indication that they  are 

being watched at all times making sure no one is attempting to do anything that might put 

the games in jeopardy. 
 

• Expectantly: “with an excited feeling that something is about to happen, especially 

something good.” 
 

• As if it were giving a warning call. And then we saw her. I’m sure it was the same girl. 

A boy was with her. Their clothes were tattered. They had dark circles under their 

eyes from no sleep. They were running as if their lives depended on it, ” I say.” 

(pg.134) It is revealed by Katniss how she knows the girl from the dinning room turns out 

she was fleeing with a boy and Katniss and Gale happen to be in the woods as they ran. 

Katniss reveals what happened soon after “The hovercraft appeared out of nowhere, ” 

I continue to Peeta. “I mean, one moment the sky was empty and the next it was there. 

It didn’t make a sound, but they saw it. A net dropped- down on the girl and carried 

her up, fast, so fast like the elevator. They shot some sort of spear through the boy. It 

was attached to a cable and they hauled him up as well. But I’m certain he was dead. 

We heard the girl scream once. The boy’s name, I think. Then it was gone, the 

hovercraft. Vanished into thin air.” (pg.135) This is sad and also confusing because I 

have so many questions. For one why were the girl and boy escaping and why didn’t 

Katniss and Gale help them? but also, I understand that if the tried to their fates could’ve 

led to what happen to the girl, she got her tongue cut off. Is that the reason why Katniss 

didn’t want to run away with Gale at the beginning because she saw what could of 



happened if they did. Also, the way the capital killed the boy was very brutal and once 

again shows what the outcomes are if a person decides to disobey and go against the capitol 

showing how much control they truly have.  

 

• “You’re shivering,” says Peeta. The wind and the story have blown all the warmth 

from my body. The girl’s scream. Had it been her last? Peeta takes off his jacket and 

wraps it around my shoulders. I start to take a step back, but then I let him, deciding 

for a moment to accept both his jacket and his kindness. A friend - would do that, 

right? “They were from here?” he asks, and he secures a button at my neck. I nod. 

They’d had that Capitol look about them. The boy and the girl. (pg.135). Perhaps the 

girl and boy were from the capitol and were trying to escape or rebel and maybe that’s what 

caused the peacekeepers to kill the boy and bring the girl back to the capitol where she 

would have her tongue cut off. The capitol doesn’t seem like the people you should mess 

with. However, another thing I want to talk about it the fact that Peeta is behaving like a 

gentleman something Katniss realizes as well and tries to convince herself Peeta is being 

genuine almost sounds like she wants him to be kind something that differs from her 

feelings on the train where she wanted nothing to do with him.  

 

• “If you don’t count the ruins of District 13 that still smolder from the toxic bombs. 

They show it on television occasionally, just to remind us. “Or why they would leave 

here.” Haymitch had called the Avoxes traitors. Against what? It could only be the 

Capitol. But they had everything here. No cause to rebel.” (pg. 136) Another 

important quote with plenty of information imo. The fact that the capitol shows the rest of 

the districts, districts 13 as a reminder of what could happen to them shows the tactics 

that the capitol uses a form of manipulation and shows just how powerful they can truly 

be. However, one thing that also caught my attention was how Katniss questions why 

anyone would want to leave the capitol when you have everything you could ask for. It 

raises the questions of “not everything is as it seems” maybe the capitol isn’t the beauty 

place everyone makes it out to be but another prison where people are forced to follow 

the order of the president.   

 

• I’d set out to tell her I was sorry about dinner. But I know that my apology runs much 

deeper. That I’m ashamed I never tried to help her in the woods. That I let the Capitol 

kill the boy and mutilate her without lifting a finger. (pg.139) Katniss once again 

demonstrates how she is slowly changing in a way. She feels guilty at the fact that she 

could’ve helped the girl and boy escaped but chose not to which resulted in the boy being 

murder and her tongue being cut off. However, its what Katniss says next that is pretty sad 

“The shivering hasn’t stopped. Perhaps the girl doesn’t even remember me. But I 



know she does. You don’t forget the face of the person who was your last hope.” 

Katniss is right and I agree, we’ve all done things in the pass that we regret, I find it pretty 

ironic because I have compared Katniss to Freder (Metropolis) in the pass however that 

was me discussing the last film of this franchise without reading the first book or watching 

the first movie and I realize that they share major differences. Unlike Katniss Freder helped 

the underground worker when he realized how tired he was but Katniss in this case didn’t 

do anything to help the girl and boy which shows how the two handle situations under 

pressure differently.  

 

Chapter 7:  

 

• Emaciated: “abnormally thin or weak, especially because of illness or a lack of food.” 

 

• “My mind wanders to my mother and Prim. They must be up. My mother getting 

their breakfast of mush. Prim milking her goat before school. Just two mornings ago, 

I was home. Can that be right? Yes, just two. And now how empty the house feels, 

even from a distance.” (pg.143) Family is everything to Katniss and although she’s far 

away from them she always thinks about them which shows how much she worries and 

cares for her family it severs as her motivation to keep going and never give up because 

she might actually have a chance of winning. 

 

• “It makes me irritated that Peeta is wearing exactly the same outfit I am. I need to 

say something to Cinna. This twins act is going to blow up in our faces once the Games 

begin.” (pg.143-144) It seems like yesterday’s interaction between Peeta and Katniss 

hasn’t really change anything and Katniss still see’s Peeta as her enemy and she indicates 

this by not liking the fact that they are wearing the same outfits. Katniss doesn’t seem 

interested in becoming friends with Peeta because she knows she’s going to have to kill 

him if she wants to win and return home to her family so that could be a reason why she 

acts and thinks the things she does. 

 

• “I’m nervous about the training. There will be three days in which all the tributes 

practice together. On the last afternoon, we’ll each get a chance to perform in private 

before the Gamemakers. The thought of meeting the other tributes face-toface makes 

me queasy.” (pg.144) Meeting the other tributes might not be a good idea especially since 

it seems like most of the other tributes don’t like them because of how much attention they 

stole, so be careful is going to be another thing Katniss and Peeta have to worry about.  

 



• “All right, so give me some idea of what you can do, ” says Haymitch. “I can’t do 

anything, ” says Peeta. “Unless you count baking bread.” “Sorry, I don’t. Katniss. I 

already know you’re handy with a  knife, ” says Haymitch. “Not really. But I can 

hunt, ” I say. “With a bow and arrow.” (pg.145-146) Peeta admits that he is not skilled 

at anything however this can be another one of his strategies to make himself look weak 

when he’s really not so if I were Katniss, I wouldn’t take his comment to lightly.   
• “She’s excellent, ” says Peeta. “My father buys her squirrels. He always comments on 

how the arrows never pierce the body. She hits every one in the eye. It’s the same with 

the rabbits she sells the butcher. She can even bring down deer.” This assessment of 

my skills from Peeta takes me totally by surprise. First, that he ever noticed. Second, 

that he’s talking me up. “What are you doing?” I ask him suspiciously. “What are 

you doing? If he’s going to help you, he has to know what you’re capable of. Don’t 

underrate yourself.” (pg.146) Peeta tries to make Katniss look good by explaining how 

skilled she is however this for some reason doesn’t settle well with Katniss because she 

feels like he is up to something and I would too, make yourself look weak can be a good 

tactic to win the games so it truly does seem like neither of them can trust one another.  
• “You know what my mother said to me when she came to say good-bye, as if to cheer 

me up, she says maybe District Twelve will finally have a winner. Then I realized, she 

didn’t mean me, she meant you!” bursts out Peeta.“(pg.148) This quote really caught 

my attention and goes sort of hints at the relationship Peeta and his mother might have. 

The fact that she told her son that Katniss might win and not her own son shows how much 

faith she has in him and might explain why he’s doing everything he can to try and ensure 

he has a chance of survival.  
• Peeta rolls his eyes at Haymitch. “She has no idea. The effect she can have.” He runs 

his fingernail along the wood grain in the table, refusing to look at me. What on earth 

does he mean? People help me? When we were dying of starvation, no one helped me! 

No one except Peeta. (pg.149) Important quote once again because of the way Peeta tells 

Haymitch that he believes Katniss can have an effect on people. Could this be referring to 

something in particular or could this be indication of something more? something we might 

see as the story progresses? 
• “You go to group training. Spend the time trying to learn something you don’t know. 

Throw a spear. Swing a mace. Learn to tie a decent knot. Save showing what you’re 

best at until your private sessions. Are we clear?” says Haymitch.” (pg.150) Haymitch 

once again is sticking to his promise and is actually giving good advice to both Peeta and 

Katniss which shows more character development in his case. 
 

• Amiable: “Having or displaying a friendly and pleasant manner.” 

 



• “I sit on the bed, hating Haymitch, hating Peeta, hating myself for mentioning that 

day long ago in the rain. It’s such a joke! Peeta and I going along pretending to be 

friends! Talking up each other’s strengths, insisting the other take credit for their 

abilities.” (pg.151) Katniss and Peeta are not close what so ever which is strange 

considering the fact that Katniss opened up to him the night before. To me it seems like 

Katniss is having conflicted feelings with herself and doesn’t know what to think of Peeta 

does she hate him or feel a type of way towards him. The reason I say this is because of 

what she admits after “I hear Peeta’s voice in my head. She has no idea. The effect she 

can have. Obviously meant to demean me. Right? But a tiny part of me wonders if 

this was a compliment. That he meant I was appealing in some way. It’s weird, how 

much he’s noticed me. Like the attention he’s paid to my hunting. And apparently, I 

have not been as oblivious to him as I imagined, either. The flour. The wrestling. I 

have kept track of the boy with the bread.” (pg.152) It seems like the two have actually 

pay attention to one another without realizing it perhaps their relationship will progress as 

time goes on? it seems like the two have conflicted feelings about each other and I believe 

the games is the main reason why. 

 

• My heart sinks. Almost all of the boys and at least half of the girls are bigger than I 

am, even though many of the tributes have never been fed properly. You can see it in 

their bones, their skin, the hollow look in their eyes. I may be smaller naturally, but 

overall my family’s resourcefulness has given me an edge in that area. I stand straight, 

and while I’m thin, I’m strong. (pg.153) Reality seems to sink in for Katniss as she 

realizes that most of the tributes from the other districts are much older and bigger than her 

which works in her disadvantage however she doesn’t lose hope like she did at the 

beginning which in my opinion shows character development a bit.  

 

• “The tributes from 1, 2, and 4 traditionally have this look about them. It’s technically 

against the rules to train tributes before they reach the Capitol but it happens every 

year. In District 12, we call them the Career Tributes, or just the Careers. And like 

as not, the winner will be one of them.” (pg.154) We learn that tributes from other 

districts can be trained before reaching the capitol to patriciate in the games and now it 

seems like all the hope Katniss had the day prior is going down the drain since like I 

previously reality is sinking in for her and she’s realizing that winning might not be as easy 

as it seems. “The slight advantage I held coming into the Training Center, my fiery 

entrance last night, seems to vanish in the presence of my competition. The other 

tributes were jealous of us, but not because we were amazing, because our stylists 

were.” (pg.154) 

 



• “Now I see nothing but contempt in the glances of the Career Tributes. Each must 

have fifty to a hundred pounds on me. They project arrogance and brutality.” 

(pg.155) 

 

• Then we move on to camouflage. Peeta genuinely seems to enjoy this station, swirling 

a combination of mud and clay and berry juices around on his pale skin, weaving 

disguises from vines and leaves. The trainer who runs the camouflage station is full 

of enthusiasm at his work. “I do the cakes, ” he admits to me. “The cakes?” I ask. I’ve 

been preoccupied with watching the boy from District 2 send a spear through a 

dummy’s heart from fifteen yards. “What cakes?” “At home. The iced ones, for the 

bakery, ” he says.(pg. 156) Peeta reveals a hidden skill to Katniss one that can actually 

prove to be useful who knows. I don’t think Katniss should just dismiss this skill who 

knows anything is possible in the games. 

 

• “The Gamemakers appeared early on the first day. Twenty or so men and women 

dressed in deep purple robes. They sit in the elevated stands that surround the 

gymnasium, sometimes wandering about to watch us, jotting down notes, other times 

eating at the endless banquet that has been set for them, ignoring the lot of us. But 

they do seem to be keeping their eye on the District 12 tributes.” (pg.158)  It seems like 

Katniss and Peeta have caught the attention of the game maker which could be a good and 

bad thing. They can become easy targets or perhaps this could work in their favor and they 

might gain more sponsors who knows.  

 

• “The Career Tributes tend to gather rowdily around one table, as if to prove their 

superiority, that they have no fear of one another and consider the rest of us beneath 

notice.” (pg.159) perhaps an alliance could form which could be a dangerous thing because 

they will go ahead and kill everyone one by one. Although I find Haymitch strategy pretty 

smart as well however it can be awkward and I get what Katniss and Peeta might be feeling 

having to pretend to be friends just for show. “Only about bread, ” he says. “Okay, now 

laugh as if I’ve said something funny.” We both give a somewhat convincing laugh 

and ignore the stares from around the room. “All right, I’ll keep smiling pleasantly 

and you talk, ” says Peeta. It’s wearing us both out, Haymitch’s direction to be 

friendly.” (pg.160) 

 

• New character: Rue (district 11) “She’s the twelve-year-old, the one who reminded 

me so of Prim in stature. Up close she looks about ten. She has bright, dark eyes and 

satiny brown skin and stands tilted up on her toes with her arms slightly extended to 

her sides, as if ready to take wing at the slightest sound. It’s impossible not to think 

of a bird.” (pg.161) 

 



• When we finally escape to bed on the second night, Peeta mumbles, “Someone ought 

to get Haymitch a drink.” I make a sound that is somewhere between a snort and a 

laugh. Then catch myself. It’s messing with my mind too much, trying to keep straight 

when we’re supposedly friends and when we’re not. At least when we get into the 

arena, I’ll know where we stand. “Don’t. Don’t let’s pretend when there’s no one 

around.” “All right, Katniss, ” he says tiredly. After that, we only talk in front of  

people. (pg.163) I’m starting to think that Peeta is actually genuine and wants to be friends 

with Katniss and so does she however it’s hard because they’ll have to kill themselves so 

it really wouldn’t make sense to become close with a person who is meant to be your enemy 

and who you have to kill in order to survive.  

 

• “The arrow’s more rigid. I miss the dummy by a couple of inches and lose what little 

attention I had been commanding. For a moment, I’m humiliated, then I head back 

to the bull’s-eye. I shoot again and again until I get the feel of these new weapons.” 

(pg.166) Katniss finally meets with the game maker and other capitol staff however, she 

doesn’t make an impression because the bows and arrows aren’t the same like the ones 

she’s use to using. The game makers ignore Katniss and this upsets her tremendously. 

“Suddenly I am furious, that with my life on the line, they don’t even have the decency 

to pay attention to me. That I’m being upstaged by a dead pig. My heart starts to 

pound, I can feel my face burning. Without thinking, I pull an arrow from my quiver 

and send it straight at the Gamemakers’ table. I hear shouts of alarm as people 

stumble back. The arrow skewers the apple in the pig’s mouth and pins it to the wall 

behind it. Everyone stares at me in disbelief. “Thank you for your consideration,” I 

say. Then I give a slight bow and walk straight toward the exit without being 

dismissed.” (pg.188) Katniss is breaking the rules once again but this time in the capitol 

something that is very dangerous and can lead to severe consequences. However, Katniss 

doesn’t seem to care because she is upset that even after her life is on the line the game 

makers don’t have the decency to give her any attention. All Katniss cares about is winning 

the games in order to get the chance to see her family once again.  

 

Chapter 8:  

 

 

• “Now I’ve done it! Now I’ve ruined everything! If I’d stood even a ghost of a chance, 

it vanished when I sent that arrow flying at the Gamemakers.” (Pg.167) Katniss actions 

are definitely going to have consequences, she had hope that she will actually have a chance 

of winning the games however Now she believes that her chances of winning are none 

because of her actions and i believe this is true because the game makers are the ones in 

charge of the games so they are the ones in control so that could work against Katniss favor. 

 



• “What will they do to me now? Arrest me? Execute me? Cut my tongue and turn me 

into an Avox so I can wait on the future tributes of Panem?” (Pg. 167-168). The fact 

that Katniss is already thinking about all of the consequences that she, isn’t face after her 

actions shows just how powerful and scary the capitol actually is. Katniss mentions 

execution and cutting her tongue which could indicate that going against the capitol has 

severe consequences. 

 

• “Oh, what does it matter? It’s not like I was going to win the Games anyway.” (Pg. 

168) Katniss has lost hope and doesn’t believe she has a chance of winning the games, 

although she loves her family and wants to see them again her actions might cause her not 

to make it because like previously mention they are the ones who are in control during the 

games. 

 

• “Who cares what they do to me? What really scares me is what they might do to my 

mother and Prim, how my family might suffer now because of my impulsiveness. Will 

they take their few belongings, or send my mother to prison and Prim to the 

community home, or kill them? They wouldn’t kill them, would they? Why not? What 

do they care?” (Pg. 168) Another important quote, the fact that Katniss is worried about 

her family and is afraid of what they might do to them shows one of her weaknesses which 

is her mom and sister. She goes on to say that she is worried on what the capitol might do 

to them showing how seriously they take threats. Katniss then reassures herself that they 

would kill her mother and prim because they don’t care about them, giving indication that 

the lives of those who live in the districts don’t mean anything to them and this is obvious 

through the games. 

 

• leniency: “the fact or quality of being more merciful or tolerant than expected; 

clemency.” 

 

• “If the Gamemakers want to punish me, they can do it publicly. Wait until I’m in the 

arena and sic starving wild animals on me.” (Pg.169) This proves like I previously stated 

how much the power and how the game makers are able to control the games which could 

work against Katniss favor because of her actions, that’s why she believes she won’t be 

punished because the game makers will just wait until she’s in the game which would make 

sense because I imagine the capitol doesn’t want to jeopardize the games so they’ll just 

make it seem like she died in the games. 

 

• “Now I’m sure I’ll have the lowest score of the twenty-four. If no one sponsors me, 

my odds of staying alive decrease to almost zero.” (Pg. 170) Once again this quote shows 

just how important sponsors are and the role they play. Katniss is right if she doesn’t get a 

sponsor then she won’t stand a chance especially after what she did the game makers could 

make her chances of winning in the games slim since there the ones in charge once she 

enters the arena. 

 



• “Without being dismissed?” gasps Effie. “I dismissed myself,” I said.” (Pg. 172)  Found 

this pretty funny the exact that Katniss is telling her team what she did and how she doesn’t 

even realize that her actions reflect those of a rebel, since she did what she wanted to. 

 

• “Do you think they’ll arrest me?” I ask. “Doubt it. Be a pain to replace you at this 

stage,” says Haymitch. “What about my family?” I say. “Will they punish them?” 

“Don’t think so. Wouldn’t make much sense. See, they’d have to reveal what 

happened in the Training Center for it to have any worthwhile effect on the 

population. People would need to know what you did. But they can’t since it’s secret, 

so it’d be a waste of effort,” says Haymitch. “More likely they’ll make your life hell 

in the arena.” (Pg. 172-173) Katniss shows how much her family means to her once again 

but this time feels that it’s necessary to ask Haymitch what will happen to her family which 

shows how concern she is that the capitol might get their hands on them. However just like 

I assumed before, the only reason that Katniss isn’t getting punished is because of the 

games, it is very important to the capitol so they can’t risk losing a tribute, which indicates 

that perhaps if the games weren’t going on Katniss would get punished but since she is a 

tribute the game makers are going to have to turn to the games in order to punish Katniss 

for what she did. 

 

• “I dig my fingernails into my palms as my face comes up, expecting the worst. Then 

they’re flashing the number eleven on the screen. Eleven! Effie Trinket lets out a 

squeal, and everybody is slapping me on the back and cheering and congratulating 

me. But it doesn’t seem real.” (Pg. 175-176) I feel like everyone thinks that he reasons 

why Katniss got an almost perfect score is because of her personality and how she handled 

the situation but if you think about it, it’s not. I believe that the reason why she got a high 

score was a punishment so that the other tributes could see her as a threat and try to kill her 

first which is the game makers form way of making her pay for what she did, it shows how 

sneaky they are and how they are able to control and dictate what happens in the games. 

 

• Arduous: “involving or requiring strenuous effort; difficult and tiring.” 

 

• “He’d lost his father in the same blast that killed mine.” (pg.175)  Gale and Katniss both 

lost their fathers in the same explosion, something that I didn’t know till now. 

 

• “I call him my friend, but in the last year it’s seemed too casual a word for what Gale 

is to me. “(pg. 181) It seems like Gale means more to Katniss then a friend. She thinks 

about him during this time where she has a lot of stress and wishes he were with her during 

this time. However, she doesn’t him to fight him in the games so she contradicts herself 

however all of the memories the two have created and how he has been there for her giving 

her this sense of protection is what makes her see him as something more. 

 

 



• “So, what’s going on? You’re coaching us on interviews today, right?” “That’s right,” 

says Haymitch.” (pg. 183) Another form of entertainment for the capitol, conducting 

interviews to each tribute which puts them on display once again before there sent off to 

fight to the death however this can be beneficial because it can win over sponsors according 

to Haymitch so in some way it’s good and bad. 

 

• “Haymitch shrugs. “Peeta has asked to be coached separately.” (Pg. 183)  What a big 

turn of events Peeta has decided to go solo and doesn’t want to be coached alongside 

Katniss which is strange to say the least, why did he suddenly change his mind and can this 

be some form of strategy once again? It’s hard to decide whether Peeta is good or bad after 

his actions contradict themselves but we’ll have to wait and see.  

 

 

Chapter 9:  

• “Betrayal. That’s the first thing I feel, which is ludicrous. For there to be betrayal, 

there would have to have been trust first. Between Peeta and me.” (pg.184) After 

finding out that Peeta requested to be coached separately it seems like Katniss is 

contracting herself again because she keeps saying that she is glad that they don’t have to 

pretend to be friends anymore however deep down she feels betrayed and conflicted 

because she’s seen how generous Peeta has been in the past especially when he gave her 

the bread which helped her survived.  

 

• Whatever triggered Peeta’s decision — and I suspect it had to do with my 

outperforming him in training — I should be nothing but grateful for it. Maybe he’s 

finally accepted the fact that the sooner we openly acknowledge that we are enemies, 

the better. (pg.185) I found this quote interesting because it demonstrates how Katniss is 

glad that Peeta is beginning to realize they are enemy. Katniss didn’t like the fact that he 

was too kind because she felt like it would be harder for her to find an excuse to kill him 

but it seems like now, she will have no problem in doing so although I find it interesting 

since it feels like she’s trying to reassure herself that she is glad that Peeta finally realized. 

Almost makes me think that she’s not sure herself. 

 

 

• “Well, that’s the best I can do, ” Effie says with a sigh. “Just remember, Katniss, you 

want the audience to like you.”(pg.186) I have to agree with Effie, if Katniss plans on 

winning the hunger games then she must gain as many sponsors as she can and the only 

way to do that from what I’ve learn is to make people like you even if you have to pretend.  

 



• Having watched the tribute interviews all my life, I know there’s truth to what he’s 

saying. If you appeal to the crowd, either by being humorous or brutal or eccentric, 

you gain favor. (pg.188) Winning over the crowd during the tributes interview seems to 

be very important however in order to do so it seems like you have to pretend to be someone 

you’re not however according to Katniss I can assume that each person is assigned a role 

to play almost like a character and depending on which character a tribute decides to 

portray it could help win over sponsors or not.  

 

 

• “Likable. He has a sort of self-deprecating humor naturally, ” says Haymitch. 

“Whereas when you open your mouth, you come across more as sullen and hostile.” 

(pg. 188) Haymitch reveals that Peeta’s approach towards the audience will be humor and 

relatable however the problem with Katniss is that her personality makes it hard for her to 

be likable something that can work against her favor when winning over sponsors.  

 

• I’m too angry with Haymitch for what he said and that I even have to answer the 

questions. All I can think is how unjust the whole thing is, the Hunger Games. Why 

am I hopping around like some trained dog trying to please people I hate? (pg.189)   I 

found this quote very interesting and important because we see how Katniss finally 

explodes and expresses how much she truly hates the people of the capitol and those in 

charge of the hunger games aka the game makers. Katniss acknowledges how unfair and 

wrong the games and it seems like she’s finally slowly starting to realize who the real 

enemies are although yes technically they are Peeta, Rue and the rest of the tributes but in 

some way, it is also the capitol because that’s the whole reason why she’s here in the first 

place doing all of these things in order to make people to like her so that she can get 

sponsors in order to help her survive and make it back home. 

 

• “But I don’t want them to! They’re already taking my future! They can’t have the 

things that mattered to me in the past!” I say. (pg.189)    Haymitch tells Katniss that he 

doesn’t know about her life, so perhaps why not talk about her family something that 

triggers Katniss and makes her more upset, because like we’ve learned her family is so 

important to her that she doesn’t want to give the capitol a piece of the only thing she has 

left that she loves the most.  

 

• The next hours are agonizing. At once, it’s clear I cannot gush. We try me playing 

cocky, but I just don’t have the arrogance. Apparently, I’m too “vulnerable” for 

ferocity. I’m not  Funny. Sexy. Or mysterious. By the end of the session, I am no one 

at all. (pg.190-191)   Katniss personality is making it difficult for her and Haymitch to 

find a persona to hide behind in order to win over the crowd at the interviews. This can 

deeply affect Katniss and her chances at winning because if she has no sponsors and 

doesn’t do good then her chances at surviving are very thin.  



 

• “I have dinner that night in my room, ordering an outrageous number of delicacies, 

eating myself sick, and then taking out my anger at Haymitch, at the Hunger 

Games, at every living being in the Capitol by smashing dishes around my room.” 

(pg.191) This quote is super important because we are finally seeing how the games and 

everything that has to do with the capitol is taking a toll on Katniss and is stressing her 

out and making her angry. This quote also shows how much she hates the capitol and 

what they stand for and how she hates everything that is happening to her.  

  

• “I hate her, too, with her knowing reproachful eyes that call me a coward, a monster, 

a puppet of the Capitol, both now and then.” (pg.191) I have to agree with Katniss 

because in some way she is a puppet of the capitol. She knows that if she wants to see her 

family ever again and survive, she must follow the rules. The capitol does have the upper 

hand all of the control so Katniss has no choice but to do as they say if she doesn’t want to 

end up dead, but as we have already seen her temper sometimes gets a hold of her and can 

lead her to make dumb decisions like aiming an arrow towards the game makers which 

may or may not cause consequences in the near future, we’ll just have to wait and see.  

 

• “You even won over the Gamemakers. And as for the citizens of the Capitol, well, 

they can’t stop talking about you. No one can help but admire your spirit.” (pg.196)  

This quote caught me of guard because Cinna reveals to Katniss that everyone in the capitol 

seems to like Katniss for who she is, although Katniss has admitted numerous amounts of 

times how much she hates the capitol. It looks like her past strategies like blowing kisses 

and smiling during the ceremony earlier on seemed to have worked and the people love 

her. 

 

• “My spirit. This is a new thought. I’m not sure exactly what it means, but it suggests 

I’m a fighter. In a sort of brave way.” (pg.196) I have to agree with Cinna although 

Katniss might not see it, she is a fighter because as we have seen how she has been trying 

to figure out ways to win over the crowd and increase her chances of survival although 

they haven’t necessarily worked, she still has a bit of hope and doesn’t fully give up.  

 

 

• “Haymitch comes up behind Peeta and me and growls, “Remember, you’re still a 

happy pair. So, act like it.” What? I thought we abandoned that when Peeta asked for 

separate coaching.” (pg.199) Having to still pretend to be friends with Peeta doesn’t sit 

well with Katniss and she can’t believe she still has to pretend after Peeta requested to be 



coached separately. However, for some reason I feel like this could be a strategy from 

Haymitch and Peeta and might be beneficial perhaps, I don’t know yet we’ll just have to 

wait and see what happens during these interviews.  

 

• “Standing room only. At homes and community halls around the country, every 

television set is turned on. Every citizen of Panem is tuned in. There will be no 

blackouts tonight.” (pg.200) Once again this quote shows how important the games are 

to the capitol that they make sure all of Panem is watching and to make sure this is the case 

they have camera’s rolling and the television crew documenting everything so that no one 

misses anything and there is full coverage.  

 

• New Character: Caesar Flickerman, “The man who has hosted the interviews for more 

than forty years, bounces onto the stage. It’s a little scary because his appearance has 

been virtually unchanged during all that time. Same face under a coating of pure white 

makeup. Same hairstyle that he dyes a different color for each Hunger Games. Same 

ceremonial suit, midnight blue dotted with a thousand tiny electric bulbs that twinkle like 

stars. They do surgery in the Capitol, to make people appear younger and thinner .” 

 

• “In District 12, looking old is something of an achievement since so many people die 

early. You see an elderly person, you want to congratulate them on their longevity, 

ask the secret of survival.” (pg. 201) This quote is sad because according to Katniss if a 

person from district 12 is old or looks old then that is considered an achievement because 

it shows how they have been able to survive and people ask for the secret because as we 

know district 12 is so poor then people die from starvation or simply their job because as 

we know coal mining is the main job in district 12 and from what Katniss and Gale have 

said it seems like a very dangerous job, so I find it sad that it’s considered an 

achievement and a good thing. It shows how messes up the system in Panem is and how 

poor district 12 truly is.  

 

 

• “I’ll say this for Caesar, he really does his best to make the tributes shine. He’s 

friendly, tries to set the nervous ones at ease, laughs at lame jokes, and can turn a 

weak response into a memorable one by the way he reacts.” (pg.202) It seems like 

Caeser is good at what he does according to Katniss so maybe in some way he will be able 

to help Katniss make an impression and perhaps win some sponsors?  

 

• “I spin in a circle once and the reaction is immediate. “Oh, do that again!” says 

Caesar, and so I lift up my arms and spin around and around letting the skirt fly out, 

letting the dress engulf me in flames.” (pg.206) Katniss isn’t doing too bad during 



interview however it’s her dress that catches everyone’s attention and makes an impression 

on the audience, perhaps this is what helps her gain sponsors, who knows? However, what 

I found interesting is how Cinna seems to associates flames and fire with Katniss which 

could indicate that he see’s her as strong.  

 

• “Let’s go back then, to the moment they called your sister’s name at the reaping, ”  

says Caesar. His mood is quieter now. “And you volunteered. Can you tell us about 

her?” No. No, not all of you. But maybe Cinna. I don’t think I’m imagining the 

sadness on his face. “Her name’s Prim. She’s just twelve. And I love her more than 

anything.” (pg.207-208) Katniss family seems to have an affect on her and this is very 

obvious when Caesar mentions her sister. Katniss truly cares for her sister and doesn’t want 

anything bad to happen to her, however she doesn’t like the fact that she has to share with 

the capitol all of this information because she feels like they don’t have to know and 

because it’s all very personal to her. They are already documenting everything that is going 

in Katniss life from her arrival to the capitol to the ceremony and now the interview and 

she feels like her family is the one thing she wants to keep to herself. This kind of reminds 

me celebrities and how sometimes they demand privacy because they don’t feel like they 

it since there always being filmed or followed everywhere they go.  

 

• “Caesar asks. Be honest. Be honest. I swallow hard. “She asked me to try really hard 

to win.” The audience is frozen, hanging on my every word. “And what did you say?” 

prompts Caesar gently. But instead of warmth, I feel an icy rigidity take over my 

body. My muscles tense as they do before a kill. When I speak, my voice seems to have 

dropped an octave. “I swore I would.” (pg.208) Katniss mother but more importantly 

her sister seems to be her motivation the thing that keeps her going. This quote 

demonstrates that although sometimes she feels like she’s losing hope, her sister is what 

seems to keep her going. She loves her so much that she wants to keep that promise she 

made and wants to win for her sister because she promised her, she would. 

 

• “Peeta blushes beet red and stammers out. “Because . . . because . . . she came here 

with me.” (pg.210) What a turn of events! I can’t believe this is happening. Turns out 

Peeta has a crush on Katniss and has liked her for as long as he can remember. This explains 

why he acts the way he does and perhaps why he finds it hard to have to be coached together 

and having to pretend to be friends when he likes her for reals. How will this affect their 

relationship?! What is Katniss going to think? Is this all a strategy?!  

 

 



 

Chapter 10:   

 

• “For a moment, the cameras hold on Peeta’s downcast eyes as what he says sinks in. 

Then I can see my face, mouth half open in a mix of surprise and protest, magnified on 

every screen as I realize, Me! He means me! I press my lips together and stare at the 

floor, hoping this will conceal the emotions starting to boil up inside of me.” (pg.212) 

Looks like Katniss is not too happy about the big reveal and is actually pretty upset at Peeta’s 

confession, my question is why? We have seen in the past that Katniss does feel conflicted 

about her emotions towards Peeta, this is not to say she likes him because we don’t know that 

but she also seems to feel a certain way about him, so I wonder why she is upset that he likes 

her? Maybe Peeta liking her will make it much harder to kill him because now she has 

another reason not to hate him.  

 

• “I allow my eyes to flicker up to the screen long enough to see that the blush on my 

cheeks is unmistakable.” (pg.213) Looks like Peeta’s confession did have an effect on 

Katniss and this is obvious because she mentions that she is blushing which can indicate that 

she is fluster or shyness or embarrassment.  

 

• Peeta has only just stepped from his car when I slam my palms into his chest. He loses 

his balance and crashes into an ugly urn filled with fake flowers. The urn tips and 

shatters into hundreds of tiny pieces. Peeta lands in the shards, and blood immediately 

flows from his hands.” (pg.214) Once again we see how Katniss temper gets a hold of her 

and decides to push Peeta so hard he falls on the ground which results in him getting injured. 

I don’t know why but I feel like Katniss is conflicted and doesn’t know how she truly feels 

that she is getting angry and letting out all of her frustration on Peeta before taking a deep 

breath and processing everything that just happened. Katniss is out of control and isn’t acting 

like herself that she is hurting another person which is just so out of character in my opinion.  

 

 

 



• You are a fool, ” Haymitch says in disgust. “Do you think he hurt you? That boy just 

gave you something you could never achieve on your own.” “He made me look weak!” I 

say. “He made you look desirable! And let’s face it, you can use all the help you can get 

in that department. You were about as romantic as dirt until he said he wanted you. 

Now they all do. (pg.215) Looks like it was all a strategy from Peeta and Haymitch to help 

Katniss. I have to agree with Haymitch, Katniss wasn’t really doing too good when it came 

down to picking out a character and role to play for the interviews and although she didn’t do 

so bad, Peeta’s plan could definitely help Katniss gain more sponsors because although 

Caesar pointed out she is beautiful Peeta having a crush on her and insisting that everyone 

back home has one too just made her more likeable which is something that the capitol seem 

to like because just like Katniss mentioned in the beginning looks seems to be something 

very important in the capitol.  

 

• “But we’re not star-crossed lovers!” I say. Haymitch grabs my shoulders and pins me 

against the wall. “Who cares? It’s all a big show. It’s all how you’re perceived.” 

(pg.216) Found this quote interesting because it proves how everything is a lie. The point of 

the games seems to be to put on a show and give the people what they want and say what you 

want to hear. This reminds me of social media and how people sometimes pretend to be 

something there not because it is what other people want to see even if it’s not who a person 

truly is.  

 

• “The words are sinking in. My anger fading. I’m torn now between thinking I’ve been 

used and thinking I’ve been given an edge. Haymitch is right.“ (pg.217) This quote 

proves how Katniss anger sometimes takes control of her and how when she’s able to think 

logically she is able to realize that maybe not everything that is going on is at it seems and 

there is more to it and that is what is happening in this case. Katniss is realizing that Peeta 

confessing he has a crush on Katniss helped her because now she will be able to gain some 

sponsors and maybe has a higher chance of survival and maybe even winning.  

 

• The actual Games don’t start until ten because so many of the Capitol residents rise 

late. (pg.220) Why do they make it seem like it’s some reality tv show when it’s a 

competition where children have to fight to the death. This just shows how seriously they 

take the lives of those who aren’t as rich or on the same level as them.  

 

 



• “But what will the climate be like? What traps have the Gamemakers hidden to liven 

up the slower moments? And then there are my fellow tributes .” (pg.223) I found this 

interesting because it demonstrates how much control the game makers have; they are able to 

control the outcome of the game and set up traps. 

 

• “Thinking about your family?” he asks. “No, ” I admit a bit guiltily.” (pg.225) Even 

Peeta seems to know just how much her family truly means to her that she even feels guilty 

because she knows he’s right, a part of her is always thinking about her family and how she 

wants to be able to see them again because she deeply cares about them.  

 

• “I don’t know how to say it exactly. Only . . . I want to die as myself. Does that make 

any sense?” he asks. I shake my head. How could he die as anyone but himself? “I don’t 

want them to change me in there. Turn me into some kind of monster that I’m not.” 

(pg.225) This quote refers back to what I mentioned previously. Being apart of the games 

means having to pretend to be someone you are not. In this case Peeta doesn’t want to die 

pretending to be someone else but himself. He still has a sense of identity and knows what he 

wants. He doesn’t want to capitol to have full control of him but he wants to be himself and 

not what they want him to be which could indicate that Peeta is a character who has self-

awareness and knows what he wants and who he is.  

 

• “Only I keep wishing I could think of a way to . . . to show the Capitol they don’t own 

me. That I’m more than just a piece in their Games, ” says Peeta. “But you’re not, ” I 

say. “None of us are. That’s how the Games work.” (pg.226) 

 

• “Look, if you want to spend the last hours of your life planning some noble death in the 

arena, that’s your choice. I want to spend mine in District Twelve.” “Wouldn’t surprise 

me if you do, ” says Peeta. “Give my mother my best when you make it back, will you?” 

(pg.227) Peeta and Katniss get into an argument about life and death and what each person 

wants. Katniss makes it clear that she wants to survive in order to make it back home 

however it seems like Peeta doesn’t believe he’ll make it back alive, so he tells Katniss to 

give his mother his best wishes indicating that he believes she has a chance of winning. 

 

• “There are no rules in the arena, but cannibalism doesn’t play well with the Capitol 

audience, so they tried to head it off.” (pg.228) 

 

• “This is just your tracker, Katniss. The stiller you are, the more efficiently I can place 

it, ” she says. Still? I’m a statue. But that doesn’t prevent me from feeling the sharp 

stab of pain as the needle inserts the metal tracking device deep under the skin on the 

inside of my forearm. Now the Gamemakers will always be able to trace my 

whereabouts in the arena. Wouldn’t want to lose a tribute.” (pg.229) The gamemaker’s 

make sure that they keep track of all of the tributes when there in the arena which shows how 



they control not only the game itself but the tributes and how they are always watching them 

and making sure that no one decides to break the rules.  

 

• . In the Capitol, they call it the Launch Room. In the districts, it’s referred to as the 

Stockyard. The place animals go before slaughter. (pg.230) Found it interesting how 

Katniss points on the differences between how the capitol see’s the game site verses the way 

the people from 12 see it. It shows the different mindset and how the capitol takes the games 

as nothing but a show whereas 12 considers the game a form of murder.  

 

• The arenas are historic sites, preserved after the Games. Popular destinations for 

Capitol residents to visit, to vacation. Go for a month, rewatch the Games, tour the 

catacombs, visit the sites where the deaths took place. You can even take part in 

reenactments. (pg.230) Okay but this twisted and sick, the capitol people act like this is 

some form of park attraction and even decide to spend their vacations visiting the place 

where children were murder. Just shows how they have no compassion and empathy for the 

lives of other human beings especially those of children that were murdered so that they 

could be entertained. 

 

• “And remember this. I’m not allowed to bet, but if I could, my money would be on 

you.” (pg.234) Cinna has been nothing but a friend to Katniss and the fact that he gives her 

encouragement before she is lifted up into the arena could just be what Katniss needs to keep 

her going, she is nervous, anxious and I mean who wouldn’t be at the thought that maybe 

you’ll never see your family again or that this is the last time you’ll ever see the sunlight. I 

understand the feeling Katniss must be feeling which is why I found this quote important it 

shows how supportive Cinna has been throughout Katniss journey in the capitol.  

 

• “I hear the legendary announcer, Claudius Templesmith, as his voice booms all around 

me. “Ladies and gentlemen, let the Seventy-fourth Hunger Games begin!” (pg.234)  

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 11:  

 

• Equidistant: “at equal distances.” 

 

• a giant golden horn shaped like a cone with a curved tail, the mouth of which is at 

least twenty feet high, spilling over with the things that will give us life here in the 

arena. Food, containers of water, weapons, medicine, garments, fire starters. 

(pg.235) This gives me indication that although all of the tributes are thrown into the 

arena to fight to the death, they are still given equipment and other necessities that they 

will most likely need in order to survive. However, obtaining those things might prove to 

be difficult when you have other tributes who want the same thing Katniss does which is 

to survive.  

 

• But there in the mouth, I can see a tent pack that would protect from almost any 

sort of weather. If I had the guts to go in and fight for it against the other twenty-

three tributes. Which I have been instructed not to do. (pg.235-236) I can assume that 

the game makers are the one who put the equipment in the arena, however it seems like 

the equipment that guarantees a higher chance of survival is the equipment that is further 

away making it harder to grab which means that everyone will try to get their hands on it, 

which could lead to a fight between tributes and make the games more entertaining for 

those watching. 

 

• This is where Haymitch would want me to go. Immediately. I hear his instructions 

in my head. “Just clear out, put as much distance as you can between yourselves and 

the others, and find a source of water.” But it’s tempting, so tempting, when I see 

the bounty waiting there before me. And I know that if I don’t get it, someone else 

will. (pg.236) Katniss is having conflicted emotions. On one hand she wants to be 

equipped and prepared in case she faces any challenges however on the other hand she 

wants to run and find the nearest source of water just like Haymitch suggested so she 

doesn’t know what to do, Katniss wants to survive yet she does know which decision to 

make is the best one.  

 

 

 

 



• Something catches my eye. There, resting on a mound of blanket rolls, is a silver 

sheath of arrows and a bow, already strung, just waiting to be engaged. That’s 

mine, I think. It’s meant for me. I’m fast. I can sprint faster than any of the girls in 

our school although a couple can beat me in distance races. But this fortyyard 

length, this is what I am built for. I know I can get it, I know I can reach it first, but 

then the question is how quickly can I get out of there? (pg.236-237) After seeing that 

one of the weapons that is in the Cornucopia is a bow and arrow Katniss gains a bit of 

confidence and tells herself that she is fast and that she does has the ability to get her 

hands on the bows and arrow. This quote could indicate that now that Katniss has 

realized that one of the weapons that is in the arena is a weapon that she is good at it 

might help her stay more focus because now she won’t have to worry about her safety 

since she has a weapon that she can use to defend herself.  

 

• Get the weapon. Since that’s the very weapon that might be my salvation. (pg.238) 

Katniss really wants to get her hands on the bow and arrow that she saw is in the arena 

because like mentioned previously it is one if not the only weapon she knows how to use 

and the only thing that might be able to make a difference between life and death. Her 

chances at surviving the games will be higher if she had a weapon that she knows how to 

use and handle.  

 

• My feet shuffle for a moment, confused at the direction my brain wants to take and 

then I lunge forward, scoop up the sheet of plastic and a loaf of bread. The pickings 

are so small and I’m so angry with Peeta for distracting me that I sprint in twenty 

yards to retrieve a bright orange backpack that could hold anything because I can’t 

stand leaving with virtually nothing. (pg.239)  

 

• Yes, the girl from District 2, ten yards away, running toward me, one hand 

clutching a half-dozen knives. I’ve seen her throw in training. She never misses. And 

I’m her next target. (pg.239) The games have officially begun and already it seems like 

it is too much for Katniss to handle, as she finds herself in a terrible situation where she is 

about to be killed by a district 2 tribute. Katniss being focus on Peeta in the last few 

seconds before the gong rung caused her to get distracted something that worked against 

her favor.  

 

 



• I don’t dare stop to examine the contents of the pack yet. I just keep moving, 

pausing only to check for pursuers. I can go a long time. I know that from my days 

in the woods. (pg.240-241) According to this quote and from what I could assume it 

seems like this year’s hunger games is taking place in the woods. Something that can 

work to Katniss advantage because from we learned at the beginning of the story, Katniss 

spends most of her times in the woods in district 12 hunting in order to provide for her 

family, so she is familiar with nature and the woods which can once again working in her 

favor because she is familiar with the environment. 

 

• Being in the woods is rejuvenating. I’m glad for the solitude, even though it’s an 

illusion, because I’m probably on-screen right now. (pg242) Katniss admits that being 

in the woods gives her a refreshing feeling which like I stated previously can eventually 

work in her favor because she is familiar with the environment and also reminds her of 

home which can help keep her motivated throughout the course of the competition.  

 

• Rejuvenating: “Give new energy or vigor to; revitalize.”  

 

• It’s late afternoon when I begin to hear the cannons. Each shot represents a dead 

tribute. (pg.242) 

 

 

• All of a sudden, I’m overwhelmed by the thought that Peeta may be already lost, 

bled white, collected, and in the process of being transported back to the Capitol to 

be cleaned up, redressed, and shipped in a simple wooden box back to District 12. 

No longer here. Heading home. (pg.243) I found this quote interesting because although 

Katniss and Peeta didn’t say their goodbyes in the best terms, Katniss still can’t help but 

think about him and wonder if he is dead or still alive. This quote could be an indication 

that perhaps he means something more to her or that a part of her cares about his well 

being even though she would hate to admit it because she would find it harder to kill him.  

 

• As I refill my pack I have an awful thought. The lake. The one I saw while I was 

waiting for the gong to sound. What if that’s the only water source in the arena? 

That way they’ll guarantee drawing us in to fight. The lake is a full day’s journey 

from where I sit now, a much harder journey with nothing to drink. (pg.245) This 

quote shows how strategic and sneaky the game makers are. By making the only source 

of water be out in the open, it guarantees that other tributes specially the careers will 

guard that area which will make it harder to obtain water which is something that plenty 

of other tributes will need in order to survive and not die from dehydration.  



• Instead, I take my knife and go to work on a pine tree, cutting away the outer bark 

and scraping off a large handful of the softer inner bark. I slowly chew the stuff as I 

walk along. After a week of the finest food in the world, it’s a little hard to choke 

down. But I’ve eaten plenty of pine in my life. I’ll adjust quickly. (pg.246)  This quote 

is proof that spending all of that time in the woods back in district 12 is working in her 

favor. Katniss is familiar with the woods and coming from a place that is poor and food is 

hard to obtain it seems like Katniss has learned a few tricks from hunting and she is using 

them as shown in the quote below where instead of eating all of her food on the first day 

she instead resorts to eating pine which is something that she’s eating plenty of 

throughout her life. 

 

• I’m relieved Peeta’s alive. I tell myself again that if I get killed, his winning will 

benefit my mother and Prim the most. This is what I tell myself to explain the 

conflicting emotions that arise when I think of Peeta. (pg.250-251) Katniss seems to 

be dealing with conflicted emotions and doesn’t know how she truly feels about Peeta. 

She tries to tell herself that she is happy he’s not dead because if she dies and he lives and 

wins it will benefit her family, once again showing how much she loves her family. 

However, on the other hand she admits that, that is what she’s trying to tel l herself 

because she doesn’t want to deal with the conflicting emotions, she’s feeling towards him 

indicating that she feels something more for him but doesn’t know what it is.  

 

• “I said she’s dead!” An argument breaks out until one tribute silences the others. 

“We’re wasting time! I’ll go finish her and let’s move on!” I almost fall out of the 

tree. The voice belongs to Peeta. (pg.255) What a plot twist!! Turns out that Peeta has 

formed an alliance with the careers and seems to not have a problem with kil ling other 

tributes something that I was definitely not expecting because he seemed like the 

completely opposite especially after the conversation he had with Katniss where he told 

her that he didn’t want to become a monster but it seems like he has. Could this be 

another strategy of his or was he pretending to be nice the whole time? 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 12:  

 

• Gait: “A person's manner of walking.” 

 

• This teaming up with the Career wolf pack to hunt down the rest of us. No one from 

District 12 would think of doing such a thing! Career tributes are overly vicious, 

arrogant, better fed, but only because they’re the Capitol’s lapdogs. (pg.257)  Katniss 

seems to be very upset at the fact that Peeta has formed an alliance with the careers 

however I truly believe that this might all be part of a strategy or maybe it isn’t who 

knows.  Katniss seems to be a bit hurt only because of the fact that she mentioned that the 

careers are better fed and better taken cared of because they do what the capitol says 

which goes back to the idea that those who don’t like the capitol and make it very 

noticeable or disobey the capitol are those who get punished.  

 

• Gall: “bold and impudent behavior.” 

 

• Obviously, the noble boy on the rooftop was playing just one more game with me. 

But this will be his last. I will eagerly watch the night skies for signs of his death, if I 

don’t kill him first myself. (pg.257) Katniss is very upset and I actually haven’t seen her 

this upset since the interviews. She is so upset that it seems like her anger is taking 

control to the point of admitting that she wants to kill Peeta if someone or something 

doesn’t do it before she does. This is a huge shift from the previous chapter because in 

the last chapter we saw how worried she was about Peeta and was wondering whether he 

was dead or alive and admitted she has conflicted feelings about him but now, now she 

wants to kill him which shows just how seriously she is taken this betrayal.  

 

• “Let him tag along. What’s the harm? And he’s handy with that knife. (pg.258) 

Looks like Peeta does have some skills which he kept a secret, he’s good with a knife 

something I did not know about and neither did Katniss till now, perhaps he has been 

lying this entire time.  

 

• “Besides, he’s our best chance of finding her.” It takes me a moment to register that 

the “her” they’re referring to is me. (pg.258) Turns out that the careers are after 

Katniss and the only reason Peeta is alive is because he is going to help them find her. 



The careers also bring up the fact that Katniss got an eleven during the private 

evaluations which makes me go back to what I stated during that chapter. Seems like the 

game makers giving Katniss the highest score was more of a punishment since now she 

has targets on her back because they might consider her a threat and that’s why there 

trying to get rid of her. Looks like the game makers didn’t take too kindly to Katniss 

actions.  

 

• I lie there, digesting what I’ve heard. Not only is Peeta with the Careers, he’s 

helping them find me. The simpleminded girl who has to be taken seriously because 

of her eleven. Because she can use a bow and arrow. Which Peeta knows better than 

anyone. But he hasn’t told them yet. Is he saving that information because he knows 

it’s all that keeps him alive? Is he still pretending to love me for the audience? What 

is going on in his head? (pg. 259) Katniss has so much going on at the moment. Not 

only can’t she believe that Peeta is working with the careers, but she can’t believe what 

she just heard. She finally realizes how she is truly perceived by others. She is seen as she 

simpleminded girl who just happened to get an eleven and nothing else which seems to 

have really affected her, however I truly believe that it is Peeta betrayal that really seems 

to have affected her because she did not expect it at all. However, she still seems to have 

conflicted emotions about him because Peeta seems to be holding back information about 

her skills with a bow and arrows which could indicate that he is not truly a bad person or 

perhaps there’s something more to this entire alliance?  

 

• Imprudent: “Not showing care for the consequences of an action; rash.” 

 

• “I’m glad for the cameras now. I want sponsors to see I can hunt, that I’m a good 

bet because I won’t be lured into traps as easily as the others will by hunger.” (pg. 

261-262) Once again this quote shows how her past knowledge of hunting and spending 

most of her time in the woods is working in her favor especially in the environment, she 

is currently in. Her past experience in hunting and looking for food can also help show 

the people from the capitol that she is a good tribute to bet on which can help her gain 

sponsors which can also help her advance in the games. So overall Katniss hunting skills 

seem to be paying off after all of these years she’s spent hunting in the woods in 12 

illegally.  

 

• Claudius Templesmith must be having with his guest commentators, dissecting 

Peeta’s behavior, my reaction. What to make of it all? Has Peeta revealed his true 

colors? How does this affect the betting odds? Will we lose sponsors? Do we even 

have sponsors? Yes, I feel certain we do, or at least did. (pg. 262) Once again Peeta is 

on Katniss mind however this time she is thinking about how his actions could affect her 



chances in the game. Katniss is wondering if he is finally showing his true colors and 

Katniss thinks about what the people who are watching the games thinking. 

 

• What I thought were blueberries have a slightly different shape, and when I break 

one open the insides are bloodred. I don’t recognize these berries, perhaps they are 

edible, but I’m guessing this is some evil trick on the part of the Gamemakers. 

(pg.264) This quote shows some of the strategies the game makers have planned, one of 

them being perhaps poison berries. Katniss past knowledge of hunting seems to have 

helped her in this case because although she doesn’t know much about the berries, she’s 

holding she felt that deep down something wasn’t right and she was correct, the berries 

were weird looking which could indicate that they aren’t safe to eat.  

 

• Keep looking. Yes, this is my only chance. But then, another thought hits me, and 

the surge of anger that follows brings me to my senses. Haymitch! He could send me 

water! Press a button and have it delivered to me in a silver parachute in minutes. 

(pg.266) Oh no this does not sound like a good plan, what is Katniss going to do in order 

to get water from a sponsor. I understand where she is coming from, not having water for 

2 days could make her die from dehydration so I am intrigued to see what she is going to 

do in order to get the water she so badly needs.  

 

• There’s someone out there who wants to buy me water only Haymitch is refusing to 

let it go through. As my mentor, he gets to control the flow of gifts from the 

sponsors. I know he hates me. He’s made that clear enough. But enough to let me 

die? From this? He can’t do that, can he? (pg.267) For some crazy reason Katniss 

think that her not getting water from a sponsor is Haymitch fault which sounds pretty 

ridiculous because he gave her advice before she went into the arena if he didn’t want her 

to survive or didn’t care then he would’ve not said anything but he did and gave her 

useful advice however it was Katniss who made the wrong decision after the dong rung 

so who’s fault is it really?  

 

• Maybe he’s sending you a message, it says. A message. Saying what? Then I know. 

There’s only one good reason Haymitch could be withholding water from me. 

Because he knows I’ve almost found it. (pg.258) It amazes me how the voice inside her 

head and how her own thoughts could motivate Katniss and uplift her even after she 

thought that Haymitch was the one who wasn’t allowing the sponsors to give her water. 

But perhaps she right, maybe she is so close to finding water that she is just getting in her 

head a lot and actually is super close.  

 



• My thoughts turn to Prim. It’s likely she won’t be watching me live, but they’ll show 

updates at the school during lunch. For her sake, I try to look as least desperate as I 

can. (pg. 270) Once again Katniss thinks about her sister and how she doesn’t want to 

give up for her, this goes back to the promise she made to her sister that she would try to 

win for her and her mother, showing how she family in some way is uplifting her even if 

she’s minutes from giving up.  

 

• “Five yards from where I fell, I crawl through a tangle of plants into a pond.” 

(pg.271) She was about to give but she didn’t which is insane to me because only 5 feet 

away from where she fell Katniss was able to find water, the one thing that was weaking 

her state but now that she did, all she can do is plunge her face into the water which 

shows just how desperate and in need of water she was.  

 

• “It’s not yet dawn, but my stinging eyes can see it. It would be hard to miss the wall 

of fire descending on me.” (pg. 272) Her inner instinct told Katniss to wake up and good 

thing she did because as soon as she woke up, she realizes that a wall of fire was 

descending on her which means that if she doesn’t act fast, she could be dead in seconds, 

so let’s see how she handles this challenge that has been thrown at her.  

 

 

Chapter 13:  

 

• “My first impulse is to scramble from the tree, but I’m belted in. Somehow my 

fumbling fingers release the buckle and I fall to the ground in a heap, still snarled in 

my sleeping bag.” (pg.273) Katniss quickness is able to help her escape the wall of fire 

before it was too late which shows how quick and agile, she is which could work in her 

favor later in the book but for now she must worry about getting away from the flames 

before it’s to late.  

 

• “The world has transformed to flame and smoke. Burning branches crack from 

trees and fall in showers of sparks at my feet. All I can do is follow the others, the 

rabbits and deer, and I even spot a wild dog pack shooting through the woods. I 

trust their sense of direction because their instincts are sharper than mine. But they 

are much faster, flying through the underbrush so gracefully as my boots catch on 

roots and fallen tree limbs, that there’s no way I can keep apace with them.” 

(pg.274) I mean if I were Katniss, I would do the same thing, I wouldn’t know where to 

go so following the animals seems like the only thing smart to do although just like she 



mentioned they are way faster then a normal human being. At least she’s lucky to have 

found water because that was what was causing her to slow down.  

 

 

• This was no tribute’s campfire gone out of control, no accidental occurrence. The 

flames that bear down on me have an unnatural height, a uniformity that marks 

them as human-made, machine-made, Gamemaker-made. (pg.247) Katniss realizes 

that the fire being used is not wild fire but instead artificial fire which indicates that the 

game makers are the ones who are using advances technology behind the scenes to create 

all of these obstacles that are meant to kill the other tributes. This not only shows the 

ways the capitol uses the advance technology they possess but also how they use it 

against the tributes for all the wrong reasons. 

 

• Things have been too quiet today. No deaths, perhaps no fights at all. The audience 

in the Capitol will be getting bored, claiming that these Games are verging on 

dullness. This is the one thing the Games must not do. (pg.275) This demonstrates 

how entertainment value is very important for the capitol which means the more intense 

the games get the better however that this doesn’t benefit the tributes because they are the 

ones who suffering from the game makers obstacles and challenges. The game makers 

make the games more intense just to please the capitol which is why the fire was started 

because nothing was happening in the arena so they need to keep the action going.  

 

• “Where are the Gamemakers driving me? Back to the lake? To a whole new terrain 

filled with new dangers?” (pg.276) Katniss suspects that the game makers are using the 

fire as an excuse to lore her back to a place where the rest of the tributes are which would 

make her an easier target and would make the games more interesting because then it 

would lead to a fight between Katniss and other tributes which would lead to more deaths 

and more quality content for the capitol and the rest of the people watching.  

 

• The game has taken a twist. The fire was just to get us moving, now the audience 

will get to see some real fun. (pg.277  

 

• Somewhere, in a cool and spotless room, a Gamemaker sits at a set of controls, 

fingers on the triggers that could end my life in a second. (pg.278) Katniss drops a 

hint that could indicate that the game makers are not only watching everything unfold but 

are also in a room controlling the fire and other things which could jeopardized her 

chances at survival.  



 

• “A lifetime of watching the Hunger Games lets me know that certain areas of the 

arena are rigged for certain attacks.” (pg.278) After so many years of watching the 

games it seems like it paid off for Katniss because she gives an indication that she knows 

a few tricks like the fact that there are certain places where the games won’t launch 

attacks because they are avoided so figuring out where the game makers won’t launch 

attacks could work in her favor however she has to figure out where so she could use that 

newly figured out information to her advantage.  

 

 

• “I can’t see where they’re being launched from, but it’s not a hovercraft. The angles 

are not extreme enough. Probably this whole segment of the woods has been armed 

with precision launchers that are concealed in trees or rocks.” (pg.278) 
 

 

• Abate: “become less intense or widespread.”  

 

• “Seeing my pants leg on fire sends me over the edge. I twist and scuttle backward on 

my hands and feet, shrieking, trying to remove myself from the horror.” (pg.280) 

The fact that after everything Katniss just endured, having to run away from the fire and 

balls of fire being thrown her way she tries to regain herself that she doesn’t even realize 

her pants caught on fire, so much to her horror she doesn’t even react which just goes to 

show under how much stress and how much pain she is truly in. She goes on to state that 

she is covered in sweat, vomiting and her lungs feel like they are buring inside because of 

so much smoke she inhaled. 

 

• “I sit on the ground, a few yards from the blaze set off by the fireball. My calf is 

screaming, my hands covered in red welts. I’m shaking too hard to move. If the 

Gamemakers want to finish me off, now is the time. I sit on the ground, a few yards 

from the blaze set off by the fireball. My calf is screaming, my hands covered in red 

welts. I’m shaking too hard to move. If the Gamemakers want to finish me off, now 

is the time.”  (pg.280) The gamemakers could be using the fire attack on Katniss as a 

way to punish her for what she did during the private evaluations especially after Katniss 

mentions the following “I hear Cinna’s voice, carrying images of rich fabric and 

sparkling gems. “Katniss, the girl who was on fire.” What a good laugh the 

Gamemakers must be having over that one.” (pg.280) If the game makers are truly 

using fire as a form of punishment, then I find it pretty inronic better just like Katniss 



mentioned, she is best known as the girl who was on fire so actually being on fire and in 

pain must be something that the game makers found funny and a good way to punish her.  

 

• “Everyone knows they could destroy us all within seconds of the opening gong. The 

real sport of the Hunger Games is watching the tributes kill one another. Every so 

often, they do kill a tribute just to remind the players they can. But mostly, they 

manipulate us into confronting one another face-toface. Which means, if I am no 

longer being fired at, there is at least one other tribute close at hand.” (pg.281) I 

found this quote super important because it depicts how the capitol uses the games as a 

form of punishment to show the rest of the districts just how much power they truly hold. 

The fact that Katniss mentions how the capitol uses the games to keep their people 

entertained and how they like watching other tributes kill one another and how they have 

to ability to kill everyone in the arena if they wanted to but don’t because that would 

defeat the whole purpose of the games in the first place shows how the games is one of 

the many ways, they show who is in control and what the consequences are if anyone 

chooses to disobey.  

 

• “A family once brought in an unconscious young man pleading with my mother to 

help him. The district doctor who’s responsible for treating the miners had written 

him off, told the family to take him home to die. But they wouldn’t accept this. He 

lay on our kitchen table, senseless to the world. I got a glimpse of the wound on his 

thigh, gaping, charred flesh, burned clear down to the bone, before I ran from the 

house.” (pg.283) This is another instant which shows just how terrible the working 

conditions in district 12 are. However, most of the people in 12 don’t have a choice. Not 

only are they force to work in the mines because they are forced by the capitol to do so 

but they put their lives at risk. Working in the mines as mentioned by Katniss is a very 

dangerous job, so dangerous that Katniss and Gale both lost their fathers from an 

explosion. Now on top of all that Katniss mentions how she remembered when a man 

who got very hurt in the mines wasn’t getting treated by the doctors at 12 so instead went 

to Katniss mother for help. She compares her injury to his and sort of understands the 

pain the man must’ve been going through because she is feeling the same.  

 

• “Then I remember my mother saying that if a burn’s severe, the victim might not 

even feel pain because the nerves would be destroyed. Encouraged by this, I sit up 

and swing my leg in front of me.” (pg.284) Katniss remembers what her mother once 

told her about a leg injured caused by fire and somehow this encourages Katniss to 



actually take a look at what happened to her leg. This quote might not be that important 

but I feel like it’s meant to show how in some way Katniss family makes her stronger and 

encourages her because to be honest if Katniss didn’t remember those words of her 

mother, then she probably would’ve given up. 
 

• “This could be it, I think. What chance do I have against them? All six are there, the 

five Careers and Peeta, and my only consolation is they’re pretty beat-up, too. Even 

so, look at their weapons. Look at their faces, grinning and snarling at me, a sure 

kill above them. It seems pretty hopeless.” (pg. 287) The aftermath of what happened 

to her leg seems to be working in Katniss favor especially now that the careers are after 

her. It seems like her injury is causing her to lose hope, especially after she takes into 

account that she’s outnumbered. However, something quickly makes her change her 

mind after she realizes that the careers are heavier which would make it harder for them 

to climb up the tree is just climbed. Once again this shows how her previous hunting 

skills are useful.  

 
• “This takes them aback, but I know the crowd will love it. “Well enough, ” says the 

boy from District 2. “Yourself?” “It’s been a bit warm for my taste, ” I say. I can 

almost hear the laughter from the Capitol. “The air’s better up here. Why don’t you 

come on up?” (pg.288) Katniss knows that she can’t show that she is hurt or in pain so 

instead she decides to act like she is amused and, in some ways, decides to give the 

people watching exactly what they want. I found this quote pretty interesting in the sense 

that Katniss is pretending like nothing is going on and that everything is alright the 

complete opposite of how she’s truly feeling.  
 

• “Here, take this, Cato, ” says the girl from District 1, and she offers him the silver 

bow and sheath of arrows. My bow! My arrows! Just the sight of them makes me so 

angry I want to scream, at myself, at that traitor Peeta for distracting me from 

having them.” (pg.288) Katniss continues to see Peeta as a traitor for distracting her 

before the games started which shows that she doesn’t trust him.  
 

• “The girl with the arrows, Glimmer I hear someone call her — ugh, the names the 

people in District 1 give their children are so ridiculous.” (pg. 289) Maybe they give 

their kids weird names because like Katniss mentioned in the previous chapters that 

district 1 does whatever the capitol wants which means that they are suck ups.  

 

 

• “I could kill them, every one of them, if those silver weapons were in my hands.” 

(pg.290) This quote took me by surprise because I haven’t seen Katniss this confident yet 

until now. She feels that deep down she can kill each and every one of the careers if she 



had their weapons. I mean it would be easy to there wouldn’t be a reason not to. 

However, my question is, would she? if she were able to get her hands on their weapons 

would she actually kill them?  
• Foliage: “plant leaves collectively.” 

 

• Chapter 14:  

 

• “After all, I don’t know what kind of wasp lives there. It could be the ordinary 

leave-us-alone-and-we’ll-leave-you-alone type. But these are the Hunger Games, and 

ordinary isn’t the norm.” (pg.293) Katniss gives an indication that in the games nothing 

is normal especially animals, which is the main reason why she’s concerns with what 

hangs above. The wasps could very well be deadly or just normal wasps however if they 

do turn out to be deadly then they could very well kill Katniss because she is the one that 

is in close proximity. 

 

• “More likely they will be one of the Capitol’s muttations, tracker jackers. Like the 

jabberjays, these killer wasps were spawned in a lab and strategically placed, like 

land mines, around the districts during the war. Larger than regular wasps, they 

have a distinctive solid gold body and a sting that raises a lump the size of a plum on 

contact. Most people can’t tolerate more than a few stings. Some die at once. If you 

live, the hallucinations brought on by the venom have actually driven people to 

madness.” (pg.294) I found this quote interesting because I get a bit of background 

information regarding the use of animals and how the capitol uses wasp as weapons. 

However, they aren’t real wasp but instead artificially designed birds that are created and 

altered in labs which shows that the capitol must have advanced technology and scientist 

that are able to practice these mutations and changes to normal birds.  

 
• After the war, the Capitol destroyed all the nests surrounding their city, but the 

ones near the districts were left untouched. Another reminder of our weakness, I 

suppose, just like the Hunger Games. (pg.294) Katniss compares the destruction of all 

wasp to the games and admits that the capitol keeping the nest of all of the wasps in the 

districts serves s a reminder that they are weak just like the games which I have to agree 

because as we’ve seen so far, the games are used as a form of punishment.  

 

• In the faint light of the Careers’ torches, I inch back down to my fork to find the 

best surprise I’ve ever had. Sitting on my sleeping bag is a small plastic pot attached 

to a silver parachute. My first gift from a sponsor! (pg.297) Finally after enduring so 



much these pass few days Katniss finally receives a gift from her first sponsor, although 

the circumstances aren’t the best, I wonder from who it’s from and what it is?  

 

• Not food surely. I unscrew the lid and I know by the scent that it’s medicine. 

Cautiously, I probe the surface of the ointment. The throbbing in my fingertip 

vanishes. “Oh, Haymitch, ” I whisper. “Thank you.” He has not abandoned me. Not 

left me to fend entirely for myself. The cost of this medicine must be astronomical. 

Probably not one but many sponsors have contributed to buy this one tiny pot. To 

me, it is priceless. (pg.298) Katniss shows how grateful she for the medicine she 

received even if it’s a small jar and for others wouldn’t really mean anything however for 

her it is priceless. In this quote we also see how thankful she is to Haymitch which is so 

different then the way she felt a few days ago when she was dying from dehydration. Her 

change throughout the course of the games could indicate character development.  
 

• “Besides, if I’m going to die today, it’s Rue I want to win. Even if it means a little 

extra food for my family, the idea of Peeta being crowned victor is unbearable.” 

(pg.299) The way Katniss perception of Peeta has changed so much throughout the 

course of the games shows how much she hates him for everything he’s done. I do 

believe that maybe there was a point in the book where Katniss did trust him. But after 

everything he’s done, it’s hard to trust him or even like him. He betrayed Katniss and 

formed an alliance with the careers even after knowing that they were bad people. What I 

found more interesting was how Katniss and Peeta pretended to be friends during their 

time in the capitol as a strategy6 only for Peeta to throw it all away. So, in other words I 

understand why Katniss doesn’t want him to win, he betrayed her and lied to her, so yes, 

I wouldn’t want Peeta to win, if I were in her position as well.  

 

• “I feel a second sting on the cheek, a third on my neck, and their venom almost 

immediately makes me woozy. I cling to the tree with one arm while I rip the barbed 

stingers out of my flesh.” (pg.301) Katniss seems to already be feeling the affects of the 

wasp which could end up killing her like she previously stated. I wonder what the long-

lasting effects of the wasps will be. However, I truly hope nothing bad happens to Katniss 

or she isn’t put in a dangerous situation because she is not fully coherence.  

 

• “Her body disfigured. Her swollen fingers stiffening around the bow . . . The bow! 

Somewhere in my befuddled mind one thought connects to another and I’m on my 

feet, teetering through the trees back to Glimmer. The bow. The arrows. I must get 

them. I haven’t heard the cannons fire yet, so perhaps Glimmer is in some sort of 

coma, her heart still struggling against the wasp venom. “(pg.303-304) Although it 

was her fault that Glimmer died, Katniss doesn’t want to think about that but instead 



remembers that Glimmer was carrying a bow and arrow and decides that she wants to go 

back and get it because it is the only weapon that Katniss actually knows how to use. So 

if she get her hands on the bow and arrow that she will have a weapon that would help 

her defend herself in case danger aroused.  

 

• Is this real? Or have the hallucinations begun? I squeeze my eyes tight and try to 

breathe through my mouth, ordering myself not to become sick. (pg.305) Katniss 

goes back to Glimmer’s body to retrieve the bow and arrow before her body is taken 

away by the hovercraft. However, Katniss realizes that something is off when she tries to 

turn Glimmer’s body around to retrieve the bow and arrow and questions whether she is 

hallucinating which is what I am wondering as well, since she did in fact get bitten and 

hasn’t felt any symptoms yet except pain.  

 

• “I lurch back onto my knees and the trees around me begin to spin in circles. In the 

middle of the sky, I spot the hovercraft. I throw myself over Glimmer’s body as if to 

protect it but then I see the girl from District 4 being lifted into the air and 

vanishing. “Do this!” I command myself. Clenching my jaw, I dig my hands under 

Glimmer’s body, get a hold on what must be her rib cage, and force her onto her 

stomach. I can’t help it, I’m hyperventilating now, the whole thing is so nightmarish 

and I’m losing my grasp on what’s real. I tug on the silver sheath of arrows, but it’s 

caught on something, her shoulder blade, something, and finally yank it free.”  (pg. 

306) This whole sequence is very intense and I could imagine the way Katniss must be 

feeling. Losing air and not being able to breathe or know what’s going on and feeling 

dizzy must really suck. I believe that Katniss is hallucinating and doesn’t even realize 

what’s going on which is why everything that is happening seems so strange even the 

way she describes sounds weird and out of place. 

 
• “The shock on Peeta’s face makes no sense to me. I wait for the blow. Instead his 

arm drops to his side. “What are you still doing here?” he hisses at me. I stare 

uncomprehendingly as a trickle of water drips off a sting under his ear. His whole 

body starts sparkling as if he’s been dipped. “Are you mad?” He’s prodding me 

with the shaft of the spear now. “Get up! Get up!” I rise, but he’s still pushing at 

me. What? What is going on? He shoves me away from him hard. “Run!” he 

screams. “Run!” (pg.307) I am so confused by everything that is going on. Peeta 

altering Katniss also caught me off guard because I was expecting him to kill Katniss but 

instead, he helped her. I wonder what’s going to happen, will Katniss remember what 

happened and what will happen to Peeta because Cato caught Peeta helping Katniss so is 

he going to kill Peeta for betraying him or will Peeta kill Cato?! 



• “Sick and disoriented, I’m able to form only one thought: Peeta Mellark just saved 

my life. Then the ants bore into my eyes and I black out.” (pg.308) She does 

remember! Katniss remembers that Peeta saved her life which changes the entire 

dynamtic between the two. I feel like Katniss will question Peeta’s intentions which 

will make her feelings for Peeta more conflicted because she won’t know whether to 

trust him or not.  

 

Chapter 15:  

• “All the things I dread most, all the things I dread for others manifest in such vivid 

detail I can’t help but believe they’re real. Each time I wake, I think, At last, this is 

over, but it isn’t. It’s only the beginning of a new chapter of torture. How many 

ways do I watch Prim die? Relive my father’s last moments? Feel my own body 

ripped apart? This is the nature of the tracker jacker venom, so carefully created to 

target the place where fear lives in your brain.”  (pg.309) Katniss finally realizes that 

everything that she endured and is enduring are the effects of the track jacker venom 

which according to her is meant to target a person’s deepest fear, which for Katniss  

means having to watch her father die and her sister, the two most important people on her 

life that she loves and cares for the most.  

 

• “And suddenly, I’m not thinking of Gale but of Peeta and . . . Peeta! He saved my 

life! I think. Because by the time we met up, I couldn’t tell what was real and what 

the tracker jacker venom had caused me to imagine. But if he did, and my instincts 

tell me he did, what for? Is he simply working the Lover Boy angle he initiated at 

the interview? Or was he actually trying to protect me? And if he was, what was he 

doing with those Careers in the first place? None of it makes sense.” (pg.312) I one 

hundred percent agree with Katniss nothing makes sense. Why would Peeta help her after 

he betrayed her and formed an alliance with the careers? Is it all another strategy and he 

is just pretending to care about Katniss because that’s the role he was forced to play in  

order to win over the people from the capitol or does he actually care about Katniss? I am 

so confused. However, another thing that caught my attention about this quote was how 

Katniss was thinking about Gale and the idea of running away together but then 

immediately shifted to Peeta which was strange how it happened so suddenly.  

 

 



• “The weapons give me an entirely new perspective on the Games. I know I have 

tough opponents left to face. But I am no longer merely prey that runs and hides or 

takes desperate measures. If Cato broke through the trees right now, I wouldn’t 

flee, I’d shoot. I find I’m actually anticipating the moment with pleasure.” (pg.313) 

The shift between Katniss from chapter 14 and now is huge. Now that she gotten her 

hands on a bow and arrow, she feels like she actually has a good chance of winning the 

games because she feels prepared and feels like she has the ability to defend herself if 

Cato or any of the remaining tributes decided to go against her. I would’ve never thought 

that all that Katniss needed was a bow and arrow to motivate her and encourage her to 

keep going.  

 

• “You know, they’re not the only ones who can form alliances, ” I say. For a moment, 

no response. Then one of Rue’s eyes edges around the trunk. “You want me for an 

ally?” “Why not? You saved me with those tracker jackers. You’re smart enough to 

still be alive. (pg.316-317) I haven’t seen Katniss smile since the first few chapters so the 

fact that seeing Rue make Katniss smile indicates that Katniss likes Rue and doesn’t want 

to harm her. Katniss perhaps sees Rue as a little sister since she did mention a while back 

that Rue was around the same age as Prim. Katniss is grateful that Rue saved her so much 

so that she wants to form an alliance with her which was very unexpected in my opinion 

that it even caught Rue off guard. 

 

• “No, I meant it, ” I say. I can almost hear Haymitch groaning as I team up with this 

wispy child. But I want her. Because she’s a survivor, and I trust her, and why not 

admit it? She reminds me of Prim.” (pg.319) I knew it! Katniss is helping Rue because 

she helped her but mainly because she reminds her of her sister Prim, the one person that 

Katniss cares about more the anything in the world.  

 
• I’d have thought, in District Eleven, you’d have a bit more to eat than us. You 

know, since you grow the food, ” I say. Rue’s eyes widen. “Oh, no, we’re not allowed 

to eat the crops.” “They arrest you or something?” I ask. “They whip you and make 

everyone else watch, ” says Rue. “The mayor’s very strict about it.” (pg.321) I was 

definitely not expecting Rue to say what she did. So, turns out that although she comes 

from district 11 a place that grows crops the people aren’t allow to eat them because they 

will get punish by getting whipped in public. This quote is another piece of evidence that 

shows how the districts are controlled by the capitol. They are forced to grow food but 

not for them but for the capitol and the higher class which is cruel because they must be 

forced to see the food growing right in front them and they can’t eat it because they are 

not allowed to which is very sad and shows just how poorly these districts are treated 

well all of them except for district 1 I assume.  



• “Maybe being the least prestigious, poorest, most ridiculed district in the country 

has its advantages. Such as, being largely ignored by the Capitol as long as we 

produce our coal quotas. “Do you get all the coal you want?” Rue asks. “No, ” I 

answer. “Just what we buy and whatever we track in on our boots.” (pg. 321) 

Another piece of evidence that shows what I just stated previously. The capitol doesn’t 

care about the districts as long as they keep living their comfortable lifes tyles, they don’t 

care about the wellbeing of others and that has been shown throughout the book so far.  

 
• “We have so little communication with anyone outside our district. In fact, I wonder 

if the Gamemakers are blocking out our conversation, because even though the 

information seems harmless, they don’t want people in different districts to know 

about one another.” (pg.322)  I found this interesting not only are Rue and Katniss 

breaking the rules in a way because like Katniss mentioned the districts can’t 

communicate with one another but this can also be seen as a way of control from the 

capitol’s part because they might use non-communication as a way to keep their district 

align?  

 
• “These aren’t for sun, they’re for darkness, ” exclaims Rue. “Sometimes, when we 

harvest through the night, they’ll pass out a few pairs to those of us highest in the 

trees. Where the torchlight doesn’t reach. One time, this boy Martin, he tried to 

keep his pair. Hid it in his pants. They killed him on the spot.” “They killed a boy 

for taking these?” I say. “Yes, and everyone knew he was no danger. Martin wasn’t 

right in the head. I mean, he still acted like a three-year-old. He just wanted the 

glasses to play with, ” says Rue. Hearing this makes me feel like District 12 is some 

sort of safe haven. (pg.324) Wow so we learn new information. Turns out the glasses 

Katniss thought were useless could actually come in handy in the future because they 

work at night not the day. Another thing we learn about is how important these glasses 

seem to be. So much so that Rue points out that a kid from her district was killed because 

he tired to steal a pair something that makes Katniss realize that district 12 isn’t as bad as 

district 11 and perhaps the rest of the districts.  
 

 

• You know the boy from my district? Peeta? I think he saved my life. But he was 

with the Careers.” “He’s not with them now, ” she says. “I’ve spied on their base 

camp by the lake. They made it back before they collapsed from the stingers. But 

he’s not there. Maybe he did save you and had to run.” I don’t answer. If, in fact, 

Peeta did save me, I’m in his debt again. And this can’t be paid back. “ (pg.326) 



Katniss opens up to Rue and tells her about Peeta and what happened however turns out 

that Peeta is no longer aligned with the careers which means that he probably escaped 

Cato after warning Katniss. The thing that did catch my attention was how Katniss 

mentioned that she would be in debt with Peeta again if he did in fact save her which 

could indicate that Katniss might perhaps start to trust Peeta again but nothing is for sure 

so I’ll have to wait and see.  

 

• “If he did, it was all probably just part of his act. You know, to make people think 

he’s in love with me.” “Oh, ” says Rue thoughtfully. “I didn’t think that was an act. 

(pg. 326-327) Interesting seems like Rue doesn’t think that Peeta is lying about his 

feelings towards Katniss, I wonder why? Did she see something Katniss didn’t? Katniss 

was out for two days so anything could’ve happened. 
 

• “They have all those supplies, ” Rue says. “Say they didn’t. Say the supplies were 

gone. How long would they last?” I say. “I mean, it’s the Hunger Games, right?” 

“But, Katniss, they’re not hungry, ” says Rue. “No, they’re not. That’s the problem, 

” I agree. And for the first time, I have a plan. A plan that isn’t motivated by the 

need for flight and evasion. An offensive plan. “I think we’re going to have to fix 

that, Rue.” (pg.328) Katniss and Rue team up. Looks like there is going to be a tag team 

between the two and their main targets are the careers. I just hope Katniss comes up with 

a good plan because the careers are much older and stronger then the two and they could 

easily be taken out if there not careful.  

 

Chapter 16:  

 

• “Both of us can’t win these Games. But since the odds are still against either of us 

surviving, I manage to ignore the thought.” (pg.329) So turns out that Katniss doesn’t 

feel like she has a chance of winning and doesn’t think that the odds are in her favor 

which is interesting because I really thought that after she got the bow and arrow, she 

confidence would change and she would feel like she did have a chance but turns out that 

deep down she feels like she doesn’t.  

 



• “That the Careers have been better fed growing up is actually to their disadvantage, 

because they don’t know how to be hungry. Not the way Rue and I do.” (pg.330) I 

have to agree with Katniss. Since the careers have been fed their entire lives, they don’t 

know what it feels like to be hungry it’s a feeling there not use to. So, if Katniss does in 

fact destroy the careers source of food, then they will most likely be screwed because 

they wouldn’t know what to do.  

 

 

• “Who do you think that was?” I can’t help thinking of Peeta. (pg.331) Katniss 

thinking about Peeta? What is going on is she having mixed emotions once again? I am 

confused?  

 

• “Today we take out the Careers’ food, ” I say. “Really? How?” You can see the glint 

of excitement in her eyes. In this way, she’s exactly the opposite of Prim, for whom 

adventures are an ordeal.” (pg.332-333 Katniss once against shows how Rue reminds 

her of Prim which could also be a reason why she cares for Rue and is helping her almost 

in a big sister way. 
 

• “Burn it. Dump it in the lake. Soak it in fuel.” I poke Rue in the belly, just like I 

would Prim. “Eat it!” She giggles.” (pg.334) 
 

• “Music?” I say. In our world, I rank music somewhere between hair ribbons and 

rainbows in terms of usefulness. At least a rainbow gives you a tip about the 

weather. “You have a lot of time for that? (pg.335) I learn a fun fact about Rue which 

is that she likes music a lot however Katniss thought is what caught my attention because 

for some reason she ranks the importance of music in the world they live in and puts in 

somewhere in between ribbons and rainbows. But the fact that in Panem nice things are 

the things people don’t usually care about could indicate that in Panem having nice things 

isn’t something people are use to because they have grown up in districts that treat them 

so poorly there not allow to experience things that would bring any kid a sense of 

happiness. I mean how are you supposed to be happy when you live in a place that is so 

depressing as Panem. I mean if you live in the capitol then I understand. 
 



• “Unexpectedly, Rue throws her arms around me. I only hesitate a moment before I 

hug her back. “You be careful, ” she says to me. “You, too, ” I say. (pg.337-338) 

Major character progress because if I remember correctly Katniss said she despised kind 

people it would make it harder for her to kill them but here in this case we see how 

Katniss accepts Rue’s hug and even hugs her back which shows how she’s learned to let 

kind people into her live.  

 

• “I turn and head back to the stream, feeling somehow worried. About Rue being 

killed, about Rue not being killed and the two of us being left for last, about leaving 

Rue alone, about leaving Prim alone back home. No, Prim has my mother and Gale 

and a baker who has promised she won’t go hungry. Rue has only me.” (pg. 338) For 

some reason after Katniss and Rue go their separate ways Katniss begins to think about 

Rue and her sister and questions whether there going to be okay and although Katniss 

reassures herself that Prim would be okay if something bad were to happen to her, it’s 

Rue who she’s more worried about because she has no one. Katniss has gained all Rue’s 

trust so that is what worries Katniss, what if something bad were to happen to her. This 

quote shows the main reason why Katniss doesn’t like kind people because she would get 

attached so if something were to happen it would be much harder to grasp. 

 

•  I have to be cautious as I move along the water though, because I find my thoughts 

preoccupied with unanswered questions, most of which concern Peeta. (pg.338) 

Katniss thinking about Peeta once again. Does she like him or not? I mean she’s always 

thinking about him and concern. There’s nothing wrong with feeling a certain way about 

someone but I feel like not even Katniss knows how she feels about him. 

 

 

• My guess is the pyramid is boobytrapped in some manner. I think of concealed pits, 

descending nets, a thread that when broken sends a poisonous dart into your heart. 

Really, the possibilities are endless. (pg.342) Thanks to Rue, Katniss is able to figure 

out the reason why the supply lay out is pretty odd. Turns out it could all be a trap 

designed once again by who I assume has to be the game makers. 

 

• “What about Lover Boy?” says the boy from District 1. “I keep telling you, forget 

about him. I know where I cut him. It’s a miracle he hasn’t bled to death yet. At any 

rate, he’s in no shape to raid us, ” says Cato. So Peeta is out there in the woods, 

wounded badly. But I am still in the dark on what motivated him to betray the 



Careers. (pg.343) So we get a huge reveal. Turns out Peeta is still alive however he 

seems to be hurt which is not a good thing and could indicate that Cato and Peeta had a 

fight where he injured Peeta terribly. I wonder if this will make Katniss change her mind 

about Peeta and actually help him (I mean if he did save her life, it’s the least, she can do) 

or will she simply try to forget and won’t care, I mean he did betray her after all.  

 

 

• Dexterity: “Skill in performing tasks, especially with the hands.” 

 

• “The land mines were disabled after the sixty seconds we stood on the plates, but the 

boy from District 3 must have managed to reactivate them. I’ve never seen anyone 

in the Games do that. I bet it came as a shock even to the Gamemakers.” (pg.247) It 

is revealed thanks to Katniss that the reason why the careers left their supplies out in the 

open is because it is controlled by a mine field that was enabled thanks to a boy from 

district 3 a district “where they have the factories, where they make televisions  and 

automobiles”. What I caught my attention was the fact that a tribute was able to out smart 

the game makers, now that impressive.  

 

• “For a moment, everything seems frozen in time. Then the apples spill to the ground 

and I’m blown backward into the air.”  (pg.349) Katniss figured out a way to blow the 

mine field however she wasn’t thinking clearly because as she ripped the bag of apples 

that triggered the explosion she was blown into the air, which could have consequences if 

she doesn’t escape and get out of there because the careers might go after her.  

 

 

Chapter 17:  

 

• “An acrid smoke fills the air, which is not the best remedy for someone trying to regain 

the ability to breathe.” (pg.350) The explosion of the mined field did affect Katniss because 

she flew back from the impact however, it seems like the aftermath of the explosion is also 

affecting her breathing which isn’t a good thing considering the fact that she inhaled all of 

the smoke from the fire that was previously started by the game makers. 

 

• “But once I’m on my feet, I realize escape may not be so simple. I’m dizzy. Not the 

slightly wobbly kind, but the kind that sends the trees swooping around you and causes 

the earth to move in waves under your feet.” (pg.351) I had a feeling that this was going to 

be the case in the previous chapter because usually an explosion can have an impact on a 

person depending on how close they are so the fact that Katniss can’t even move or think 



properly because she’s so dizzy can have consequences if she doesn’t regain herself and get 

out of there before the careers return.  

 

• “I place a hand to my left ear, the one that was turned toward the blast, and it comes 

away bloody. Have I gone deaf from the explosion? The idea frightens me. I rely as 

much on my ears as my eyes as a hunter, maybe more at times. But I can’t let my fear 

show. Absolutely, positively, I am live on every screen in Panem.” (pg.351) Turns out 

Katniss can’t hear either and her ears are bloody because of the explosion. However, 

something I found interesting that she pointed out was how she relies on her ears and eyes for 

hunting something that caught my attention because if that is the case and she were to lose 

her hearing then it would seriously affect her because she wouldn’t be able to hunt for any 

food and would starve to death and not last very long in the games. 

 

• “Not only will I face death, it’s sure to be a long and painful one at Cato’s hand. The 

thought of Prim having to watch that keeps me doggedly inching my way toward the 

hideout.” (pg.352) The thought of having her sister watch her die on television somehow 

motivates Katniss to get out of harm’s way before the careers specifically Cato finds her. She 

can’t shake that thought out of her head since Cato wants to kill her slowly which would be 

hard for Prim to watch.  

 

• “The first thing I do is dig out my own glasses and put them on, which relaxes me a 

little, to have at least one of my hunter’s senses working.” (pg.356) Relieved that she is 

still able to hear, Katniss decides to stay in her hiding spot which kind of worries me because 

Rue is all alone and now that the careers are looking for the tribute responsible for the 

explosion, I fear that they might think it was her and kill her and she wouldn’t be able to 

defend herself.  

 

• “It’s been a long time since a tribute from District 12 made it into the top eight. And 

now there are two of us. Although from what Cato said, Peeta’s on his way out. “ 

(pg.356) It seems that for the first time in a while the two tributes from district 12 are among 

the final eight. However, Katniss doesn’t seem to think that Peeta is going to make it to the 

end because of what Cato said and I might have to agree because if he is hurt severely and 

doesn’t have any sponsors then he might die which would be very unfortunate since Katniss 



and him never got to talk about the alliance he decided to form with the careers and why he 

did in the first place. 

 
• “Just like the rest of us. It crosses my mind to reveal myself and enlist her as a second 

ally against that pack. But I rule it out. There’s something about that sly grin that 

makes me sure that befriending Foxface would ultimately get me a knife in the back.” 

(pg.358-359) Katniss considers Foxface as a second ally however something about her 

demeaner tells her not to and I would have to agree with Katniss. I don’t know why but the 

fact that Foxface is laughing with a grin on her face could indicate that she is smarter than 

she seems and much wiser. I don’t know but fox are sneaky animals so Katniss might be 

right about the stab in the back because it could be something Foxface would do if she were 

to form an alliance with Rue and Katniss.  

 
• “I know I’m going to have what we call a hollow day back in District 12. That’s a day 

where no matter what you put in your belly, it’s never enough.” (pg.362)   

 
• “I have to remind myself she’s still alive. Or is she? Could the cannon shot announcing 

her death have come in the wee hours of the morning when even my good ear was too 

broken to pick it. Will she appear in the sky tonight? No, I refuse to believe it.” (pg.364-

365) Katniss begins to suspect that something bad might’ve happened to Rue and so do I. 

Although Katniss can’t bring herself to think that something bad might have happened to her, 

I disagree. I found it interesting and intriguing how the author wrote this scene and how 

intense it feels because you can see how as times goes on Katniss begins to feel unease and 

has a feeling that something isn’t right. Reading this scene is getting me worried about Rue 

because what if she’s in danger or what if the careers did something to her?  

 

• “A mockingjay repeats the melody to me. And that’s when I hear the scream. It’s a 

child’s scream, a young girl’s scream, there’s no one in the arena capable of making 

that sound except Rue.” (pg.366) The shift that happened during this scene a hundred 

percent caught me off guard. I really thought that everything was okay and that Rue was safe 

because she gave Katniss the signal however, all of a sudden Rue starts screaming and 

everything changed. I have a bad feeling about what’s about to happen I just hope she’s okay 

and nothing bad happens to her.  

 



• “When I break into the clearing, she’s on the ground, hopelessly entangled in a net. She 

just has time to reach her hand through the mesh and say my name before the spear 

enters her body.” (pg.366-367) I am speech less, no why did Rue have to die! I know it’s 

the hunger games but the fact that she was crying to Katniss for help is so sad and how she 

wasn’t able to help Rue on time is even worse. I really want to know what happens next and 

what she is going to do moving forward now that she’s lost the only person she trusted in the 

arena.  
 

 

Chapter 18:  

 

• “The boy from District 1 dies before he can pull out the spear. My arrow drives deeply 

into the center of his neck. He falls to his knees and halves the brief remainder of his life 

by yanking out the arrow and drowning in his own blood.” (pg.368) Katniss holds no 

mercy and kills the boy from district 1 instantly without evening thinking about it which 

could indicate how furious she is at everything that is happening right now. Just goes to show 

how much Rue meant to Katniss and how she trusted her and cared for her like a younger 

sister.  

 

• “One look at the wound and I know it’s far beyond my capacity to heal. Beyond 

anyone’s probably. The spearhead is buried up to the shaft in her stomach.” (pg.368) So 

yes it seems like Rue is going to die which is not fair! She was so young and innocent and 

it’s really sad that she has to die this way. I hope Katniss is able to overcome this because 

we’ve seen how much she cared and trusted her in a short period of time. So, losing someone 

that you care a lot about could affect her in a drastic way it just depends on. 

 

• Her hand reaches out and I clutch it like a lifeline. As if it’s me who’s dying instead 

of Rue. “You blew up the food?” she whispers. “Every last bit, ” I say. “You have to 

win, ” she says. “I’m going to. Going to win for both of us now, ” I promise. (pg.369) 

The fact that Katniss holds onto Rue hands tightly and feels like she’s dying instead of 

Rue indicates just how much she truly loves Rue and seeing her die right in front of her 

could really affect Katniss because Rue is a person, she truly cares about so I am 

wondering how she’s going to handle the entire situation.  Another thing I found a bit sad 



and emotional was how Katniss makes a promise to Rue similar to the one she made with 

Prim about winning the games. It really shows how Rue was like a little sister to Katniss 

and in some ways saw Rue in Prim.  

 

• “Don’t go.” Rue tightens her grip on my hand. “Course not. Staying right here, ” I 

say. I move in closer to her, pulling her head onto my lap. I gently brush the dark, 

thick hair back behind her ear. “Sing, ” she says, but I barely catch the word.” 

(pg.369) I believe that Rue’s dying wish is to hear Katniss sing which is sad and 

emotional however it does in fact catch Katniss off guard because like we learned in the 

previous chapters singing isn’t something that has much interest in Katniss life, so 

singing for Rue would mean a lot to her. 
 

 
• “Sing. My throat is tight with tears, hoarse from smoke and fatigue. But if this is 

Prim’s, I mean, Rue’s last request, I have to at least try.” (pg.370) How interesting 

she confused Rue for Prim which adds more evidence to the idea that Katniss see’s Rue 

in Prim and vise versa which could be the main reason she helped Rue and why her death 

is deeply affecting her as we are seeing because she feels like it’s her little sister that is 

dying and why she wants to sing because it’s Rue’s dying wish. This must be really sad 

and I really can’t wait to watch the movie and see how the director brought this scene to 

life I imagine it’s going to be a emotional scene.  

 
• But the words are easy and soothing, promising tomorrow will be more hopeful 

than this awful piece of time we call today. I give a small cough, swallow hard, and 

begin: Deep in the meadow, under the willow A bed of grass, a soft green pillow Lay 

down your head, and close your sleepy eyes And when again they open, the sun will 

rise. Here it’s safe, here it’s warm Here the daisies guard you from every harm Here 

your dreams are sweet and tomorrow brings them true Here is the place where I love 

you.” (pg.370-371) I imagine how hard this must be for Katniss physically, mentally and 

emotionally. Not only can’t she sing because of how much smoke she inhaled but she is 

forced to watch her friend, the only person she trusted in the arena, a little girl that can be 

her sister die right in front of her. When you truly care about someone and love them it is 

very hard to watch them go so the fact that Katniss has to endured so much pain must be 

very tough. On top of all this is the fact that she is most likely being recorded by the 

capitol so this would indicate that this is the first time she is showing any kind of emotion 

and weakness because she is watching her friend die.  
 



• “My throat releases the tears and they slide down my cheeks. But I have to finish 

the song for her.” (pg.371) Katniss crying for the second or third time in the book which 

could be an indication of character development because we haven’t seen her cry since 

she was in the capitol which once again like previously stated it shows how Rue’s death 

is deeply affecting her so much that she doesn’t even care that she is crying while she’s 

being filmed most likely.  
 

• “I can’t stop looking at Rue, smaller than ever, a baby animal curled up in a nest of 

netting. I can’t bring myself to leave her like this. Past harm, but seeming utterly 

defenseless. To hate the boy from District 1, who also appears so vulnerable in 

death, seems inadequate. It’s the Capitol I hate, for doing this to all of us.” (pg.373) 

Major character development happening here. The fact that Katniss doesn’t see the boy 

from district 1 as her enemy and doesn’t really hate him even after killing Rue shows 

how her perspective on the hunger games is slowly beginning to change. She admits that 

she hates the capitol and blames that for everything that is happening because it’s their 

fault that Katniss along with the rest of the tributes are put in these situations and are 

forced to kill because they have no other choice.  This is not the first time Katniss admits 

she hates the capitol but it is the first time that she admits that it’s the capitol fault all of 

the tributes including herself are in the arena because of the capitol indicating that she is 

viewing the capitol as the real enemy and not the rest of the tributes. 
 

 
• Gale’s voice is in my head. His ravings against the Capitol no longer pointless, no 

longer to be ignored. Rue’s death has forced me to confront my own fury against the 

cruelty, the injustice they inflict upon us. But here, even more strongly than at 

home, I feel my impotence. There’s no way to take revenge on the Capitol. Is there? 

(pg.373)   Katniss is finally realizing the injustices that is the hunger games which is 

another piece of evidence that shows major character development. Although she did 

admit the injustices of the capitol in the first few chapters of the book, she is now 

realizing just how messed up the games are and how no matter what there isn’t any way 

to get back at the capitol which indicates that they are forced to do what they say because 

there would be severe consequences if they don’t like we’ve seen previously mentioned 

in the pass few chapters. 

 

 



• “I want to do something, right here, right now, to shame them, to make them 

accountable, to show the Capitol that whatever they do or force us to do there is a 

part of every tribute they can’t own. That Rue was more than a piece in their 

Games. And so am I.” (Pg.374) Katniss being a rebel once again and showing how 

much she hates the capitol. This quote shows how she is willing to go against the capitol 

in order to show them that although they have control over her Rue and the rest of the 

tributes, they don’t own them. The capitol treating the people of Panem as property 

instead of people shows how much the capitol cares and how cruel they truly are. I agree 

a hundred percent with Katniss and understand why she’s mad and why she wants to get 

back at the capitol for causing the death of Rue.  
 

• “Slowly, one stem at a time, I decorate her body in the flowers. Covering the ugly 

wound. Wreathing her face. Weaving her hair with bright colors. They’ll have to 

show it. Or, even if they choose to turn the cameras elsewhere at this moment, 

they’ll have to bring them back when they collect the bodies and everyone will see 

her then and know I did it. I step back and take a last look at Rue.” (pg.374) Since 

everyone in the capitol is watching the games including the people from the districts then 

they must be seeing everything unfold and I am sure it must be heard for Rue’s family to 

watch what is going on as well as everyone else well all except the capitol which is why 

Katniss wants the cameras to capture this moment even thought they might not want to. 

This serves as a big F you to the capitol in some way because they might not want 

everyone to see what Katniss is doing however there going to have to broadcast it once 

the hovercraft arrives to pick up Rue’s body.  
 

• Novice: “A person new to or inexperienced in a field or situation.” 

 

• “I’ve no idea where to go. The brief sense of home I had that one night with Rue has 

vanished.” (pg.376) This quote shows how much Rue meant to Katniss and although 

they only knew each other for a day or two, Rue was the only person Katniss trusted and 

how now that she is gone doesn’t even know what to do. Rue gave Katniss a sense of 

security and Katniss felt like she was home but now that Rue is dead Katniss is going to 

have to forget about Rue for now and own up to the promise she made to both Rue and 

Prim, that she will win the games for the two of them.  

 
• “My hatred of the Capitol has not lessened my hatred of my competitors in the least. 

Especially the Careers. They, at least, can be made to pay for Rue’s death.” (pg.376) 



Looks like I was wrong about Katniss not hating the rest of the tributes well at least not 

the ones that are aligned with the careers. It seems like Katniss blames them for the death 

of Rue and is going to try and kill them because she can’t get revenge on the capitol so 

she is going to make the careers pay. The careers have done so much harm to Katniss so I 

don’t blame her at all. If she takes them out one by one, she might actually have a chance 

of winning. So, it seems like hunting down the careers is going to be Katniss main 

priority.  

 
• Despondency: “A state of low spirits caused by loss of hope or courage.” 

 

• “This bread came from District 11. I cautiously lift the still warm loaf. What must it 

have cost the people of District 11 who can’t even feed themselves? How many 

would’ve had to do without to scrape up a coin to put in the collection for this one 

loaf? It had been meant for Rue, surely. But instead of pulling the gift when she 

died, they’d authorized Haymitch to give it to me.” (pg.377) Another important quote 

that severs as a piece of evidence to back up the idea that the other districts are treated 

poorly by the capitol.  
 

• As usual, it’s the thought of Prim’s anxious face as she watches me on the screens 

back home that breaks me from my lethargy. (pg. 379) Katniss is feeling down after 

the death of Rue, she doesn’t feel like doing anything, however it’s the thought of Prim 

that motivates Katniss to get up and continue to fight in order to stay alive. This quote is 

a clear indication of how much Prim affects the decisions that Katniss makes in the arena.  

 

 

• “Where are you, Cato? I think as I roast the birds and Rue’s roots. I’m waiting 

right here.” (pg.381) The Katniss from the beginning of the games is not the same 

Katniss anymore and this is evident through he dialogues. The fact that she wants Cato to 

find her indicates that she is ready to finish him off and won’t have any mercy after she 

blames him along with the rest of the careers for the death of Rue and will make them 

pay since she can’t get revenge on the capitol for putting all of them in the arena in the 

first place. 

 



• “I find myself wishing I could tell Peeta about the flowers I put on Rue. That I now 

understand what he was trying to say on the roof. Perhaps if he wins the Games, 

he’ll see me on victor’s night, when they replay the highlights of the Games on a 

screen over the stage where we did our interviews.” (pg.382) Katniss thinks about 

Peeta once again and how she actually wishes she could tell him what she did regarding 

Rue, which is interesting because last time she mentioned Peeta she made it seem like she 

didn’t want to see him or would never get the chance to do so because he is terribly hurt 

and although she still thinks he will be dead pretty soon due to his injury, a part of her 

wonders if he were to win, would he see her planting the flowers on Rue’s body.  

 

 

 

• “But I told Rue I’d be there. For both of us. And somehow that seems even more 

important than the vow I gave Prim. I really think I stand a chance of doing it now. 

Winning.” (pg.383) Katniss feels motivated thanks to the promise she made Rue and 

although I was surprise to see that she feels like Rue promise is more important than 

Prim’s in some way I feel like both of the promises mean something to Katniss and both 

are important because she see’s both Prim and Rue as her younger sisters. I mean she 

helped Rue because she reminded her of Prim. If it weren’t for Prim then maybe perhaps 

Katniss wouldn’t have gotten too attached to Rue but she did.  

 

• “ I killed a boy whose name I don’t even know. Somewhere his family is weeping for 

him. His friends call for my blood. Maybe he had a girlfriend who really believed he 

would come back. . . . But then I think of Rue’s still body and I’m able to banish the 

boy from my mind. At least, for now.” (pg.384) Katniss has a moment where she 

thinks to herself about the boy she killed and how that was the first time she ever killed 

someone. For a moment it seems like Katniss stars to feel bad and thinks about his family 

and friends and even perhaps girlfriend however that all changes when she remembers 

Rue’s body and how he murdered her. All of those thoughts go away and she goes back 

to focusing on the promise she made.  
 

• “But occasionally, there will be trumpets followed by an announcement. Usually, 

this will be a call to a feast. When food is scarce, the Gamemakers will invite the 

players to a banquet, somewhere known to all like the Cornucopia, as an 

inducement to gather and fight. Sometimes there is a feast and sometimes there’s 

nothing but a loaf of stale bread for the tributes to compete for. I wouldn’t go in for 

the food, but this could be an ideal time to take out a few competitors.” (pg.385) 

Found this pretty interesting as it shows another tactic the game makers use in order for 

the tributes to fight against one another. Although Katniss doesn’t really seem interested 



in the food, she does seem to be interested in taking out the careers, which is a huge 

change in her character because we see how she’s willing to kill another person in order 

to avenge the death of Rue which really impacted her and changed her as we can see. 

 

• “There’s been a rule change in the Games. A rule change! That in itself is mind 

bending since we don’t really have any rules to speak of except don’t step off your 

circle for sixty seconds and the unspoken rule  about not eating one another. Under 

the new rule, both tributes from the same district will be declared winners if they 

are the last two alive. Claudius pauses, as if he knows we’re not getting it, and 

repeats the change again. The news sinks in. Two tributes can win this year. If 

they’re from the same district. Both can live. Both of us can live. Before I can stop 

myself, I call out Peeta’s name.” (pg.385-386) Wow what a turn of events, turns out 

that both tributes from the same districts will be crowned winners if they are still alive. 

This immediately catches Katniss attention and she quickly thinks about Peeta. He might 

be the only thing she needs in order to secure her victory well other than kill the careers 

which she might be able to do with Peeta help, if she is able to find him on time before he 

dies since he’s severely hurt from what Cato has said. I hope Katniss finds Peeta and I 

hope they talk about everything that’s happened so far, from Rue death to the betrayal, to 

the mined field exploding. They both have a lot of catching up to do although it’s going 

to be awkward, I assume with everything that’s happened.  

 

Chapter 19:  

• Assailants: “A person who physically attacks another.” 

 

• “Peeta, who’s been wounded, is now my ally. Whatever doubts I’ve had about him 

dissipate because if either of us took the other’s life now we’d be pariahs when we 

returned to District 12.” (pg.388) Katniss is right, finding Peeta and forming an alliance 

is the only thing left for her to do if she wants a chance at winning. Now that the rules 

have change Katniss is going to have to put her thoughts about Peeta aside although it 

might be hard considering the fact that he betrayed her and then saved her from the 

careers. I would be conflicted too; I mean do I trust Peeta or not. It’s going to be hard for 

Katniss I assume however if she wants to keep the promise she made to Rue and Prim 

then she’s going to have to find me, I just hope Peeta doesn’t die before she does. 

 
• Pariahs: “An outcast.” 

 



• “Besides, it just makes sense to protect each other. And in my case — being one of 

the star-crossed lovers from District 12 — it’s an absolute requirement if I want any 

more help from sympathetic sponsors.” (pg.388-389) Katniss tries to tell herself that it 

would be a smart idea to form an alliance with Peeta because it would increase of chance 

of winning however, she also believes they can protect each other and win more 

sponsors. I have to admit it’s hard to figure out what’s going through Katniss head 

because for instant there are times where she admits that she feels things for Peeta but 

doesn’t know what those feelings are and then their other instances where she doesn’t 

want him around or just wants him around to increase her chance of winning. I mean I 

understand it’s hard with everything that’s happened but Katniss needs to get her 

thoughts clear, does she like him or not.   

 
• “Why else would the Gamemakers have made this unprecedented change in the 

rules? For two tributes to have a shot at winning, our “romance” must be so 

popular with the audience that condemning it would jeopardize the success of the 

Games. No thanks to me.” (pg.389) Katniss believes that the reason why she is still 

alive is thanks to Peeta. She believes that him pretending to be in love with her is the 

reason why the game makers made the change because people specifically the capitol are 

rooting for them to end up together. Everything Peeta has done has been to protect 

Katniss and although he’s pretending it seems to have worked because the rules were 

changed but not thanks to Katniss but Peeta.  
 

• “Shaking his head to keep me from running to the Cornucopia. Fighting Cato to let 

me escape. Even hooking up with the Careers must have been a move to protect me. 

Peeta, it turns out, has never been a danger to me. The thought makes me smile. I 

drop my hands and hold my face up to the moonlight so the cameras can be sure to 

catch it.” (pg.389) Is Katniss truly happy that Peeta saved her or is she pretending for the 

cameras, I mean she makes sure the camera catches it so is it genuine happiness or just all 

an act? Regardless if it’s true happiness or not Katniss finally realizes that Peeta has been 

pretending the entire. His only intentions were to help her, yet Katniss thought that they 

were the complete opposite. Yikes I have a feeling this reunion is going to be awkward. 
 

• “Do I run from them now, on the chance they heard me call Peeta’s name? No, I 

think. Let them come. Let them come with their night-vision glasses and their heavy, 

branch-breaking bodies.” (pg.390-391) Katniss doesn’t care about the careers and 

doesn’t seem fazed. She actually invites the last two remaining careers to come so she 

could get it over with and kill the two in order to avenge the death of Rue. She is almost 

taunting them and wants them to find her so she could kill them without having mercy 

which is pretty shocking considering how calm Katniss was before the death of Rue.  
 



• “They may well want to wait until I do before they move in. If he’s as badly 

wounded as Cato thinks, I’d be in the position of having to defend us both without 

any assistance. But if he’s that incapacitated, how has he managed to stay alive? 

And how on earth will I find him?” (pg.391-392) I truly hope that Peeta isn’t as badly 

injured as Cato claimed. It would really suck for Katniss and for Peeta as well, I mean he 

needs Katniss alive if he wants a chance of winning as well. But if the careers find the 

two of them and gain the upper hand it might be the end for Peeta and Katniss so, Katniss 

does have to be extra carefully it could be anyone’s game at this point. Katniss is not as 

helpless as she was at the beginning of the games and has so much pent-up anger that she 

is just waiting to unleash it.  

 
• “And that’s when I get my first clue to his whereabouts. He couldn’t have survived 

without water. I know that from my first few days here. He must be hidden 

somewhere near a source.” (pg.392-393) It is going to be up to Katniss to search for 

Peeta however it’s not going to be easy considering the fact that the two weren’t that 

close and Katniss has no clue where he could be hiding. It’s going to take all of Katniss 

hunting survival skills to try and locate Peeta before the careers do. 
 

• “But he’ll know I’ll be looking, right? He won’t have so low of an opinion of me as 

to think I’d ignore the new rule and keep to myself. Would he? He’s very hard to 

predict, which might be interesting under different circumstances, but at the 

moment only provides an extra obstacle.” (pg.394) Katniss is right, Peta is a bit 

unpredictable so figuring out what he’s up to can be very hard and another challenge 

added to Katniss because she doesn’t know whether Peeta is looking for her or not, but 

she hopes he is because it would make everything much easier.  
 

• My foot has just broken the surface of the water when I hear a voice. “You here to 

finish me off, sweetheart?” I whip around. It’s come from the left, so I can’t pick it 

up very well. And the voice was hoarse and weak. Still, it must have been Peeta. 

Who else in the arena would call me sweetheart? (pg.395) Okay I would be lying if I 

said that at first, I thought it was Cato. However, turns out it’s Peeta however Katniss 

can’t seem to find him which is weird considering the fact that she just heard him a 

second age.  
 

• No, I’m certain it was real and very close at hand, too. “Peeta?” I creep along the 

bank. “Well, don’t step on me.” I jump back. His voice was right under my feet. Still 



there’s nothing. Then his eyes open, unmistakably blue in the brown mud and green 

leaves. I gasp and am rewarded with a hint of white teeth as he laughs. It’s the final 

word in camouflage. (pg.396) I was definitely not expecting Peeta to laugh but most 

importantly to be camouflaged right in front of Katniss and she didn’t even notice. Of 

course, of reading this line I remembered that during training Peeta showed Katniss his 

talent yet she dismissed it because she thought it was useless however it seems like Peeta 

is getting the last laugh now.  
 

• “Peeta smiles. “Yes, frosting. The final defense of the dying.” “You’re not going to 

die, ” I tell him firmly. “Says who?” His voice is so ragged. “Says me. We’re on the 

same team now, you know, ” I tell him. His eyes open. “So, I heard. Nice of you to 

find what’s left of me.” (pg.397) Katniss is working along side Peeta for the first time 

and I am happy although I want to know if she’s doing for her own benefit or she actually 

wants to help Peeta. I mean I know she wants to win so she needs Peeta in order to do so, 

but he seems so glad to see her so I wonder what’s going to happen between the two 

moving forward now that they are a team.  
 

• “ I lean over and put my good ear to his lips, which tickle as he whispers. 

“Remember, we’re madly in love, so it’s all right to kiss me anytime you feel like it.” 

I jerk my head back but end up laughing. “Thanks, I’ll keep it in mind.” At least, 

he’s still able to joke around.” (pg.398) So it seems that both Katniss and Peeta are 

going to continue to pretend that they are in love. A good strategy if I have to admit 

because it will help them get more gifts from sponsors. It looks like the plan that 

Haymitch and Peeta formed a while back in the capitol is coming in handy now so I 

found it interesting to point that out.  

 

• “I can’t even see his clothes. If he’s wearing clothes. The thought makes me hesitate 

a moment, but then I plunge in. Naked bodies are no big deal in the arena, right?” 

(pg.399) I found this scene pretty funny because although Katniss is dealing with an 

injured Peeta who is really hurt she thinks to herself whether he’s naked or not and 

wonders if it’s a good or bad thing. Like she has other things to focus on so Peeta being 

naked should be the less of her worries for now.  

 

• “But it in no way prepares me for what lies underneath. The deep inflamed gash 

oozing both blood and pus. The swelling of the leg. And worst of all, the smell of 

festering flesh. I want to run away. Disappear into the woods like I did that day they 

brought the burn victim to our house.”  (pg.402) This is ironic and some coincidence 

the fact that Katniss is going to have to help Peeta, who has a leg that is severely injured 



similar to the men that her mother and sister attended to that one time in district 12. It 

almost seems like the author was foreshadowing what was going to happen which is 

pretty cool considering the fact I didn’t see this coming.   

 

• “Ironically, at this point in the Games, my little sister would be of far more use to 

Peeta than I am.” (pg.403)  
 

• “He mouths the words. “How about that kiss?” I burst out laughing because the 

whole thing is so revolting I can’t stand it.” (pg.404) I have to agree with Katniss, it’s 

pretty funny and caught me off guard as well. Now’s not the best time to kiss but for 

some reason Peeta is suggesting it which is so weird but I mean they are pretending to be 

in love so it makes sense.  

 

• “I know. But just in case I don’t —” he tries to continue. “No, Peeta, I don’t even 

want to discuss it, ” I say, placing my fingers on his lips to quiet him. “But I —” he 

insists. Impulsively, I lean forward and kiss him, stopping his words. This is 

probably overdue anyway since he’s right, we are supposed to be madly in love.” 

(pg.409) Katniss is right, if they are pretending to be in love then kissing Peeta isn’t 

nothing out of the ordinary. It was long overdue and Peeta suggested it so it makes sense. 

However, I can’t help but wonder what was the thing Peeta was going to tell Katniss 

before she shushed him up. It almost sounded like Peeta was going to die but Katniss 

didn’t want that which is why I want to know what it is that Peeta wants to tell her.  

 
• “Haymitch couldn’t be sending me a clearer message. One kiss equals one pot of 

broth. I can almost hear his snarl. “You’re supposed to be in love, sweetheart. The 

boy’s dying. Give me something I can work with!” And he’s right. If I want to keep 

Peeta alive, I’ve got to give the audience something more to care about. Star-crossed 

lovers desperate to get home together. Two hearts beating as one. Romance.” 

(pg.410) It seems like Katniss is going to have to really act it out if she wants to keep 

Peeta alive. In order to receive more gifts from the sponsors she’s going to have to 

pretend to be so madly in love with Peeta that she can’t live without him. The only 

problem is, she’s not the best actresses so that’s going to be a problem. The least she can 

do is try and hope that the people in the capitol watching believe it.  

 



 

Chapter 20:  

• I snuggle down gratefully until I realize it’s more than warm, it’s overly hot because 

the bag is reflecting back his fever. (pg.413) Peeta is much sicker than Katniss expected 

which is not a good thing because if he dies then it means Katniss chances of winning are 

going to be slim to nothing. Hopefully there able to obtain the medicine he needs to keep 

him going but the only way to get the medicine he needs is through sponsors, so that 

means there going to have to act like they can’t live without each other.  

 

• I’ve made myself far more vulnerable than when I was alone. Tethered to the 

ground, on guard, with a very sick person to take care of. But I knew he was 

injured. And still I came after him. I’m just going to have to trust that whatever 

instinct sent me to find him was a good one. (pg.413-414) I thought this was an 

interesting quote to point out because Katniss is right. She went looking for Peeta 

knowing he was hurt and yet she still did it anyways. However, she didn’t consider the 

fact that Peeta being sick makes her look vulnerable which she hates however she still 

chose to help him anyways and I want to know why? Is it because she really wants to win 

to keep Rue’s promise or is it something else?  

 

• The girl from district 2 is revealed to be named Clove.  

 

• His hand brushes the loose strands of my hair off my forehead. Unlike the staged 

kisses and caresses so far, this gesture seems natural and comforting. I don’t want 

him to stop and he doesn’t. (pg.416) Huh that’s strange, although both Peeta and 

Katniss know that they are pretending to be in love Katniss takes Peeta gesture as 

something that he is doing naturally and he’s not pretending. My question is whether 

Peeta has feelings for Katniss that are real and same for Katniss does she like Peeta for 

reals. I mean it’s hard to tell since there both acting. 

 

• “My heart drops into my stomach. It’s worse, much worse. There’s no more pus in 

evidence, but the swelling has increased and the tight shiny skin is inflamed. Then I 

see the red streaks  starting to crawl up his leg. Blood poisoning. Unchecked, it will 

kill him for sure.” (pg.417-418) This is not good at all. Peeta is much worse then before 

which means that his chances at surviving are slim to nothing and he can actually die. 

The only way for him to live is if they get the medicine he needs however that’s going to 



be very hard and that is what worries Katniss, that Haymitch won’t be able to pull enough 

sponsors on time.  

 
• “Something between a sigh and a huff of exasperation leaves my mouth. A happy 

story? This will require a lot more effort than the soup. I rack my brains for good 

memories. Most of them involve Gale and me out hunting and somehow I don’t 

think these will play well with either Peeta or the audience. That leaves Prim.” 

(pg.421) I didn’t find it surprising how the only happy memory Katniss has involves her 

sister I mean it’s the only person she deeply cares about other than Gale and her mother.  
 

 
• “Now hold on. Some of you may already be declining my invitation. But this is no 

ordinary feast. Each of you needs something desperately.” I do need something 

desperately. Something to heal Peeta’s leg. “Each of you will find that something in 

a backpack, marked with your district number, at the Cornucopia at dawn. Think 

hard about refusing to show up. For some of you, this will be your last chance, ” 

says Claudius.” (pg.430-431) It looks like the game makers are back to their ways and 

are using the feast as a tactic to get all of the tributes together in one place. This will most 

likely lead to a fight which is exactly what the gamemakers want. However, Katniss 

doesn’t seem to hesitate because she knows she does need something, Peeta’s medicine.  
 

• “You’re such a bad liar, Katniss. I don’t know how you’ve survived this long.” He 

begins to mimic me. (pg.431) Katniss gets exposed by Peeta who figures out she lying to 

him about not going to the feast. What I found funny however was how he also knows 

Katniss is lying about the goat story. However, Katniss doesn’t seem to care because she 

is going to the feast whether Peeta like it or not. She needs him alive in order to win the 

games so she’s willing to risk it all in order for that to happen.  

 

• “all I can think is that he’s going to die if I don’t get to that feast. I’ll keep him going 

for a day or two, and then the infection will reach his heart or his brain or his lungs 

and he’ll be gone. And I’ll be here all alone. Again. Waiting for the others.” (pg.434)  

The fact that Katniss is worried about Peeta dying makes me wonder if she is actually 

genuinely worried about Peeta or is she afraid that if he dies her chances of winning are 

gone?  

 



• “A vial this size could knock Peeta out for a full day, but what good is that? I’m so 

furious I’m about to throw Haymitch’s last offering into the stream when it hits me. 

A full day? That’s more than I need.” (pg. 435) Oh no is Katniss going to do what I 

think she is. I have a feeling she’s going to in some way drug Peeta in order to go to the 

feast and get the medicine he needs. Peeta doesn’t want her too so by giving him the sleep 

syrup without him knowing he will fall asleep for a whole day which gives her plenty of 

time to retrieve what she needs. However, I find it funny how she pretends they are berries, 

I wonder if Peeta believes her.  

 

• His eyes widen as he realizes the truth. I clamp my hand over his mouth and nose 

hard, forcing him to swallow instead of spit. He tries to make himself vomit the stuff 

up, but it’s too late, he’s already losing consciousness. (pg.436)  Peeta seems to have 

caught on and although he tries to vomit the berries it’s too late and he goes unconscious 

although Katniss feels glad but also a bit sad, she knows it had to be done.  
 

Chapter 21:  

• Vicinity: “The area near or surrounding a particular place. 

 

• Although I doubt he can hang on much longer without medicine. If I die at the feast, 

District 12 isn’t likely to have a victor. (pg.437) Katniss is right if she doesn’t make it 

back from the feast with Peeta medicine both of them will die and district 12 wouldn’t have 

a victor which means that Katniss won’t be able to keep the promise she made with Rue or 

Prim however it seems like that’s a risk she’s willing to take in order to save Peeta from 

dying.  

 

 

• It’s strange to be so physically close to someone who’s so distant. Peeta might as well 

be back in the Capitol, or in District 12, or on the moon right now, he’d be no 

harder to reach. I’ve never felt lonelier since the Games began. Just accept it will be 

a bad night, I tell myself. I try not to, but I can’t help thinking of my mother and 

Prim, wondering if they’ll sleep a wink tonight. (pg.439) Katniss admits that she feels 

alone however I found it strange that she mentioned that she hasn’t felt this way since the 

games began, so what about Rue? I thought she felt like at home when she was around, 

have her thoughts changed? Or is it just all of the pressure and overthinking that has her 



thinking these things? Katniss thinks about her sister and mother and wonders if they are 

doing okay and if they will be sleeping tonight wondering if Katniss makes it back from 

the feast unharmed, we’ll just have to wait and see.  

 

• “I wonder if he’s hoping that Peeta makes it as well. Gale’s not my boyfriend, but 

would he be, if I opened that door? He talked about us running away together. Was 

that just a practical calculation of our chances of survival away from the district? 

Or something more? I wonder what he makes of all this kissing.” (pg.441) Katniss 

thinks about Gale and wonders if he likes Peeta or not. My guess is he doesn’t and the 

reason why I think he doesn’t is because just like Katniss mentioned, Gale has proposed 

that Katniss and him should run away together. Maybe Gale does like Katniss and seeing 

her kiss Peeta makes him jealous who knows. I mean it’s acting but he doesn’t know that, 

so I am with Katniss on this one it’s hard to tell if Gale does like her or not.  

 

• “Foxface must have purposefully left the other packs alone, knowing that to steal one 

without her number would definitely bring on a pursuer. That should have been my 

strategy!” (pg.445) Katniss didn’t think fast enough and allowed foxface to be the first 

one to get away with her backpack which upsets Katniss because that should’ve been her 

strategy but it’s too late now so she’s going to have to figure something else before Cato 

and Clove arrive and so does Thresh.  

 
• “I can sense the emergence of danger before I see it. Fortunately, the first knife comes  

whizzing in on my right side so I can hear it and I’m able to deflect it with my bow. I 

turn, drawing back the bowstring and send an arrow straight at Clove’s heart. She 

turns just enough to avoid a fatal hit, but the point punctures her upper left arm. 

Unfortunately, she throws with her right, but it’s enough to slow her down a few 

moments, having to pull the arrow from her arm, take in the severity of the wound.” 

(pg.446) Clove is going after Katniss and neither of them are holding back. Katniss uses 

her bow and arrow however it only causes Clove to slow down for a little bit. Katniss 

continues to send arrows towards Clove but it doesn’t seem to affect her. If Cato does show 

up then Katniss doesn’t stand chance, so let’s see if she’s able t hold Clove back or kill her 

once and for all before Clove kills her.  

 
• It slices above my right eyebrow, opening a gash that sends a gush running down my 

face, blinding my eye, filling my mouth with the sharp, metallic taste of my own blood. 

I stagger backward but still manage to send my readied arrow in the general direction 



of my assailant. (pg.447) Clove actually gets the upper hand and injuries Katniss. There 

is still no indication that Cato is around although that might actually be a good thing 

considering the fact that Clove was able to get the upper hand on Katniss all by herself. I 

just wonder how Katniss is going to get herself out of this mess situation, will Peeta come 

to the rescue or perhaps Katniss figures out a way to get the upper hand on Clove?  
 

• This is it, I think, and hope for Prim’s sake it will be fast. But Clove means to savor 

the moment. Even feels she has time. No doubt Cato is somewhere nearby, guarding 

her, waiting for Thresh and possibly Peeta. (pg.447) Katniss loses faith and truly believe 

that she’s going to die. In her last moments she wishes her death isn’t too painful or hard 

for Prim to watch and feels like Cato is near just enjoying what’s about to happen. 

However, I wonder what happens and who saves Katniss I mean there are still six more 

chapters to go so she surely has to survive but how, who saves her? Or does she save 

herself. 
 

• “Liar, ” she says with a grin. “He’s nearly dead. Cato knows where he cut him. You’ve 

probably got him strapped up in some tree while you try to keep his heart going. 

What’s in the pretty little backpack? That medicine for Lover Boy? Too bad he’ll 

never get it.” (pg.448) Katniss really isn’t a good liar, Peeta was right. Although Clove 

did believe Katniss for a minute, she soon realized that, Peeta isn’t around and that it was 

all a lie. Clove really wants to kill Katniss and it seems like she’s been waiting to for a very 

long time. 
 

• “Forget it, District Twelve. We’re going to kill you. Just like we did your pathetic 

little ally . . . what was her name? The one who hopped around in the trees? Rue? 

Well, first Rue, then you, and then I think we’ll just let nature take care of Lover Boy. 

How does that sound?” Clove asks. “Now, where to start?” (pg.448-449) Clove just 

admitted that the careers killed Rue now that is definitely going to trigger Katniss and for 

sure give her all of the motivation and strength, she needs to beat the hell out of Clove. 

Katniss has been meaning to get her hands on Cato but it seems like Clove is the one who’s 

going to suffer the consequences since this has been a long time coming. Katniss has so 

much pent-up anger from Rue’s death that I truly believe she is about to go off on Clove 

for what she just said.  
 

• “But as I feel the tip open the first cut at my lip, some great force yanks Clove from 

my body and then she’s screaming. I’m too stunned at first, too unable to process 

what has happened. Has Peeta somehow come to my rescue? Have the Gamemakers 

sent in some wild animal to add to the fun? Has a hovercraft inexplicably plucked her 

into the air?” (pg.450) Has Peeta come to her rescue? What is happening right now it 



seems like someone has come to Katniss aid but is it a person or an animal or a trap from 

the game makers? Let’s just hope whatever or whoever it is gets rid of Clove once and for 

all after everything she’s done. 

 

 

 

• When he shouts, I jump, never having heard him speak above a mutter. “What’d you 

do to that little girl? You kill her? (pg.451) Thresh has come to Katniss rescue however 

he seems to be mad about something else and that is the death of Rue. If I remember 

correctly both Thresh and Rue come from the same district so I understand why he would 

be mad, if she were still alive, he would’ve actually had a chance of winning I mean Katniss 

mentions he’s tall and strong so he had a chance of winning, he could’ve protected Rue if 

she were still alive. 

 

• “And you killed him?” he demands. “Yes. I killed him. And buried her in flowers, ” 

I say. “And I sang her to sleep.” Tears spring in my eyes. The tension, the fight goes 

out of me at the memory. And I’m overwhelmed by Rue, and the pain in my head, 

and my fear of Thresh, and the moaning of the dying girl a few feet away.” (pg.252-

253) I am as confused as Katniss is. Why is Thresh so interested in hearing what Katniss 

has to say wouldn’t he have killed her by now. I mean Katniss is out of arrows and she 

knows that doesn’t stand a chance against someone like Thresh however he seems to be 

interested in knowing what happened to Rue.  

 
• “Just this one time, I let you go. For the little girl. You and me, we’re even then. No 

more owed. You understand? (pg.453) That was unexpected! Thresh let Katniss lived 

because she helped Rue. He considered it a favor something that Katniss is familiar with. 

I wonder what will happen with Clove. Is Thresh going to kill her or does Cato arrive just 

on time and Thresh and Katniss will be force to team up against Cato and Clove?  
 

• “Cato kneels beside Clove, spear in hand, begging her to stay with him. In a moment, 

he will realize it’s futile, she can’t be saved. I crash into the trees, repeatedly swiping 

away the blood that’s pouring into my eye, fleeing like the wild, wounded creature I 

am. After a few minutes, I hear the cannon and I know that Clove has died, that Cato 

will be on one of our trails.” (pg.454) Although he did hurt Peeta and tried to kill Katniss. 

I can’t help but feel sorry for Cato. I mean Clove must really mean a lot to him if he’s 

begging her to stay with him. However, she’s not going to make it and that must really hurt 

for Cato. In some way Katniss did get her revenge even if she didn’t kill Cato because now, 

he will know how it feels to lose someone that he truly cares about.  



 

 
 
Chapter 22:  

 

 

• “My eyes open and the sense of security vanishes. I’m not home, not with my 

mother. I’m in a dim, chilly cave, my bare feet freezing despite the cover, the air 

tainted with the unmistakable smell of blood. The haggard, pale face of a boy slides 

into view, and after an initial jolt of alarm, I feel better. “Peeta.” (pg.456-457) 

Katniss is brought back to reality after having a dream of her being back home however 

what caught my attention was how she felt better once she woke up and realized that the 

voice, she was hearing was Peeta’s. Could this indicate that he feelings for him are 

growing or she’s just glad to see that he’s awake.  

 

• “Not too soon, all right?” he says. “You just let me take care of you for a while.” 

(pg.458) It looks like the roles have reverse and its now Katniss who is going to have to 

be treated by Peeta since she’s the one who is hurt thanks to Clove. Peeta is all better now 

but that’s doesn’t seem to be the case for Katniss who is feeling dizzy.  

 

 

• “It’s like the bread. How I never seem to get over owing you for that, ” I say. “The 

bread? What? From when we were kids?” he says. “I think we can let that go. I mean, 

you just brought me back from the dead.” “But you didn’t know me. We had never 

even spoken. (pg.460) The bread incident is brought up and I was definitely not expecting 

that to be Peeta’s reaction. He just dismisses it like it were nothing but it means more to 

Katniss then Peeta thinks because what he doesn’t know is that he saved her life. Katniss 

was going to die from starvation but thanks to Peeta he didn’t.  
 

• I don’t want Cato to kill Thresh at all. I don’t want anyone else to die. But this is 

absolutely not the kind of thing that victors go around saying in the arena. Despite 

my best efforts, I can feel tears starting to pool in my eyes. (pg.462) I find it pretty 

ironic the fact that Katniss didn’t want to get emotionally attached to kind people because 

it would b harder to kill them or harder for her to watch them die and that’s exactly what 



is happening to her. She got attached to Rue and Rue died. Thresh speared her life and now 

she feels bad for him because she doesn’t want him to die, it just seems like no matter how 

hard she tries, Katniss gets attached to people and it ends up hurting her in the process. 
 

 
• “I can’t help, for a moment, comparing him with Gale, who would see that field as a 

potential source of food as well as a threat.” (pg.465) Katniss compares Gale and Peeta 

which is odd because in my opinion they have nothing in common and would consider 

them polar opposites.  
 

• “It’s not the sort of thing I can blurt out, either. To say my thoughts aloud would be 

tipping off the audience that the romance has been fabricated to play on their 

sympathies and that would result in no food at all.” (pg.466) Katniss is right she is a 

very outspoken person who likes to say what’s on her mind mainly when it has to do with 

the capitol however, she can’t tell Peeta in this case what the deal is with Haymitch because 

then the whole fake love storyline would’ve been all for nothing and a waste of time.  
 

• “The idea of actually losing Peeta hit me again and I realized how much I don’t want 

him to die. And it’s not about the sponsors. And it’s not about what will happen back 

home. And it’s not just that I don’t want to be alone. It’s him. I do not want to lose 

the boy with the bread.” (pg.468) It seems like Katniss finally admits to herself that it’s 

not about the sponsors or going back home it’s about Peeta and how she doesn’t want to 

lose him. Her feelings for Peeta seem to be growing and it looks like she’s not pretending 

and is actually starting to develop feelings for him, I have to wonder if he feels the same 

or is just pretending?  
 

• “Even if it means losing food. Whatever I’m feeling, it’s no one’s business but mine. 

(pg.468) Did Katniss just indirectly admit that she likes Peeta for reals but doesn’t want to 

tell him because it would ruin the plan and everyone will find out and that’s not something 

she wants because it’s her business and no one else’s and she’s right and I agree with 

Katniss.  
 

• “This is the first kiss where I actually feel stirring inside my chest. Warm and curious. 

This is the first kiss that makes me want another.” (pg.469) Katniss feeling for Peeta 



are inevitable. She is starting to develop feelings for him for reals however it’s going to be 

hard to tell him or even to hide them when the whole world is watching everything unfold. 

 

• “Since my father died and I stopped trusting my mother, no one else’s arms have 

made me feel this safe.” (pg.470) Another instance where Katniss admits that she likes 

Peeta and his company and how he makes her feel safe. This shows a huge character 

development from the beginning of the games to now. Katniss didn’t trust Peeta or even 

liked him, she even hated him at one point but now she feels safe when he’s around.  

 

• “For a moment, I’m almost foolishly happy and then confusion sweeps over me. 

Because we’re supposed to be making up this stuff, playing at being in love, not 

actually being in love. But Peeta’s story has a ring of truth to it.” (pg.474) It seems like 

Peeta might also have feelings for Katniss but it’s hard to tell because they are meant to be 

pretending however it seems like neither of them are pretending at this point although they 

keep telling themselves they are.  
 

 

• Haltingly: “In a halting or limping manner; full of pauses or hesitation.” 

 

 

Chapter 23:  

 

 

• “That’s right. If we win, we’ll each get a house in the part of town reserved for Hunger 

Games’ victors. Long ago, when the Games began, the Capitol had built a dozen fine 

houses in each district. Of course, in ours only one is occupied. Most of the others 

have never been lived in at all.” (pg.479) *New piece of information that is very 

important because it is revealed that if Peeta and Katniss win they’ll live in houses different 

then the rest of district 12. They will most likely live a different lifestyle probably have 

plenty of food and lots of money which would be a huge change from the life style their 

use to living. * 

 

• “It’s funny. Haymitch and I don’t get along well in person, but maybe Peeta is right 

about us being alike because he seems able to communicate with me by the timing of his 



gifts.” (pg.481) Although Haymitch didn’t seem to like Katniss or Peeta at least he’s trying 

and is doing his job as a mentor. He has sent Katniss gifts which have really helped both of 

them so I think I have to agree with Katniss and also believe that this shows huge character 

development from both Katniss and Peeta.  
 

• “Maybe he wasn’t always a drunk. Maybe, in the beginning, he tried to help the 

tributes. But then it got unbearable. It must be hell to mentor two kids and then watch 

them die. Year after year after year. I realize that if I get out of here, that will become 

my job. To mentor the girl from District 12. The idea is so repellent, I thrust it from my 

mind.” (pg.482) Huge piece of information that I think is very important because it hints at 

the aftermath of would happen if Katniss were to win the games. She would have to mentor 

the girls from district 12 and give them evidence. It seems like Katniss is finally 

understanding why Haymitch is the way he is. It must be hard to have to watch children you 

mentor die and not feel like it’s your fault because as a mentor it’s your job to give them as 

much advice as possible, so it’s starting to make sense why Haymitch behaves the way he 

does.  

 

• “I slump down against the rocks, momentarily forgetting about the task at hand. 

Thresh dead. I should be happy, right? One less tribute to face. And a powerful one, 

too. But I’m not happy. All I can think about is Thresh letting me go, letting me run 

because of Rue, who died with that spear in her stomach” (pg.484) This quote shows 

character development and in a big way. Katniss feeling bad for Thresh death shows how she 

didn’t see him as an enemy but instead as someone who let her live and it was all thanks to 

Rue. I understand why Katniss feels sad and not happy like she should be feeling because 

although he was her competition, he let he live and now he’s gone.  

 

• The word pulls me up short. Murder! Thankfully, I didn’t say it aloud. That’s not going 

to win me any points in the arena. What I do say is, “It’s just . . . if we didn’t win . . . I 

wanted Thresh to. Because he let me go. And because of Rue. (pg.485) 
 

 

• “I promise to remember him and, if I can, do something to help his family and Rue’s, if 

I win.” (pg.487) Although she can’t show it, Thresh and Rue definitely left any impact in 



Katniss so much so that she is willing to help their families back home if she wins showing 

just how kind hearted she is.  

 

• “For the first time, I allow myself to truly think about the possibility that I might make 

it home. To fame. To wealth. To my own house in the Victor’s Village. My mother and 

Prim would live there with me. No more fear of hunger. A new kind of freedom. But 

then . . . what? What would my life be like on a daily basis? Most of it has been 

consumed with the acquisition of food. Take that away and I’m not really sure who I 

am, what my identity is. The idea scares me some.” (pg.489) Katniss has a moment of 

realization as she realizes that if she wins, she will have nothing to worry about so what 

happens next? Who would she be? Her whole life she’s dedicated to hunting for her family 

and making sure that her sister and mother are well feed however if she wins, she will be 

wealthy and have as much food as she wants so she wouldn’t have to hunt. Hunting is a huge 

part of Katniss, it’s who she is, so if she stops doing it then who is she really. I don’t know 

and it seems like neither does Katniss. 

 

 

• “I know I’ll never marry, never risk bringing a child into the world. Because if there’s 

one thing being a victor doesn’t guarantee, it’s your children’s safety. My kids’ names 

would go right into the reaping balls with everyone else’s. And I swear I’ll never let that 

happen.” (pg.490) Finally it all makes sense, why Katniss told Gale she didn’t want to have 

kids, it has to do with the hunger games. Turns out if she wins her children won’t be spear 

and they will still have their names in the bowl and Katniss will never let that happen so 

instead of risking that chance she rather not have kids or even get married which is pretty sad 

because those are all common things a person should be allowed to experience and be happy 

to experience but that’s not the case for Katniss or anyone else living in the districts.   

 

• “When my whistle receives no response, I run. In no time, I find the pack, a neat pile of 

roots beside it. The sheet of plastic has been laid on the ground where the sun can reach 

the single layer of berries that covers it. But where is he? “Peeta!” I call out in a panic. 

“Peeta!” I turn to the rustle of brush and almost send an arrow through him.” (pg.499) 

Rue’s death seems to have really affected Katniss so much that  not hearing Peeta respond to 

Katniss signal made Katniss believe that something happened to him the same way it 

happened to Rue. Katniss gets so mad at Peeta because he scared her to death showing that 

she cares about his wellbeing but also that she in some ways seems to be traumatized about 

what happened to Rue.  

 

• “What? I haven’t even seen her since the first day, ” he says. “How could I have killed 

her?” In answer, I hold out the berries. (pg.502) It was a mercy that Peeta didn’t eat the 



berries. However, what I wanted to point out was how Foxface death in some ways helped 

both Katniss and Peeta because if they didn’t connect the dots and see that the cause of 

Foxface death were the berries then they would’ve eaten them and died as well.  

 

 

 

 

Chapter 24: 

 

 

• “Not on purpose. Doesn’t seem fair somehow. I mean, we would have both 

been dead, too, if she hadn’t eaten the berries first.” He checks himself. “No, 

of course, we wouldn’t. You recognized them, didn’t you?” I give a nod. “We 

call them nightlock.” (pg.504) Peeta is right, thanks to Foxface and Katniss 

Peeta isn’t dead. If he would’ve eaten the berries before Foxface died then he 

would’ve been dead. However, it was perfect timing because just as he was about 

to eat the berries Foxface died. However, Katniss remembered what her father 

told her and was able to tell which berries were the ones Peeta was holding which 

also helped save his life.  

 

• “If they fooled Foxface, maybe they can fool Cato as well. If he’s chasing us 

or something, we can act like we accidentally drop the pouch and if he eats 

them —” “Then hello District Twelve, ” says Peeta. “That’s it, ” I say, 

securing the pouch to my belt. (pg.504) Using the nightlock berries as a trap can 

in fact kill Cato which would mean that Peeta and Katniss win. However, I don’t 

think Cato would fall for that trap because he has proven to be smart throughout 

the course of the games. So, if they use the berries as a last resort then it might not 

necessarily work although it might if Cato is starving and doesn’t know which 

berries are safe to eat and which aren’t. 

 

• “I can’t climb like you, Katniss, especially with my leg, and I don’t think I 

could ever fall asleep fifty feet above the ground.” (pg.506) Although Peeta’s 

leg fully healed he still isn’t in the best condition to climb a tree since his wound 

can reopen. This could work against their favor since Katniss is right, staying out 

in the open can be dangerous for the two especially when Cato is hunting them 

down.  

 



• “These arrows are food, safety, and life itself now.” (pg.507) The arrows that 

Katniss has symbolize life, safety and food and are pretty much the only source of 

defense Katniss has left. If she loses her bow and arrow then she doesn’t stand a 

chance against Cato. Katniss depends on those arrows to get back home.  

 

• “I pull the sleeping bag up to his chin and kiss his forehead, not for the 

audience, but for me. Because I’m so grateful that he’s still here, not dead by 

the stream as I’d thought.” (pg.508) This is one of the few times that Katniss 

shows actually affection towards Peeta and is not pretending. She admits she’s 

happy he’s still alive but is she happy because she genuinely cares about him or 

because she knows that if he’s alive her chances of getting back home are higher?  

 

• “The others were upset, of course, but he was completely unhinged. I wonder 

now if Cato might not be entirely sane.” (pg.509) If Cato is truly unhinged at 

this point, then that can be a big problem for Katniss and Peeta. Just like Katniss 

mentioned Cato is a big threat, I mean he killed Thresh one of the tributes that 

Katniss believed was the strongest. So, if Cato can kill Thresh then imagine what 

he would do to Katniss, he would kill he would kill her in a instant. However, 

going up against a person who is unhinged and strong can be a problem because 

that just makes him that much stronger.  
 

• “Not that I can feel superior on that point. I think of the moment I sent the 

arrow flying into the apple in the pig’s mouth when I was so enraged. Maybe 

I do understand Cato better than I think.” (pg.510) Katniss thinks back to the 

moment she sent an arrow flying into the pig’s mouth during her private 

evaluation and feels like she understands why Cato is so angry because Katniss 

has felt the same way so she can relate to why he acts the way he does.  
 

• Grubbiness: “The condition or state of being dirty: dirtiness, filth, filthiness, 

foulness, griminess, smuttiness, squalor, uncleanliness, uncleanness.” 
 

 



• “You’re right. They’re driving us to the lake, ” I say. Where there’s no cover. 

Where they’re guaranteed a bloody fight to the death with nothing to block 

their view.” (pg.513-514) It seems like the gamemakers are back to their own 

tactics and in order to crown a winner their draining all of the lakes except for one 

so that all three tributes can encountering each other and finally battle it out unt il 

one or two are left standing and are crowned the winners of this years hunger 

games. 
 

• “Next time we eat, it will be in the Capitol, ” I answer. “You bet it will, ” he 

says.” (pg.514) Peeta believes that two against one will be easy and they should 

be able to take down Cato. However, something tells me it’s not going to be too 

easy. Although it seems like Katniss think it will since the two of them are already 

thinking about the aftermath and how much food their going to eat once they win 

the games which could help them stay motivated throughout the course of the day. 
 

 

• Cato smashes through the trees and bears down on us. He has no spear. In 

fact, his hands are empty, yet he runs straight for us. My first arrow hits his 

chest and inexplicably falls aside. (pg.518) Cato finally reveals himself which 

indicates that the fight between the final three is about to start. However, it seems 

like Cato is much prepared then Katniss and Peeta thought since the arrow that 

Katniss sent flying towards Cato didn’t affect him at all which can be a huge 

problem since just like Katniss previously mentioned the arrows are all that is left 

to protect the two. 
 

Chapter 25:  

• “Muttations. No question about it. I’ve never seen these mutts, but they’re no 

natural-born animals. They resemble huge wolves, but what wolf lands and 

then balances easily on its hind legs?” (pg.519) Looks like the gamemakers 

have thrown a challenge into the arena, mutts. According to Katniss mutts are 

wolve like creatures however they aren’t animals which make me believe that 

they were created by the capitol since they have proven throughout the course of 

the book just how advanced they are and how they have the technology and 

resources to created contraptions that no one else can. 

 



• “I could make it to the trees, it would be impossible for Peeta to outrun them 

on that leg — Peeta! My hands have just landed on the metal at the pointed 

tail of the Cornucopia when I remember I’m part of a team. He’s about 

fifteen yards behind me, hobbling as fast as he can, but the mutts are closing 

in on him fast. I send an arrow into the pack and one goes down, but there 

are plenty to take its place.” (pg.520) After being attacked by both Cato and the 

mutts. It seems like Katniss has completely forgotten about Peeta, who is still 

injured and has a bad leg. This can be a problem for Katniss because just like she 

mentioned they are a team now so she has to make sure that Peeta is safe as well. 

She can’t leave him behind because she’s not on her own anymore she’s with 

Peeta and if Katniss wants to win, she’s going to have to protect him as well.  

 

• “As they join together, they raise up again to stand easily on their back legs 

giving them an eerily human quality. Each has a thick coat, some with fur 

that is straight and sleek, others curly, and the colors vary from jet black to 

what I can only describe as blond. There’s something else about them, 

something that makes the hair rise up on the back of my neck, but I can’t put 

my finger on it.” (pg.521-522) Katniss gives a description of the mutts and I 

found it interesting how they are human like creatures but are also wolves which 

is a cool detail to point out because it confirms a hundred percent that there not 

real animals but instead artificially created creatures created by the gamemakers 

as a trap.  

 
• “The green eyes glowering at me are unlike any dog or wolf, any canine I’ve 

ever seen. They are unmistakably human. And that revelation has barely 

registered when I notice the collar with the number 1 inlaid with jewels and 

the whole horrible thing hits me. The blonde hair, the green eyes, the number 

. . . it’s Glimmer.” (pg.522-523) Turns out that the mutts have the eye color and 

hair of the past tributes who died which is a very dark thing for the gamemakers 

to do. It must be so weird for Katniss to realizes this and would explains why the 

blonde hair mutt is going after Katniss since it was her fault that glimmer died.  

 

 
• “It’s them. It’s all of them. The others. Rue and Foxface and . . . all of the 

other tributes, ” I choke out. I hear Peeta’s gasp of recognition. “What did 

they do to them? You don’t think . . . those could be their real eyes?” Their 

eyes are the least of my worries. What about their brains? Have they been 

given any of the real tributes memories? Have they been programmed to hate 



our faces particularly because we have survived and they were so callously 

murdered?” (pg.524) The gamemakers might have used the bodies of the fallen 

tributes to create these mutts which is the most disturbing thing I’ve read thus far 

if I’m being honest. I can’t imagine what must be going through the fallen tributes 

families head as they watch their children who have ben turned into monsters. 

Another thing that I found interested and wanted to point out about this quote is 

how it reminds me of the part in the book where Peeta confesses to Katniss that he 

doesn’t want to capitol to change him into something he’s not. He doesn’t want to 

become a monster. However, that’s exactly what they did to the other tributes, just 

thought it was an interesting detail to point out.  
 

• “Cato stands before me, almost at the lip of the horn, holding Peeta in some 

kind of headlock, cutting off his air.” (pg.526) It looks like Cato has gotten the 

upper hand on Peeta and is using him as bait because he knows Katniss won’t try 

to hurt Cato if he is holding Peeta. Anything can happen at this point and I 

wonder how Peeta and Katniss are going to outsmart Cato or if both Cato and 

Peeta die leaving Katniss all alone. 
 

• “Cato just laughs. “Shoot me and he goes down with me.” He’s right. If I 

take him out and he falls to the mutts, Peeta is sure to die with him. We’ve 

reached a stalemate. I can’t shoot Cato without killing Peeta, too. He can’t 

kill Peeta without guaranteeing an arrow in his brain.” (pg.526-527) Katniss 

is right and doesn’t know what to do. If she kills Cato, Peeta goes down as well so 

she needs to be careful and figure out a plan before Peeta loses all of his oxygen 

from the choke hold Cato has him under. To make matter worse Katniss only has 

two arrows left which means she needs to figure out something fast and make sure 

she doesn’t miss or else both Katniss and Peeta are screwed. “Peeta’s lips are 

turning blue. If I don’t do something quickly, he’ll die of asphyxiation and 

then I’ll have lost him and Cato will probably use his body as a weapon 

against me.” (pg.527) 

 

• “We hear him hit, the air leaving his body on impact, and then the mutts 

attack him. Peeta and I hold on to each other, waiting for the cannon, waiting 

for the competition to finish, waiting to be released. But it doesn’t happen. 

Not yet. Because this is the climax of the Hunger Games, and the audience 

expects a show.” (pg.528) Peeta and Katniss were able to come up with a plan 



and it worked! They were able to defeat Cato who fell backwards and is being 

attacked by the mutts. However, for some reason the cannon indicating that he’s 

dead doesn’t go off which is pretty strange since Peeta and Katniss technically 

won at this point. However, Katniss think it might be because this is the finale of 

the games and the audience expect a show. It’s all about entertainment value at 

this point.  
 

• “Don’t go to sleep, ” I tell him. I’m not sure if this is exactly medical 

protocol, but I’m terrified that if he drifts off he’ll never wake again.” 

(pg.531) Peeta is really hurt once again and this worries Katniss because she 

believes he might lose his leg from so much damage. However, what seems to 

worry her the most are two things. One of those things is the fact that if Peeta falls 

asleep he might never wake up and the second is that Cato still managed to stay 

alive because the cannon indicting his death hasn’t gone off which is strange 

because I don’t think he managed to survived the mutts.  
 

• No viewer could turn away from the show now. From the Gamemakers’ 

point of view, this is the final word in entertainment. (pg.532) The fact that the 

mutts don’t kill Cato yet is so messed up. The game makers continue to torture 

him in order to please the capitol and everyone else watching. Peeta goes on to 

claim that the only reason he’s not dead yet if because it would suck for the 

capitol watching since they find someone else is pain entertaining which is just so 

messed up and sick in so many ways.  
 

• “The cannon fires in answer. “Then we won, Katniss, ” he says hollowly. 

“Hurray for us, ” I get out, but there’s no joy of victory in my voice.” 

(pg.534-535) Katniss should be happy she won right? No wrong she’s not happy 

because although yes she won and is now going back home she can’t help but 

think the only reason she won was by killing someone and although that was the 

point of the entire game it must still be hard to have to kill someone because you 

have no other choice. In order to survive she had to do it, what other choice did 

she have left. Peeta is dying as well and the only way to save him is to get him 

back to the capitol. Katniss admitted that she would go insane if he died so that’s 

another reason why she had to kill Cato. I mean I truly believe that she really 

didn’t have another option it was either them or him.  
 



• The earlier revision has been revoked. Closer examination of the rule book 

has disclosed that only one winner may be allowed, ” he says. “Good luck 

and may the odds be ever in your favor. (pg.536-537) PLOT TWIST! Turns 

out that there can only be one winner. Screw the capitol for changing the rules 

once again. After everything Katniss had to go through to look for Peeta, nourish 

him and help him stay alive only to then find out that she’s going to have to kill 

him in order to go back home. Although she would probably hate to admit it, she 

and Peeta have grown to like each other or at least tolerate one another compare 

to the way they acted in the beginning of the book. So, the fact that she’s going to 

have to kill him now must really shock and hurt Katniss so I wonder what she’s 

going to do and I also wonder what Peeta is going to think or do? 
 

• “This has all been devised by the Gamemakers to guarantee the most 

dramatic showdown in history. And like a fool, I bought into it.” (pg.537) I 

agree with Katniss, she was tricked by the game makers forced to believe 

something that wasn’t true and she fell for it which is what upset her because now 

she’s going to have to kill the one person who’s done nothing but help her this 

entire time.  

 

 

• “No, ” he says. “Do it.” Peeta limps toward me and thrusts the weapons back 

in my hands. “I can’t, ” I say. “I won’t.” “Do it. Before they send those mutts 

back or something. I don’t want to die like Cato, ” he says. “Then you shoot 

me, ” I say furiously, shoving the weapons back at him. “You shoot me and 

go home and live with it!” (pg.538) Both Katniss and Peeta don’t know what to 

do. They want the other to kill them but neither of them can bring themselves to 

do it which could indicate that regardless of the circumstances that brought them 

together they grown to like one another that they can’t kill one another because it 

would be hard for the other to handle. What is going to happen now, what are the 

two going to do?! To be honest I did not see this coming and this has to be one of 

the biggest plot twists in a book I’ve ever read.  

 
• “Katniss, ” he says. “It’s what I want.” “You’re not leaving me here alone, ” 

I say. Because if he dies, I’ll never go home, not really. I’ll spend the rest of 

my life in this arena trying to think my way out.” (pg.539) This quote gives an 

indication that if Katniss were to kill Peeta and become the victor of this year’s 

hunger games she wouldn’t be able to live with herself because Peeta’s death 

would affect her tremendously that she doesn’t know what she would do with 

herself. However, I wonder if this is all for show or if she actually means it. 

Would she actually not be able to live with herself if she killed Peeta?  



 
• “Yes, they have to have a victor. Without a victor, the whole thing would 

blow up in the Gamemakers’ faces. They’d have failed the Capitol. Might 

possibly even be executed, slowly and painfully while the cameras broadcast 

it to every screen in the country. If Peeta and I were both to die, or they 

thought we were . . . My fingers fumble with the pouch on my belt, freeing it. 

Peeta sees it and his hand clamps on my wrist. “No, I won’t let you.” “Trust 

me, ” I whisper.” (pg.539-540) Katniss has finally found a way to show the 

capitol that they don’t control her. Katniss realizes that if Peeta and her kill 

themselves no one would win the games which would the biggest failure in 

hunger games history since everything would back fire in the capitols face. If that 

were to be the case and both of them die then the capitol would probably not 

know what to do and that is exactly what Katniss wants, she wants to show them 

that they don’t control her, she can do whatever she wants, she’s going to go 

against the system and break the rules and that to me is the biggest act of rebellion 

throughout the entire book that Katniss has shown. 

 

• “The frantic voice of Claudius Templesmith shouts above them. “Stop! Stop! 

Ladies and gentlemen, I am pleased to present the victors of the Seventy-

fourth Hunger Games, Katniss Everdeen and Peeta Mellark! I give you — 

the tributes of District Twelve!” (pg.541) Katniss plan worked and finally after 

everything they’ve been through Katniss and Peeta have both been crowned the 

winners of the 74th annual hunger games.  
 

Chapter 26 

• The hovercraft materializes overhead and two ladders drop, only there’s no 

way I’m letting go of Peeta. (pg.542) Katniss and Peeta have finally been 

recused by the hovercraft and are on their way back to the capitol however 

Katniss has a feeling that Peeta won’t make it because he is very hurt which is 

why Katniss make sure not to let go because he needs all the help he can get and 

because Katniss wants to make sure he’s okay. 

 

• “for a moment I forget we’re out of the Games and I see the doctors as just 

one more threat, one more pack of mutts designed to kill him. Petrified, I 

lunge for him, but I’m caught and thrust back into another room, and a glass 



door seals between us. I pound on the glass, screaming my head off.” (pg.544) 

Oh this is not good at all. Now that Katniss and Peeta are out of the arena and 

Peeta is getting all of the medical attention he needs it seems like Katniss hasn’t 

fully realized that she is out of the games and believes that the doctors attending 

Peeta are going to hurt him which causes her to attack them. This could indicate 

that she is somehow experiencing trauma and isn’t in her head because she still 

thinks that everyone is out to get them when in reality, they are just helping them. 

This also shows just how badly the games have impacted Katniss which is sad.  

 

• “It’s like being home again, when they bring in the hopelessly mangled 

person from the mine explosion, or the woman in her third day of labor, or 

the famished child struggling against pneumonia and my mother and Prim, 

they wear that same look on their faces.”(pg.544) 

 

• Wild eyes, hollow cheeks, my hair in a tangled mat. Rabid. Feral. Mad. No 

wonder everyone is keeping a safe distance from me. (pg.545) The aftermath 

and the way Katniss is described after the games shows just how much she 

endured in the arena and how it affected her and the way she looks. She’s no 

longer the girl that went into the arena with painted nails and braided hair but a 

mess someone who has been through hell to say the least.  

 

• Antiseptic: “is a substance that stops or slows down the growth of 

microorganisms. They're frequently used in hospitals and other medical 

settings to reduce the risk of infection during surgery and other procedures.” 
 

 
• “Apprehensively I ruffle the hair by my left ear. No, it wasn’t an illusion. I 

can hear again.” (pg.546) After everything she had to go through Katniss has 

finally made it to the training center where she has been treated and cared for. 

This is evident through the way she describes her appearance but most 

importantly her hearing is back something that she mentioned was deeply affected 

after the explosion that happened. 

• “While she adjusts my pillows, I risk one question. I say it out loud, as clearly 

as my rusty voice will allow, so nothing will seem secretive. “Did Peeta make 

it?” She gives me a nod.” (pg.547) So it seems like Peeta did survive which is 



relieving however I wonder what happens now? Will they get to see each other or 

will they each go their separate ways and never talk about what happened in the 

arena ever again?  

 

 

• This is it? I think grouchily. Shouldn’t my homecoming dinner be a little 

more spectacular? But I find it’s an effort to finish the spare meal before me. 

(pg.548) Katniss is right and I agree after everything she had to go through this is 

the way she’s been treated. Don’t get me wrong I’m glad she’s been nourished 

however all she gets is a plate of food. Considering how much food they had in 

the arena you would expect them to get so much food but nope she doesn’t only a 

simple plate of food.  

 

• “Home! Prim and my mother! Gale! Even the thought of Prim’s scruffy old 

cat makes me smile. Soon I will be home!” (pg.548) So turns out that Katniss 

and Peeta have a busy schedule ahead of them. Not only do they have to do a ton 

of press as the victors of this year’s hunger games but they get to go home and 

that is the only thing that is on Katniss mind that after everything that’s happened, 

she gets to see her family again and of course her sister something she is really 

looking forward to.  

 

• “I run for them and surprise even myself when I launch into Haymitch’s 

arms first. When he whispers in my ear, “Nice job, sweetheart, ” (pg.551) 

Katniss emotions are too hard to hide as she jumps and hugs Haymitch which 

caught me off guard too. However, it shows just how happy and grateful she is to 

be out of the arena and with her crew. Haymitch on the other hand also seems to 

be happy by his reaction showing how proud he is of her.  
 

• “They take care of the shower settings for me, and they go to work on 

myhair, nails, and makeup when I’m done. They chatter so continuously that 

I barely have to reply, which is good, since I don’t feel very talkative.” 

(pg.554) Katniss is being treated like royalty. It is so different then the way she 

was being treated at the very beginning of the book. When she first arrived Cinna, 

crew made fun of her indirectly but now they admire her because she’s a winner. 

Just goes to show how the dynamic can change.  



 
• “Peeta? No, it’s not about Peeta. It’s about the Capitol and the Gamemakers 

and the audience. Although I do not yet understand Cinna’s design, it’s a 

reminder the Games are not quite finished. And beneath his benign reply, I 

sense a warning. Of something he can’t even mention in front of his own 

team.” (pg.557) Katniss senses that something is wrong and feels like Cinna 

knows something she doesn’t which is what confuses and worries Katniss. Now 

that she is out of the arena, she should be safe right? No, I don’t think that’s (the 

case. Katniss did go against the capitol and game makers with her actions the 

berries) and from we’ve seen going against the capitol can have severe 

consequences. So are the games really over, it seems like there not because now 

Katniss is going to have to deal with the consequences of her actions.  
 

• “I find myself trapped in his embrace. He begins talking, very fast, very 

quietly in my ear, my hair concealing his lips. “Listen up. You’re in trouble. 

Word is the Capitol’s furious about you showing them up in the arena. The 

one thing they can’t stand is being laughed at and they’re the joke of Panem, 

” says Haymitch. I feel dread coursing through me now, but I laugh as 

though Haymitch is saying something completely delightful because nothing 

is covering my mouth. “So, what?” (pg. 559) Just as I suspected turns out the 

capitol is furious that Katniss outsmarted them now the capitol is the laughing 

joke of Panem which is not good at all because it seems like Katniss is going to 

have a huge target on her back if she doesn’t sell the star-crossed lovers act. She 

has to pretend to be so love with Peeta that she couldn’t live without him which is 

the reason why she wanted to commit suicide with Peeta. However, this quote 

goes much deeper and shows that you don’t mess with the capitol because after 

what happened in the arena it seems like they are going to be keeping a close 

watch on Katniss after what she did. If I remember correctly Katniss said that any 

act of rebellion towards the capitol would lead to severe consequences and well 

that seems to be the case for Katniss. “I was supposed to be safe. From then on. 

For the rest of my life. But if what Haymitch says is true, and he’s got no 

reason to lie, I’ve never been in such a dangerous place in my life. It’s so 

much worse than being hunted in the arena. There, I could only die. End of 

story. But out here Prim, my mother, Gale, the people of District 12, 

everyone I care about back home could be punished if I can’t pull off the 

girl-driven-crazy-by-love scenario Haymitch has suggested.” (pg.561) 

 



• I was only thinking of outsmarting the Gamemakers, not how my actions 

would reflect on the Capitol. But the Hunger Games are their weapon and 

you are not supposed to be able to defeat it. So now the Capitol will act as if 

they’ve been in control the whole time. As if they orchestrated the whole 

event, right down to the double suicide. But that will only work if I play 

along with them. (pg.561) 

 

• “But I won’t have that luxury for who knows how long. And right now, the 

most dangerous part of the Hunger Games is about to begin.” (pg.562) After 

everything she went through Katniss really thought that she would be safe back 

home that she would have nothing to worry about. However, that doesn’t seem to 

be the case anymore because Katniss has realized how her actions in the games 

are now coming back to haunt her and how she’s gained an enemy the biggest 

enemy of them all the capitol.  

 

Chapter 27: (Last Chapter) 

 

• He rights himself and we just cling to each other while the audience goes insane. 

He’s kissing me and all the time I’m thinking, Do you know? Do you know how 

much danger we’re in? (pg.564-565) Katniss and Peeta act like there so happy to see 

each other and are so in love however it seems like the only thought on Katniss mind is 

whether Peeta knows how much danger there in thanks to their actions in the game and 

how the capitol is pissed at what they did because they went against the system.  
 

• “As the lights dim and the seal appears on the screen, I realize I’m unprepared for 

this. I do not want to watch my twenty-two fellow tributes die.” (pg.566) The fact that 

both Katniss and Peeta have to re watch and relive everything again as they watch the 

recap of the games all over gain is seriously messed up on so many levels. I mean they 

just got out of the games, give them a break, they have experienced enough trauma so 

having them re watch the games is like a punishment. 
 



• “But I do notice they omit the part where I covered her in flowers. Right. Because 

even that smacks of rebellion” (pg.568-569) I found this a bit funny I don’t know why 

but it might have to do with the fact that the recap is only showing what is convenient and 

decided not to add the flower part in the recap because for some odd reason it speaks 

rebellion when all Katniss did was lay Rue on a bed of flowers, how does that speak 

rebellion I don’t know.  
 

• “He’s still smiling when he settles the second on my head, but his eyes, just inches 

from mine, are as unforgiving as a snake’s.” (pg.570) Looks like president snow isn’t 

too happy to see Katniss although he’s glad to see Peeta. Perhaps it has to do with the fact 

that at least he makes the whole lovers act seem legit and not fake like Katniss does. It  is 

so obvious who Snow was rooting it was definitely not Katniss I’ll tell you that.  
 

• “But then there’s a more insidious fear that the Capitol may be monitoring and 

confining me. I’ve been unable to escape since the Hunger Games began, but this 

feels different, much more personal. This feels like I’ve been imprisoned for a crime 

and I’m awaiting sentencing.” (pg.572) 
 

 

• “New leg?” I say, and I can’t help reaching out and pulling up the bottom of Peeta’s 

pants. “Oh, no, ” I whisper, taking in the metal-and-plastic device that has replaced 

his flesh. “No one told you?” asks Caesar gently. I shake my head. “I haven’t had 

the chance, ” says Peeta with a slight shrug. “It’s my fault, ” I say. “ (pg.577) Turns 

out Peeta has a prosthetic leg which comes to Katniss surprise since she had no idea. It 

looks like Peeta’s leg injury was much more severe than it seemed. I mean at least he’s 

still alive which is a good thing right? I mean, is it? there suppose to be happy and 

relieved that they made it out alive but after finding out that the capitol is after them for 

their actions it seems like the games are far from done.  
 

• “We barely have time to say good-bye to Cinna and Portia, although we’ll see them 

in a few months, when we tour the districts for a round of victory ceremonies. It’s 

the Capitol’s way of reminding people that the Hunger Games never really go away. 

We’ll be given a lot of useless plaques, and everyone will have to pretend they love 

us.” (pg.579) So it seems like the games are never truly over. Turns out Katniss and 

Peeta are going to tour the districts in a few months for their victory tour which means 

that there most likely going to have to keep up the act of lovers.  
 



• “With the Capitol growing farther away every second, I begin to think of home. Of 

Prim and my mother. Of Gale. I excuse myself to change out of my dress and into a 

plain shirt and pants. As I slowly, thoroughly wash the makeup from my face and 

put my hair in its braid, I begin transforming back into myself. Katniss Everdeen. A 

girl who lives in the Seam. Hunts in the woods. Trades in the Hob. I stare in the 

mirror as I try to remember who I am and who I am not.” (pg.580) That’s it the 

games are over… for now at least. Katniss is finally heading home which is exactly what 

she wanted all along. She thinks about her family and friend and how although she won, 

she continues to be the girl from district 12 who hunts and trade at the hob. However, she 

also is the girl on fire, the girl from the capitol the girl who has to pretend to be madly in 

love with Peeta in order to stay alive and in order to ensure the safety of her family.  

 

• “What’s he mean?” Peeta asks me. “It’s the Capitol. They didn’t like our stunt with 

the berries, ” I blurt out. “What? What are you talking about?” he says. “It seemed 

too rebellious. So, Haymitch has been coaching me through the last few days. So I 

didn’t make it worse, ” I say. “Coaching you? But not me, ” says Peeta. “He knew 

you were smart enough to get it right, ” I say. “I didn’t know there was anything to 

get right, ” says Peeta. “So, what you’re saying is, these last few days and then I 

guess . . . back in the arena . . . that was just some strategy you two worked out.” 

“No. I mean, I couldn’t even talk to him in the arena, could I?” I stammer. “But you 

knew what he wanted you to do, didn’t you?” says Peeta. I bite my lip. “Katniss?” 

He drops my hand and I take a step, as if to catch my balance. “It was all for the 

Games, ” Peeta says. “How you acted.” “Not all of it, ” I say, tightly holding on to 

my flowers. “Then how much? No, forget that.” (pg.582-583) PLOT TWIST turns out 

that Peeta was never actually pretending to like Katniss his feelings were genuine 

however it seems like Katniss didn’t know that. However, now the real question is what 

was real and what was fake. Were Katniss feelings all an act or did she at some point 

during the game start to develop real feelings for Peeta it seems like Katniss doesn’t eve 

know herself.  
 

• “That if I do have feelings for him, it doesn’t matter because I’ll never be able to 

afford the kind of love that leads to a family, to children. And how can he? How can 

he after what we’ve just been through?” (pg.584) Katniss thinks to herself about all of 

the reasons why she can’t figure out what her feelings towards Peeta are. Now that she 

found out that Peeta’s feelings were real, Katniss can’t help but wonder what her feelings 

for Peeta are. She goes on to explain how she wouldn’t make a good girlfriend especially 

wife since she doesn’t want to get married or have kids because of the games. Katniss is 

having an internal conflict because she doesn’t know what to do or say and feels bad. 
 



• “One more time? For the audience?” he says. His voice isn’t angry. It’s hollow, 

which is worse. Already the boy with the bread is slipping away from me. I take his 

hand, holding on tightly, preparing for the cameras, and dreading the moment when 

I will finally have to let go.” (pg.585) The final line in the book indicates that although 

Katniss might now know or doesn’t want to admit it, she does have feelings for Peeta and 

feels things for him however she doesn’t know what they are and seems to be having a 

hard time figuring those feelings out. I hope that the time she spends in 12 away from the 

capitol helps her get so clarity because Katniss seems to really need it. 
 

The Hunger Games (2012) film notes:  

 

• 0:17 seconds into the film and I hear music playing, it’s instrumental but it gives off 

a country/ nature vibe which is hard to explain. 

 

• 0:30 the film shows an epigraph which reads the following “From the treaty of 

Treason: In penance of their uprising, each district shall offer up a male and female 

between the ages of 12 and 18 at a public “reaping” These tributes shall be delivered to 

the custody of the capitol. And then transferred to a public arena where they will fight 

to the death until a lone victor remains. Henceforth and forevermore this pageant shall 

be known as The Hunger Games.”  Different from the book the director of the film 

chose to explain what the reaping and the hunger games was before the film even began. 

Unlike the book which kept me wondering what the reaping and the hunger games was 

the director got straight into it without wasting any thing which is good in some ways 

because it will be easier to understand what the characters are referring to in the first few 

minutes of the film unlike the book which had me confused in the beginning although if 

you’ve read the books then I guess it would be easy to understand regardless .  

 

• 1:10 We are introduced to a new character who isn’t in the books name Seneca 

Crane who is an interview with who I assume is Caesar Flickerman from the book. 

However, what caught my attention is how Seneca explains that the games have were 

created as a healing process. However, Seneca then goes on to say the following “At first 

it was a reminder of the rebellion, it was a price the districts had to pay” meaning that the 

games were created to punish the districts for rebelling against the capitol similar to the 

book. However, Seneca goes on to explain that he believes the games have also become 

something else, a form to bring the districts together but I disagree. If the movie does 

stick to the book in a larger way, then the games actually do the complete opposite. The 



games are a competition which actually divides the districts because everyone is rooting 

for their own district so I don’t necessarily think it unites everyone but instead does the 

complete opposite. Although it would make sense if Seneca was referring about the 

capitol since in the book, they love the games, let’s see if that’s that case in the movie, I 

assume it is.  

 

• 1:23 Caesar reveals that Seneca Crane is the Game maker and that it is his third 

year a very important piece of information that was never mentioned in the book. 

However, the book was told from Katniss perceptive so maybe that’s why although that 

could indicate that the film might not be told from anyone’s perceptive, I assume?  

 

• 1:33 the sound of someone screaming and a shot of district 12 is shown. I know it’s 

district 12 from the big words on the lower right which say district 12. The scenery in this 

shot of the film shows a district surrounded by trees and a broken-down carriage? Which 

is already giving off the vibes the hunting/ nature/ poor districts vibes.  

 

• 1:39 We get introduced to Katniss and Prim as Katniss comforts her sister after 

having a nightmare over been chosen for the hunger games. Katniss reveals a very 

important detail which is that Prim’s name is only in the bowl one time which could 

indicate that perhaps later on in the film we’ll see how people from district 12 can ask for 

a tessera Another thing I want to point out from this scene is how caring Katniss is to her 

sister and how she tries to calm her down and reassure her that nothing bad is going to 

happen to her. Katniss love for Prim is also evident on 2:12 when Katniss starts to sing 

the exact same song she sung to Rue in the book when she died. This could further 

implicate that Katniss saw Rue as a little sister since in this scene Katniss is singing the 

exact same song to Prim as she falls asleep showing how the song could be connected to 

the two but also how much she loves her sister.  

 

• 2:40 Katniss tells her sister she loves her and decides to head out . This could 

implicate that she is about to hunt since in the following scene she is shown putting on 

her boots and jacket which were the two things Katniss decided to wear before she went 

out hunting in the book, so maybe the two are connected. This could also further imply 

the idea that Katniss is the head of the family since she’s going out to hunt because she 

the one who brings food to the table and provides for her sister. 

 



• 2:56-3:22 we get a first look at how the people in district 12 live and I have to admit 

it is exactly as I imagined. Using information given by Katniss in the book, the people in 

district 12 look miserable, very malnourish and hungry things that Katniss in the book 

also mentioned but really didn’t into detail. I feel like in the book she went more in depth 

on her thoughts about 12 and how they live so poorly and how hard it is to get food and 

provide for a large family and her family. However, in the film we get to see first hand 

how the people look and how they don’t necessarily seem like they enjoy their living 

conditions. There are bugs everywhere, a man is showing eating bones which indicates 

the lack of food and we also get to see children poorly dressed and mine workers who 

have just finished their shift which means that district 12 just like the book is a district 

that mainly focuses on coal.  

 

• 3:55 Katniss takes out her bow and arrow from a hidden tree in the woods which 

could imply that she isn’t meant to be hunting or have a bow and arrow I mean why 

else would she hide it. Perhaps she’s hides it because she knows that if someone catches 

her with it, she might get punish. Having any sort of weapon could be taken as a threat to 

the capitol so maybe that’s the reason she hides the bow and arrow or it could just be 

because hunting is not allow in that part of district 12 although how else is she supposed 

to feed her family judging by the conditions she lives in.  

 

• 4:36 Katniss shows off her hunting skills something that wasn’t really described in the 

book although it was told from her perceptive. Maybe we’ll get to see Katniss put her 

skills to the test in the arena later on in the film who knows?  

 

• 5:08: We are introduced to Gale, Katniss hunting partner. 

 

 

• 5:28: Thanks to Gale Katniss who Gale calls catnip for fun (interesting detail from the 

book) wasn’t able to hunt the deer however Gale implies that she shouldn’t sell to 

peacekeepers on reaping day and my question is why? Is it consider illegal? In the books 

they traded food throughout the day leading up to the reaping so are the rules different in 

the book then in the movie?  

 

 

• 5:45: A huge hovercraft is shown flying in the air indicating that the people in charge of 

reaping from the capitol have arrived. Something I found interesting was how huge the 

hovercraft was implicating that the capitol has a lot of modern advances just by the look 

of the gigantic hovercraft which takes up the entire sky.  



 

• 6:03: A pink haired lady appears to be walking through district 12 and there is no 

doubt in my mind that this is Effie since she is wearing a pink outfit and has pink 

hair. The same color hair and outfit Effie in the book was wearing however what caught 

my attention was her facial expression and how weirded out she looks as she takes in her 

surroundings implicating that she’s not use to spending her time in a place that looks like 

district 12 but instead a place like the capitol which is a place where the upper-class lives 

and judging by the look on her face she rather be over there then in 12.  

 

 

• 6:50-7:10 Katniss and Gale have a conversation about the games and what would happen 

if no one watched the games however Katniss responds by saying people won’t stop 

watching and she’s right. In the book it is mentioned numerous times by Katniss that the 

capitol loves the games because it serves as a form of entertainment. The people from the 

capitol also love betting on their favorite tributes and watching them fight against one 

another. The more intense and bloody the game is the better because it is all about putting 

on a show to please the capitol. So, if that’s the case with this movie then no, no one 

would stop watching because it is what the capitol cares about, they care about children 

dying for fun for their entertainment because the hunger games to the capitol is a form of 

entertainment almost like a reality show which is just messes me. Katniss and Gale also 

have a discussion about running away however Katniss reminds Gale that they would get 

caught and that is true, running away doesn’t seem like a smart idea because they would 

have nowhere else to go and would be a form of rebelling something that doesn’t settle 

well with the capitol according to the book and first scene in the book where Seneca 

implied that the games were created as a form of punishment.  

 

• 7:24-7:30 Katniss faces lightens up when Gales gives her a piece of bread that he traded 

for a squirrel. What caught my attention was how excited she got for a simple piece of 

bread something that for most people like myself is really nothing special and that could 

be because I am so lucky to have food something that Katniss nor Gale are used to since 

food is something so rare in district 12. Providing food for her family is hard and that is 

why she is also excited for a simple piece of bread because at least now she has 

something to put into her stomach. It just shows how much Katniss values food because 

she knows that it is something that isn’t that easy to obtain.  

 

 

• 7:40: Gale reveals that his name is in the bowl for reaping 42 times and although Katniss 

nor Gale mention the tesserae, it seems to be implied that it is something the capitol does 

in order for Katniss and Gale to have food for their families. The tesserae are something 



that was mentioned and goes more in detailed in the book however that could be this case 

in the movie as well since why else would Gale’s name be in the bowl so many times.  

 

• 8:27: This is super important and one of the major changes from the book and movie. By 

the looks of it, it seems like Madges isn’t in the movie at all since she isn’t the one to 

give the Mockingjay pin to Katniss but instead it’s Greasy Sae who gives it to her for 

free. I wonder why the director decided to make this huge change from the book since the 

pin is something that Katniss wears throughout her journey in the capitol and is super 

important to her because it reminds her of home. Perhaps the director wanted to make it 

seem like the Mockingay pin was something Katniss found unexpectedly and something 

she didn’t think would mean so much to here but it does eventually as time goes on?  

 

• 8:42-8:47 A mother and son are shown saying goodbye to one another which indicates 

that the reaping ceremony is about to begin, we also see two peacekeepers walking 

around which could indicate how the capitol makes sure that no one tries to run away or 

does anything to avoid not attending the reaping. This could be taken as a sign of 

authority and respect since it shows that the capitol is always watching in a way.  

 

• 9:03 Katniss mother is introduced however right off the bat the interaction between 

Katniss and her mother comes off as dry as Katniss just stares at Prim with a blank 

expression when her mother talks to her. This is an indication that their relationship isn’t 

necessarily the best and that might have to do with the death of Katniss father which 

according to Katniss in the book is the main reason that Katniss dislikes her mother 

because she became a totally different person after the death of her husband not caring 

about Katniss or Prim which was the main reason why Katniss became the head of the 

family because she needed to provide for her sister since her mother couldn’t because she 

fell under a depression.  

 

• 9:34 the tension between Katniss and her mother is thick you could cut it with a knife. 

Katniss doesn’t acknowledge her mother at all which seems to hurt her just by the look 

on her face. However, Katniss on the other hand doesn’t seem to care as she is focus on 

Prim and cheering her up making her not worry about the reaping which shows how 

much she loves her sister and how she wants to make her feel better since she had a 

nightmare where she was chosen as the female tribute so Katniss is doing everything, she 

can to make her sister forget that idea. 



 

 

 

 

• 9:49 startled by the sounding alarms which indicate that reaping is about to start Katniss 

notices the look on Prim’s face which indicate she is scared however Katniss continues to 

do everything she can to cheer her up showing Prim the mockingjay pin and tell Prim that 

as long as she had the pin nothing bad will happen to her. 

 

• 10:55 Prim and Katniss along with the rest of the children head to the hall of justice 

where the reaping ceremony is about to begin. However, as they approach the area Prim 

begins to have an anxiety attack and is scare to death. Katniss as her older sister tries to 

calm her down which just show how scary the reaping ceremony must be and how it must 

feel to not know if you are the tribute chosen or if you can relax however, I don’t think 

that’s going to be the case for Prim or Katniss.  

 

• 11:18 Apparently it is mandatory for everyone who is participating in the reaping to have 

blood pricked from their finger and smeared onto a book with their personal information. 

This could be the way the capitol keeps track of every kid from each district since there 

are so many to keep track of. 

 

• 12:51 Effie presents a film from the capitol which to briefly summary talks about the war 

and uprising that led to the creation of the hunger games and how the main purpose of the 

game is to punish those who turned against the capitol and who are consider traitor aka 

the twelve districts. However, something I wanted to point out about this film is the 

following “The lone victor bathed in richest would serve as a reminder of our generosity 

and forgiveness. This is how we remember our past.” Which to me sounds ironic because 

the hunger games to me seem like the complete opposite. The capitol is sending children 

to fight to the death so that only one person can win and that one person who wins is 

supposed to represent that despite everything that’s happened the capitol forgives the 

districts. So, if the capitol is so forgiving then why don’t they let everyone live all except 

for one.  

 

• 14:49: Prim is selected as the female tribute and Katniss has no idea how to react, she is 

in complete shock and so is Prim who judging by the look on her face is scared to dead 

and I mean who wouldn’t be you’re being sent off to fight to the death.  



 

• 15:30 What a powerful scene and incredible acting by Jennifer Lawrence who plays 

Katniss. This scene to me is what clearly demonstrates how much Prim means to Katniss 

and she is willing to do whatever it takes to protect her. Katniss volunteers for her sister 

and the way she runs and eagerly volunteers show how she isn’t willing to send her sister  

off to the games. The way Katniss throws herself and doesn’t even think twice shows that 

her sister means the world to her and is willing to protect her no matter the cost. 

 

 

• 15:43 Katniss tells Prim to go away to go find her mother and although it seems hard for 

Prim she is eventually taken away by Gale however according to the book the reason she 

was so harsh to Prim was because she didn’t want to seem weak because she knew that, 

that would make her an easy target and although we can’t see what she’s thinking we 

know from reading the book that Katniss was already forming a strategy right away since 

she didn’t want to show everyone that she’s weak or that she was crying.  

 

• 16:45 instead of clapping with Effie and clapping for Katniss everyone in district 12 

decides to hold up the three-finger salute which according to the book is meant to signify 

“It means thanks, it means admiration, it means goodbye to someone you love."  
Katniss in the book is in shock and so is Katniss in the movie that people are holding up 

the three-finger salute because she didn’t expect people to care or to know her that  well, 

although her father was well known.  

 

• 17:04-17:34 We are introduced to Peeta who judging by Katniss reaction knows Peeta 

because of something that happened which is shown in the film through a short 

flashback. The rain scene unlike the book is shown through Katniss perceptive however it 

doesn’t go into much detail but instead it seems like an overview of what happened. 

However, in the book we get clear details from Katniss perceptive on what was going 

through her head and how she was feeling when she heard Peeta’s name being called. It 

is hard to tell what is going through Katniss head in the film since the story is not being 

told from her perceptive however judging by her actions and facial expressions you can 

tell she remembers Peeta and what he did and same goes for Peeta as they awkwardly 

shake hands.  

 



• 18:00 Unlike the book Katniss only speaks to Gale her sister Prim and mother, however 

something I wanted to point out was how she orders her mother and gives her clear 

instructions on what she is supposed to do which is strange coming from Katniss who is 

her daughter. Katniss also orders her sister not to take any extra food from the capitol or 

peacekeepers because it isn’t worth putting her name in more times. This line indicates 

that yes tesserae is in fact something that the capitol offers to the districts but also Katniss 

is giving Prim instruction like she’s never going to come back showing how much hope 

Katniss has and how she doesn’t think she has the chance of winning.  

 

• 19:12 the way Katniss talks to her mother gives me chill. I don’t imagine myself ever 

talking like that to my mother. She is very cold and firm and gives her mother clear 

instructions not to tune out like she did when her husband died (Katniss father) and to be 

there for Prim because she is all she has left. Katniss is worried about leaving because she 

knows she won’t be there to provide for her family and is scared that her mother might 

abandon her daughter the same way Katniss mother did to her so it understandable why 

Katniss acts the way she does towards her mother, she resents her for not being there 

when she needed her.  

 

• 20:06 “They just want a good show that’s all they want” -Gale referring to the capitol 

and how the games are meant to represent a form of entertainment for the capitol.  

  

• 20:25: Katniss tells Gale to help her family while she gone and to not let them starve 

which shows how much she cares about her family and is worried about their wellbeing 

especially her sister Prim.  

 

• 20:35: Katniss and Peeta are taken away in a car along with Effie who is telling them 

how they are in for a treat when it’s actually the complete opposite. Yes, they might have 

food and other lavish things but it all comes down to the games and having to fight to the 

death. Judging by the look on both of their faces they don’t seem too happy to be heading 

to the capitol. Peeta is shown crying and Katniss looks so sad however unlike Peeta she 

isn’t crying because she knows that if she does, she will make herself look weak and she 

doesn’t want to give off that impression before the game even begin.  

 

• 21:15 Katniss and Peeta are shocked it almost seems like they’ve entered a whole new 

world. They are surprise to see all of the food that has been set out and the interior of the 



train that is taking them to the capitol. They aren’t use to such luxury so it’s all foreign to 

them. However, what I wasn’t to point out is the music playing in the background it gives 

off a vibe of happiness and new beginnings which is the case but not entirely since they 

are about to enter a whole new world, the capitol a place that is completely different then 

the place they live in.  

 

• “200 miles per hour and you could barely feel a thing.” – Effie referring to the train 

they are currently on which looks expensive just by the way it is decorated.  

 

• 22:07 Already right off the bat Katniss doesn’t seem interested in becoming Peeta’s 

friend. This might have to do with the fact that she doesn’t want to get close to him since 

she’s going to have to kill him in the game. In the book Katniss also mentions how she 

hates kind people and how she hates having to owe Peeta for saving her from starvation 

and that, that is one the reasons why she doesn’t want to become friends or even talk to 

him. So perhaps that is the reason why Katniss isn’t even looking at Peeta or 

acknowledging his presence.  

 

• 22:39 After Peeta tells Katniss “There’s nothing wrong with getting a little bit of help” 

Katniss has a flashback to the time where Peeta threw the bread to Katniss in the rain and 

the flashback is shown more in detailed compared to the first time showing how Katniss 

remembers everything from that day. What I wonder though is what triggered that 

memory was it the fact that Peeta helped her once when she needed it or is it the fact that 

she reminds herself she shouldn’t be rude to him for that same reason. 

 

• 23:03 we are introduced to Haymitch who sarcastically congratulates the two tributes and 

then gets a drink. Although in the book he is introduced at the reaping where he makes a 

fool of himself in the movie he is introduced in the train. A minor change from the book 

which could imply that Haymitch shouldn’t be taken as a joke but perhaps something 

more. His role might not be minor but rather important throughout the course of the film.  

 

• 23:51 Peeta doesn’t waste any time and wants to know the game plan right away to 

which Haymitch responds by showing that he clearly doesn’t seem to care however he 

does point out that he is eager compare to the rest of the tributes he’s mentor in the past. 

However, Peeta seems to be different since he wants to know what he can do in order to 

stay alive which is similar to his personality in the book since well in the book he wanted 

to get straight into the point but once again Haymitch didn’t seem to care about 

mentoring either of them.  

 



• 24:16 Katniss is clearly mad after hearing Haymitch admit that there is really nothing he 

can do to help them stay alive to which Katniss responds “Then why are you here” 

indicating that just like Peeta she was expecting him to be useful. I mean I’m pretty sure 

both of them want to make it out alive however having a mentor that doesn’t care 

frustrates Katniss because according to the book she wants to win the games and make it 

back home to her sister and mother, however how is she going to do so if she has a 

mentor that doesn’t even care about helping them. 

 

• 24:40 Unlike the book Peeta and Katniss don’t team up against Haymitch something that 

I found interesting since that scene in the book was what motivated Haymitch to help 

them so the fact that, that scene from the book is not in the movie is a bit odd since it was 

an important part of the book. I guess Katniss and Peeta will win Haymtich over another 

way I assume.  

 

• 25:10 Katniss watches Caesar along with Claudius a recap of the previous hunger games 

which stresses Katniss out since she doesn’t know what to expect this year and is worried 

about what lies ahead and what to expect in this year’s arena. However, what triggers 

Katniss is the part where she see’s last year’s victor smash the head of another tribute to 

crown himself the victor because Katniss knows that deep down, she’s going to have to 

murder other tributes if she wants to win or the other way around, she might end up being 

the one that is killed.  

 

 

• 25:53 Katniss wakes up the next day only to find Peeta and Haymitch discussing and 

Effie being Effie. However, what seems to have caught Katniss attention is how intrigued 

Peeta looks talking to Haymitch which differs from the previous day. This scene also 

reminds me of the scene in the book where Peeta chooses to be mentor by himself and 

not with Katniss and how betrayed she felt by his change of mind. However, at this very 

moment I wonder what Katniss must be thinking because she does look a bit surprised 

and caught off guard judging by her expression.  

 

• 26:50 Katniss invites herself into the conversation between Peeta and Haymitch however 

once he sees her Haymitch doesn’t feel like sharing the advice he gave Peeta to Katniss  

which frustrates her once again so much that this time she decides to drive a knife close 

to his fingers without hurting him of course. This scene unlike the book is less intense 



and less detailed however both scenes show how Katniss is very serious about getting 

advice and gathering information that can help her survive since she is interested in 

surviving because she does want to return back home to her sister. This scene also shows 

how Haymitch doesn’t really like Katniss and actually choices to spend more time with 

Peeta similar to the book.  

 

• 27:05-27:17 Haymitch reveals the one piece of advice that is very important and is 

mentioned numerous amounts of times throughout the book and that is that the only way 

to survive the games is by getting people to like you. Which goes back to the idea of 

appearance and personality. In order to gain sponsors, you must pretend to be someone 

you’re not in order for people to like you and if you are good looking that increases your 

chances. So, it seems like being liked is also another important element that is going to be 

explored throughout the film since gaining sponsors is another way to increase your 

chance of winning. However, Haymitch points out how Katniss and Peeta weren’t 

expecting that to be the answer. But Haymitch reassures them that gaining sponsors can 

make a difference between life or death and he has a point. It’s a small price to pay in 

order to get an advantage and increase your chances at winning.  

 

• 27:44 Katniss is caught off guard by Haymitch revaluation however Peeta doesn’t seem 

to bother but instead is more focused on the capitol. This is the first time seeing the 

capitol and let’s just say it is huge and look very fancy and gives off minimalistic vibes 

with all of the large white towers and water. The change of scenery between district 12 

and the capitol is so much different and shows how different these two places are.  

 

 

 

• 28:21 The train arrives to the capitol and immediately Katniss, Peeta and Haymitch 

witness the people all cheering for the tributes. Peeta’s reaction is to smile and wave and 

Haymitch notices this to which he replies “You better keep this knife, he knows what 

he’s doing” However, another thing I want to point out is how Peeta encourages Katniss 

to play along however all she does is stare at Peeta with what seems to be disgust because 

if I remember correctly she can’t stand to see the people from the capitol cheering for 

them because she knows that the reason why there actually cheering is because they are 

excited to watch them die not because they are actually excited to see them.  

 

• 28:38-28:49 We get an overview of the capitol which is huge and the people from the 

capitol al dressed in extravagant outfits and crazy hair and makeup. Something I wanted 



to point out is the difference between district 12 and the capitol. In district 12 people are 

dressed in basic clothes or just a piece of clothing and have no shoes however, in the 

capitol everyone is dressed so fancy which show the different lifestyles and how rich the 

capitol must be and just how poor district 12 must be.  

 

• 29:50 We are introduced to Cinna who compliments Katniss for her act of bravery and 

how he admires her for volunteering for her sister. Katniss immediately likes Cinna 

judging by her facial expression because all she does is smile at how honest he is and 

how different he thinks.  

 

 

• 30:20 Cinna admits to Katniss that he doesn’t want to dress her up in something basic but 

instead something that is going to be memorable something that is going to make people 

remember her because just like he stated “I’m here to help you make an impression” 

Cinna is trying to help Katniss gain sponsors by making her shine and the star of the 

show which is the same ideology that Cinna in the book had so I thought that was a cool 

detail to point out.  

 

• 30:56 We get a big jump forward between scenes and see how it’s the night of the parade 

and Cinna explains to Katniss and Peeta how the fire is not real fire a detail that is 

different in the book since Cinna doesn’t tell them that which cause them to panic while 

they ride the carriage. I assume since he told them that the fire is fake, then the following 

scene is going to play out differently since Peeta and Katniss won’t be talking about the 

fire and how they’re going to help each other before they get burn from there caps on fire, 

so I’m interested to see what happens.  

 

• 31:21 We get introduced to President Snow who looks much scary then I thought he 

would, he doesn’t sound too scary it the book but that is not the case in the book where he 

looks much more powerfully sitting on his chair watching everyone below him a symbol 

of power and high authority.  

 

• 32:44 Katniss and Peeta have absolutely no idea why everyone in the capitol is losing 

their mind as they ride the carriage. It is not until Katniss sees herself in the reflection of 

the projector that she sees her cape on fire and is completely caught off guard although 

she doesn’t look afraid and neither does Peeta. Peeta then glances at Katniss and offers to 

hold her hand to which she replies by pushing her hand away. A huge change between 

the book and movie since in the book it is Katniss who doesn’t let go of Peeta hand 



however in this case she doesn’t even want him to touch her let alone hold her hand and 

this is because Cinna didn’t order Katniss and Peeta to pretend to be friends so that is 

why they are so distant. It also shows how the director Gary Ross chose to change the 

dynamic between Peeta and Katniss in the film. They don’t seem to be very close and 

Katniss doesn’t seem too fond of Peeta something that is a bit different in book at this 

stage in film so I thought that it was important to point that out. Perhaps Ross wanted to 

focus more on the idea of the games and Katniss journey instead of the love angle which 

would make sense and probably what he preferred while directing the film. Another thing 

I wanted to point out was how Katniss didn’t blow kisses to the audience and smile as 

much which is a contrast to her personality in the book. It seems like she is having 

trouble making the people from district 12 like her since she isn’t really good at 

pretending or be liked so that could be a huge issue that comes into play throughout the 

rest of the film.  

 

• 34:46 This scene caught my eye Haymitch is talking to Katniss about her outfit and how 

she was on fire during the parade when he suddenly notices two tributes staring at them 

looking very upset. This cause Haymitch to stay silent and instead suggest that they head 

to their apartment where they’ll be saying. I don’t know but for some reason I believe 

that the two tributes that were staring at them were careers. Maybe that’s why Haymitch 

felt compelled to get them out of there because he knows they can be a threat so he 

instead rather not adds any more fuel to the fire since in the book the other tributes were 

mad about Katniss and Peeta since they stole all of the attention from the sponsors.  

 

• 35:00 the interior in the penthouse where Katniss and Peeta will be staying is beautiful 

and completely different to any Katniss and Peeta are used to.  

 

• 36:12 Katniss finds a remote on her bed and turns out it’s a remote that allows a person to 

change a screen to any location they chose. Katniss plays with remote a bit changing 

from different location until she finds one that causes her to gasps. The woods a place 

that reminds her of home and cause her to stare at the wall showing the trees and birds 

chirping. However, after a few seconds she shakes her head in denial because she knows 

that none of it is true, she’s not back home she is in the capitol away from the place she 

calls home, away from the ones she cares about.  

 



• 38:10 We are introduced to Rue who shows of her skill by stealing Cato’s knife which 

shows that just like the book she is very good at sneaky around without getting caught. 

Something I also want to point out is how Katniss smiles as she watches Cato blame 

another tribute for stealing his knife without realizing it was Rue. It shows how she finds 

her amusing from the beginning. 

 

• 38:46 Haymitch, Effie, Peeta and Katniss all have a conversation about the careers and 

Haymitch reveals how they are pretty dangerous and win the games almost every year 

however Effie does mention that they don’t get any special treatment and are treated the 

same way as the rest of the tributes. However, something that I want to talk about is how 

the conversation quickly changes into something that is mentioned in the book and that is 

the special skills that both Katniss or Peeta have. Peeta mentions how Katniss hunts so 

that’s an advantage he also adds how she’s so good and how his father buys her squirrels 

however just like the book Katniss is taken off guard and decides to clap back by telling 

Haymitch that Peeta is strong because she’s seen him throw a 100-pound sack of flour. 

This shows how the dynamic between both Peeta and Katniss is very distant and they 

don’t get along since the two of them argue and Peeta reveals that he doesn’t stand a 

chance at winning and even mentions that his mother doesn’t even believe in him which 

catches Katniss off guard. If I’m being honest the way this scene played out was great 

and almost exactly like the book both Jennifer Lawrence and Josh Hutcherson acting was 

incredible and they really delivered this scene.  

 

• 40:24 Katniss once again thinks back to the day Peeta threw her the bread in the rain 

which causes her to get back and leave. Her facial expression makes me assume that she 

feels back for Peeta. He saved her and she can’t seem to get that thought out of her head. 

She seems conflicted that she just excused herself and walks away.  

 

 

• 40:40 We get a brief overview of what I assume are the careers judging by the numbers 

on their shirts. They each show their skills and how dangerous and well trained they are 

which catches Katniss a bit off guard as she watches them training. Katniss probably has 

a million thoughts running through her head regarding the careers and how she might not 

even stand a chance because they are so much skilled and bigger than her. 

 

• 42:12 After impressing the careers because Katniss told him to do so, Peeta is seeing 

painting his hand which is incredibly detailed. Katniss notices this and looks impress the 

completely opposite of how she felt in the book. Katniss doesn’t look or act mad at all but 



instead is shocked at how talented Peeta is since he can fully camouflage into a tree 

which is a great skill to have considering where the arena takes place.  

 

• 42:56 Haymitch watches as a man gives his son perhaps a knife as a gift, the boy smiles 

and chases his sister with the knife smiling as his mother laughs. Haymitch just stares 

intensely. I wanted to point this scene out because it shows how the people from the 

capitol finding it entertaining that children are sent to the games to kill one another. It is 

almost like a culture for the capitol folks and they laugh because they know that it will 

never be their kids the ones who are sent to the arena to kill other tributes in order to 

survive. This scene is meant to mock the hunger games and show that the people from 

capitol will never understand what it feels like to have to sent your kid of into the arena.  

 

• 45:30 We now move on the private evaluation scene where Katniss is showing off her 

skills to the game makers who laugh when she misses her target. Katniss is surprise and 

taken off guard because she did not expect to miss. The game makers continue to laugh 

and ignore Katniss which judging by the look on her face annoys Katniss and, in the 

book, we know why and what thoughts are running through her head. Katniss does 

exactly what she does in the book shoot an arrow towards the apple in the pig’s mouth 

catching the game makers off guard.  

 

• 47:23 Effie is angry at Katniss action but Haymitch on the other hand smiles and throws 

a thumbs up which makes Peeta and Katniss smile. Unlike the book which shows Katniss 

crying and worrying about the consequences of her actions, Katniss in the film seems 

more chill and laid back not really caring and just simply claiming that she got mad 

because she was being ignored. This change indicates that perhaps Ross interrupted 

Katniss as more of a laid-back girl instead of an overthinker, or it might just have to do 

with the fact that the story isn’t being told through her eyes.  

 

• 49:23 Everyone is cheering as they find out that Katniss scored an 11 the highest score 

during the private evaluation. Katniss states “I thought they hated me” but Haymitch tells 

her that they must’ve loved. However just like the book something tells me the highest 

score was given to Katniss as a punishment to make her a target for the careers since 

there going to see her as a threat and want to hunt her down.  

 



• 50:01 President Snow and Seneca Crane have a conversation where Seneca informs 

Snow that Katniss earned an 11 because she deserved it. However, it seems like that lie 

isn’t fooling Snow who goes on to make a very good point, he asks Seneca why he thinks 

they have a winner and if he wanted to immediate the districts, he could do it because he 

has the power to do so. Seneca is confused to which Snow reveals “Hope, it is the only 

thing stronger than fear, a little hope is effective, a lot of hope is dangerous.” Which can 

be interrupted as giving hope to a group of people can make them believe whatever they 

want however giving too much hope can make people realize that they hold a larger 

power and can accomplish whatever they want if they set their mind to it.  

 

• 51:30 Katniss is taken off guard and looks very upset and betrayed after she finds out that 

Peeta wants to be coached on his own. Katniss doesn’t seem to take it too kindly and that 

is evident through her body language and facial expressions.  

 

 

• 52:19 Katniss and Cinna have a chat before her interview with Caesar on how she 

doesn’t know how to make people like her. This indicates that just like the book, Katniss 

is very good at acting or lying which could be an issue that could come back to haunt her 

at the end of the film perhaps?  

 

• 53:28 Katniss can’t bring herself to watch Rue’s interview with Caesar and just looks 

away uncomfortably, maybe the reason why is because Rue reminds Katniss of Prim? In 

the book Katniss openly admits that she helped Rue because she reminded her of Prim 

will this be the case in the film as well?  

 

• 54:34 Caesar interviews Katniss and decides to ask her about the tribute parade however 

Katniss seems to be in a daze and has no idea what is going on. Something that caught 

my attention was how the director of the film added background noise and muffled 

talking to show how Katniss isn’t really present and is all over the place looking scared 

and confused. However, as Caesar ask more questions it seems like Katniss starts to get 

more comfortable and relaxed however she does seem a bit weirded out and this is 

evident through her body language and facial expression as well as she expresses herself.  

 



• 55:45 Katniss shows off her fire dress to the capitol people which shocks everyone and 

makes everyone cheer for her. This shows how thanks to Cinna she is becoming a 

favorite and this is all thanks to the outfit she wore on the parade. Caesar also mentions 

how she is the girl on fire which is different in the book since in the book she is known as 

the girl who was on fire. This small change could have to do with the fact that Katniss is 

still wearing clothing that is “on fire” so calling her the girl who was on fire wouldn’t 

really make any sense in my opinion although it is a minor change.  

 

 

• 56:20 Katniss whole demeanor changes when Caesar brings up Prim. This is evident 

through Katniss facial expression and how she lowers her voice. In the book we see how 

she gets very upset when her sister is brought up during the interviews and although 

Katniss doesn’t seem angry about her sister being brought up it could be something that 

she is thinking about however once again it is hard to know for her since the movie is 

being told from an outside perceptive and not hers.   

 

• 56:37 Katniss brings up the promise she made to Prim and how she promised her she 

would try to win for her. This is another piece of evidence that shows how Prim’s 

promise is one of the things that kept Katniss motivated throughout the book and 

although it hasn’t been brought up as much in the movie so far, I am looking forward to 

seeing if Katniss actions throughout the movie are solely made based on the promise she 

made to Prim and how she wants to return back home to make sure her sister is alright 

and to see her friend and family once again.  

 

• 57:32 It is now time for Peeta’s interview and oh boy does he know how to win over the 

crowd just like the book. Katniss is very focused on his interview and Peeta decides to 

mention how the capitol is different then district 12 and gives an example claiming that 

the showers are very weird to which the crowd laughs and Caesar sounds surprise. This is 

a scene in the movie that caught my attention because although Peeta is acting and trying 

to make himself likeable the fact that he mentions the showers are different then the ones 

he’s use to is another piece of evidence that shows just how different the capitol and 

district 12 are but it is the reaction of the capitol and Caesar that I want to focus on. Both 

Caesar and everyone laughs which could indicate that they must know how different the 

living conditions must be the other districts but find it funny because they don’t have to 

worry about hygiene or showers. The people in the capitol don’t have to worry about 

anything because they have it all unlike district 12 who struggle to provide for their 

families.  



 

• 57:58 Caesar tells Peeta that he smells better then Peeta because he has “Lived here 

longer” another piece of evidence that shows how the people from the capitol view the 

people who come from the districts and how they know that they both come from 

different places and both live different lifestyles showing that the people in the capitol are 

aware of how the rest of the districts live.  

 

• 59:23 Katniss is furious at Peeta revelation that she decides to push him against the wall. 

This is the first time in the film that Katniss expresses anger. Judging by the way she was 

looking at the screen when Peeta revealed he’s had a crush on Katniss for the longest 

time shows how she is anything but happy with what Peeta just said. However, another 

thing I wanted to point out was how Peeta’s reveal seemed genuine. While I was reading 

this scene in the book it didn’t give off the same vibe as when I was watching this scene 

because the way Peeta expressed himself in the movie and his facial expressions make 

me believe that his feeling for Katniss is real. Whereas in the book it is harder to tell 

whether he was being genuine or just pretending since Haymitch soon after reveals it was 

all part of a plan. So, I guess I’ll have to wait and see if that’s the case with the movie as 

well since so far there hasn’t been a lot of major changes just two.   

 

 

• 59:50 “It’s a television show” – Haymitch respond to Katniss after he reveals to Katniss 

that he can sell the “star crossed lovers” act which means that perhaps Haymitch is going 

to use Peeta’s crush of Katniss to his advantage although it wasn’t a strategy from Peeta’s 

end. However, another thing I wanted to point out was how Haymitch flat out admitted 

that the games are a television show and he’s right. It is a form of entertainment for  the 

people of the capitol although it isn’t something that most common people like myself 

would watch and enjoy.  

 

• 1:01:11 “Listen to them” – Katniss referring to the cheering crowd that are cheering and 

getting all excited for the games to begin something that seems to bother Katniss judging 

by the look on her face and how annoyed and bothered she looks.  

 

 

• 1:01:20 “I just don’t want them to change me… I don’t know turn me into something I’m 

not” Peeta and Katniss have a similar conversation to the one in the book however in this 

case it is nice to see how each character delivers their line and see how their feeling. In 

the book it is harder to tell how either Katniss and Peeta are feeling but in this scene, I 



can tell that Katniss doesn’t seem as bothered or annoyed by Peeta’s respond and actually 

seems to be enjoying the conversation she’s having with him which is so much different 

then the book. Katniss even admits that she can’t afford to think the way Peeta does and 

she even mentions her sister Prim. One thing I wanted to point out as well was the way 

Katniss and Peeta smiled at each other and how Peeta peacefully walks away. There was 

no fighting or no indication that either of them were angry at one another which shows 

how their dynamic is a bit different in the movie then in the book because Katniss doesn’t 

seem to dislike Peeta as much and actually feel comfortable to be around him. 

 

• 1:03:29-1:03:34 Haymitch gives Katniss very important advice about what to do as soon 

as the games begin something that we also see in the book. I find it interesting how 

Haymitch progress in the film has been so much faster. It took him a while to like Katniss 

in the book but it seems like movie Haymitch likes her enough to be giving her such 

important information such as not running to the cornucopia to grab a bow and arrow the 

only weapon that Katniss knows how to use. It shows how Haymitch is trying to make 

sure Katniss stays alive. Which is ironic since in the beginning of the film he didn’t really 

care or seemed interested in mentoring Katniss or Peeta so it’s nice to see how his 

thoughts have changed and how much he believes in her telling her “Katniss, you can do 

this.” 

 

• 1:04:24 We see a woman wearing all white inject a tracker into Katniss’s arm. The 

machine is long with a huge needle and as soon as the tracker enters her arm, we see her 

district number light up on the screen in what seems to be the game makers room filled 

with huge screens, all white walls and a bunch of different touch screens that look high 

tech which indicates that the capitol possess all kinds of high and advanced technology. 

Everyone in the game makers room is dresses in white except Seneca who is giving out 

orders.  

 

 

• 1:05:53 The look on Katniss face says it all. There are only thirty seconds left before she 

enters the arena and she looks petrified. Something that caught my attention was how 

Cinna pinned Katniss pin on her jacket however it looks like no one knows because he 

shushes Katniss and all she does is thank him. Another thing I wanted to point out was 

how there is no indication of Katniss mother dress and how it was left in the train. It 

doesn’t seem like the dress is that important or it matters since neither Katniss nor Cinna 

brought it up.  

 



• 1:07:10 Katniss is lifted into the air in a tube as she stands waiting for the games to 

begin. Something that caught my attention was how the director included a white light to 

show how bright the sky is and how Katniss can’t see a thing and is surprised once she is 

able to see and takes a look around the arena. The set design for the arena is very well 

structured and looks exactly the way Katniss in the book described. There are trees 

everywhere just like the woods in district 12 and the cornucopia is huge and just by the 

looks of it holds a lot of equipment just like Haymitch mentioned.   

 

 

• 1:07:36 A quick shot of the game makers room is shown and what caught my attention is 

how there is the huge screen in the middle of the entire room that shows a display of the 

arena and where each of the tributes is standing showing that they are keeping an eye on 

all of the tributes thanks to the tracker that was injected into their arm. This means that 

the game makers will know exactly where each tribute is and where to set up the traps 

which benefits the game makers not the tributes since every single move, they make is 

being broadcasted 

 

• 1:07:52 A large crowd of capitol people are shown cheering excitedly as they watch the 

countdown begin. Everyone looks happy and they are holding large glasses which shows 

just how entertaining and important the games are to them. It’s almost seems like there 

watching a sport because that is what this scene reminded me of. How people get all 

excited when they watching a sport then they are so excited about however in this case it 

is a deadly sport since all of the tributes are fighting to the death in order to survive. 

 

• 1:07:53 We shift to district 12 where on the contrary the people look sad and worried. 

This is the case since well they are hoping for the victor to be from their district so they 

wait anxiously for the games to begin. The capitol people are cheering because of course 

their children and their people aren’t the ones in the games but instead it’s the children of 

the people in each district so it makes sense for them to be worried and scared because 

they are about to watch their love one fight to death and their nothing, they can do about 

it but other than hope that they make it back home.  

 

 

• 1:08:40 The dong goes off indicating the start of the games and immediately the entire 

vibe of the movie changes. The eerie music makes it ten times more intense as Katniss 

and the rest of the tributes either run off or head to the cornucopia. Katniss looks confuse 

as she watches Peeta run off into the woods without grabbing anything. Something that 



caught my attention was the lack of noise during this scene. The director chose to go with 

more of silent vibe and instead the movie shows cut scenes of tributes fighting one 

another and tributes killing each other as Katniss doesn’t know what to do. During this 

scene the camera also shakes a lot which is actually something that Director did on 

purpose believe it or not. During my research I read on vulture.com that Gary Ross 

wanted the audience to feel like they were in the games to give them the full experience 

and I’ll admit that is very clever it makes you feel like you’re in the arena running after 

your life trying to stay alive. So thought it was something that I needed to point out.  

 

• 1:11:03 Ironically Katniss does the complete opposite of what she did in the book as 

soon as she gets away from the careers and that is check her backpack to see what she 

was able to grab. In the book Katniss makes sure to get away and climbs a tree before 

checking her bag however in the film she does it immediately which was odd and perhaps 

show how Katniss wanted to be aware of what she has to work with in order to form a 

strategy from there which is a smart tactic but also a very dangerous one.  Something I 

also wanted to point out was the look on Katniss face when she realizes her water bottle 

is empty, her face just gives off the exact same emotion and thoughts that she was feeling 

in the book when she realized the same thing.  

 

• 1:12:07-1:12:19 Katniss is shown using her hunting skills that she picked up I district 12 

to help her find what I assume is water since that’s the first piece of advice Haymitch 

gave her. She eventually finds it in what seems like no time which is a HUGE difference 

from the book since in the book she spent the entire first day looking for water and 

wasn’t able to find it which almost caused her to die from dehydration. This change in the 

book might have to do with the fact that perhaps the director wanted to make Katniss 

look strong and wanted to show that she is capable to surviving and has the ability to win 

the games building her up as a strong female lead. Another thing I wanted to point out 

was how Katniss is shown setting up traps and using wood to make spears which is 

impressive. Once again this is different then what happens in the book however, I do 

think that perhaps the changes were made in the film to show that Katniss isn’t a native 

girl but someone who has the knowledge and ability to fight back and defend herself 

showing how strong she is and showing that she is as big of a threat as the careers.  

 

• 1:13:24 -1:13:40 We see how the game makers keep track of all the tributes but also how 

they use the technology to add things into the arena such as the list of the fallen tributes 

similar to the book however this time we get to see what happens behind the scenes 

instead of seeing it through only Katniss perceptive.  



 

• 1:15:10 – 1:15:22 The careers pass by Katniss but don’t realize she is up on a tree and 

Katniss is surprise to see Peeta with them which could only mean one thing, he has 

formed an alliance with the careers. Judging by the look on her face she looks confused 

and also in shock. Looks like she thinking the exact same things that she was thinking in 

the book which were how betrayed she felt and how she misjudged him and how she was 

going to kill him because she hated him so much because he wasn’t the person, she 

thought he was.  

 

 

 

• 1:16:10 Katniss seems to be getting further away from the tributes which is good for her 

but bad for the game makers since they need to keep the people from the capitol 

entertained so Seneca responds by saying “Let’s turn her around” indicating that they 

able to launch the first challenge into the arena and it is targeted towards Katniss.  

 

• 1:17:17-1:18:48 Just like in the book the game makers create a fire which sends Katniss 

running for her life however what I found interesting was how one of the game makers 

was giving orders to the rest of the game makers telling them to send a fire ball towards 

Katniss on his count. Which confirms that the fire was artificially created as a tactic to 

get Katniss back to the area where the rest of the tributes are so that the careers or any 

other tribute has a higher chance of finding her hence creating a fight between the two. In 

the process of running away from the fire Katniss gets burnt in the leg which cause pain 

and limits her to run since she is severely hurt to make matters worse the fire won’t stop 

and the game makers are creating tree’s using their technology to make it impossible for 

her to escape. However, somehow Katniss escapes and falls into a lake however it seems 

like it’s not over yet since judging by the game makers screen the careers are only a few 

feet away which is not good concerning the fact that Katniss leg is hurt which would 

make it hard for her to run. That was the whole point of starting the fire, it was so Katniss 

could be near other tributes which would lead to her getting killed. This is confirmed by 

Seneca Crane who tells one of the game makers to get a cannon ready for Katniss 

meaning he strongly believes that she doesn’t stand a chance.  

 

 

• 1:19:23 Just as expected the careers find Katniss and all excite chase after her as Katniss 

runs away and chooses to climb a tree. However, the interesting thing I want to point out 

is how Katniss tries to be funny and encourages Cato to throw the sword instead of climb 

the tree. This is important because it shows how Katniss doesn’t want to appear to look 



weak but instead the complete opposite in order to gain sponsors. Katniss is still using the 

strategy she came up with all the way back at the reaping in order to help her stay alive. It 

shows how smart and how focus she is.  

 

• 1:21:29-1:21:58 Haymitch watches Katniss in pain and look upset because he knows he 

can’t do anything to help her except convince sponsors to send her stuff and that’s 

exactly what he does. This shows how much Haymitch truly cares about Katniss and how 

much he tried to get her sponsors something that isn’t really touched upon in the books 

since Katniss has no idea what is happening outside the arena but here in the film, we are 

shown how much Haymitch cared and how good of mentor he is as he tries to find ways 

to help Katniss.  

 

• 1:22:42 After so much convincing Haymitch delivers Katniss first sponsor which is 

medicine for her injured leg once again showing just how much he cares for Katniss and 

how good of a mentor he is.  

 

• 1:24:54 Rue encourages Katniss to cut down the tracker jackers hive which are deadly if 

I remember correctly from the book. They can cause a person to have hallucination but 

also die from their stings since they are so dangerous. Caesar and Claudius make sure to 

point this out as well and call them lethal and go to explain that any person surely doesn’ t 

want to encounter a tracker jacker because that’s how dangerous they are. This is one of 

the scenes that is actually mentioned in the book and is movie accurate which is good 

because it is a very important scene and explains how Katniss was able to get he bow and 

arrow and why she befriends Rue to begin with. 

 

• 1:27:56 Katniss begins to hallucinate and this is obvious through the camera moment and 

the way she stumbles and falls and looks disoriented. She see’s Glimmer’s dead body and 

takes away her bow and arrow however, as she does so she hears Peeta and he tells her to 

run away however she doesn’t understand what’s going on just like the book where she 

doesn’t even move after he warns her. This shows the effects of the tracker jackers and 

how much they badly affected Katniss although it was interesting not to hear the real 

reason that tracker jackers were invented like the book. In this case Caesar just mentions 

how they are deadly but gives not background information so I thought I would point that 

out.  

 



• 1:29:03 We see Katniss have a dream about her father and we actually get to see how it 

affected Katniss and her family and how he actually died which is through a mined 

explosion. This scene was filmed as a sequence and the color in this scene is very wary 

and sad and it’s meant to represent the hallucinations going through Katniss head since 

she can’t tell what’s real or what is all made up. 

 

• 1:31:13 Katniss befriends Rue and tells her “I’m not going to hurt you” and smiles 

showing how she is just trying to help Rue and actually doesn’t mean any harm which is 

so heartwarming and reminds me of her relationship with her sister Prim.  

 

 

• 1:34:46 Katniss decides to blow up the careers stash just like the book except this time all 

of the planning for this plan is shown in a sequence which is different than the book since 

in the book Katniss goes more in detailed about the plan and talks about her district with 

Rue something that is not brought up at all in the film and it instead jumps straight into 

the plan Katniss has in mind.  

 

• 1:37:22 The director adds a high pitch sound after the explosion to make the audience 

and people watching the film experience what it must feel like to hear an explosion that 

close and to hear what Katniss is hearing.  

 

• 1:39:03- Rue yells for help and Katniss comes to her aid however it is too late as the boy 

from district 1 sends a spear through Rue causing her death. 1:40:15 Katniss sings her a 

song which is the exact same song she sung to Prim at the very beginning of the film 

which shows how Rue reminded Katniss of Prim. Which might be another reason why 

Katniss reaction to Rue’s death is very heartbreaking. She cries and yells from so much 

anger and is deeply hurt showing how much she truly loved and cared for Rue and how 

angry she is at the capitol for putting them all in the arena and for everything that’s 

happening.  

 

• 1:43:29 This scene gave me chills and seeing it play out exactly like the book is what 

makes it even more emotional. Katniss holds up the three-finger salute as district 11 

watches and lashes out at the capitol for the death of Rue and innocent little girl who died 

thanks to the capitol, for creating the hunger games and for sending everyone to the arena 

to fight to the death. The way people are shown beating up peacekeepers and starting fire 

shows the people’s anger with the system and how they are tired of being treated poorly 

by the capitol. This scene is a sign of rebellion an uprising.  

 

• 1:45:03 Katniss act of rebellion after Rue’s death has caused riots and people are star ting 

to rebel something that Haymitch knows about and that is why Seneca is freaking out 

because he doesn’t know what to do. An uprising is something that the capitol doesn’t 

want so that is why Seneca is freaking out he needs to solve this problem fast before it 

gets out of hand and the people from the districts realize that if a girl from the arena can 



show an act of rebellion against the capitol, then why can’t they, since they’ve been 

treated poorly by the capitol for far too long.  

 

• 1:45:31 Snow: “Have you ever been out there 10,11,12? 

•  Seneca: “Not personally, no.” 

• Snow: “Well I have there are lots of underdogs and lots of coal too.” 

• Snow: “Grow crops, minerals, things we need.” 

 

• 1:46:38 The rules of the games have been changed which causes Katniss to look for 

Peeta and eventually she finds him, injured but finds him on the ground camouflaged just 

like the book which is an important detailed that had to be include because if it were not 

to then the entire scene and interaction between Katniss and Peeta wouldn’t make sense 

and wouldn’t be the same. Another thing I want to point out was how Katniss helps Peeta 

in the cave but doesn’t wash his clothes or anything and Peeta also doesn’t joke around as 

much like the book which could indicate that he’s in severe pain from his leg injury 

which he still has in the movie.  

 

• 1:49:41 We finally get to see Gale’s reaction to Katniss affection towards Peeta although 

it is never mentioned in the book how he feels we can see that he is a bit jealous and sad 

although the only reason Katniss is doing it is in order to gain sponsors to help Peeta get 

medicine for his injury.  

 

• 1:51:00 Peeta tells Katniss how he regrets not going out in the rain to give her the bread 

something that Katniss believes is all for the cameras but judging by the look on Peeta’s 

face he is actually being genuine with his emotions something that is hard to tell  in the 

book since in the book Katniss and Peeta really act it out for the cameras but Katniss in 

the film doesn’t seem to know how to pretend to love Peeta because it’s hard for her just 

like in the book except that in the book she was at least trying. This change was probably 

made to emphasis more on Katniss journey throughout the movie and how she was able 

to overcome the obstacles thrown to her in the games rather then focus on the love aspect 

of the film. 

 

 

• 1:54:53 Katniss is attacked by clove and just like the book she hurts Katniss is with her 

knife. Luckily before things got out of hand Thresh appears and kills Clove by smashing 

her head against a rock. The thing I found interesting was how an entire line of dialogue 

was cut out from the book. Although Thresh let Katniss live thanks to Rue he didn’t ask 



her about the alliance she and Rue formed and just told her that he did it for Rue which 

makes me wonder how he found out about Rue and Katniss alliance since he didn’t ask 

about it at all?  

 

• 1:57:53 the game makers watch as Katniss and Peeta stare at each other intensely which 

indicates that the whole star-crossed lovers act is actually working because the game 

makers seem to be very invested in what’s happening.  

 

 

• 1:58:33 Katniss and Peeta realize that they could go home since they are the only team 

that is left that are from the same district however this doesn’t mean they’ve won since 

there are still three tributes left.  

 

• 1:59:28 Katniss freaks out because she thinks Peeta is dead when she heard the cannon 

go off turns out it was foxface who actually died thanks to eating poison berries. The way 

Katniss freaks out when she thought Peeta was dead indicates just how much she needs 

him because she knows that if he dies her chances of winning the games decrease.  

 

• 2:04:37 Katniss and Peeta are fighting against Cato on top of the cornucopia as the mutts 

try to claw their way up. However, unlike the book the mutts don’t look the fallen tributes 

but just look like monster looking wolves/dogs. Cato gets the upper hand however using 

the same strategy from the book Katniss shoots Cato hand and Peeta pushes him to the 

ground as the mutts kill him.  

 

• 2:08:16 Katniss is upset about the change in the rules and tells Peeta that the capitol 

doesn’t deserve their victor and tells Peeta to trust her once she shows him the night lock 

berries. Everyone in capitol and districts look on as they witness Peeta and Katniss about 

to eat their berries. It is interesting to see the reactions of everyone something that I 

didn’t read about in the book because once again it was from Katniss perceptive so she 

had no idea what the people on the outside reaction was to the berries however we know 

what the aftermath was and I have looking forward to seeing what happens after.  

 

 

• 2:02:29 The movie jumps straight into the scene where Haymitch and Katniss are talking 

about the reaction of the capitol and how they are furious about what Katniss did in the 

arena. She showed signs of rebellion something that the capitol does not tolerate what so 

ever. Haymitch states “Because you showed them up” just like the book Katniss must 

pretend to be madly in love with Peeta in order for everyone to believe that, that was the 

reason why she was willing to eat the berries although almost everyone knows that it was 

as an act of rebellion so that is why Katniss needs to really sell the act or else it doesn’t 

work.  

 



• 2:10:27 Seneca Crane is escorted into a room where he is locked in and realizes a bowl 

of night lock berries have been set out for him. This is exactly what Haymitch was 

referring to when he told Katniss “they don’t take these kinds of things lightly” meaning 

that Snow is furious with Seneca’s decision on crowning both Katniss and Peeta as 

winners that he is punishing Seneca first because he is the game maker who changed the 

rules going against the capitol hence showing signs of rebellion and that misdeed doesn’t 

go unpunished. 

 

 

• 2:12:54 Katniss and Peeta arrive back to district 12 and Katniss smiles and waves 

however, she stops when she sees her sister and mother as well as Gale and genuinely 

smiles. However soon after we get a shot of President Snow watching everything from 

the game maker’s room. Judging by the look on his face it seems he trying to come up 

with a plan which could indicate that the games are far from over which could be why the 

ending seems like a cliffhanger because it was meant to lead into the second movie 

“Catching Fire”  
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use quotes from the book to further back up her argument. The reason I used this essay for my 
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what I wanted to touch on in my final presentation and also gather all of my annotations from 

book and movie to make sure I had the evidence needed to further analyze this essay and provide 
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This article written by John Tamny for Forbes magazine talks about the horrors that are 

mentioned in the hunger games and how it is meant to symbolize the government and all of their 

wrong doings. This article unlike the rest chooses to analyze and goes in depth on the book 

instead of the film. Furthermore, Tamny explains how the decisions made by the government in 

the book show how they have control over a different group of people that aren’t on the same 

social class as the wealthy people. The reason why I like this article and used it for my 

presentation was because it highlights another point I make in my presentation and further 

supports my argument. It is relevant to my topic because it talks about the inequality as well as 

political control in the book rather then the movie. Since for this project we are looking at both 

the book and film adaptation I thought it was useful because although they are the same story the 

book and film are going to share differences as well as similarities so I thought it was important 

to read and see another person’s interpretation on the argument I chose to do.  
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 This essay similar to the previous one talks about the political control and power in the 

hunger games. Different then the first essay, this essay focuses on the book instead of the film 

and adds in quotes to further emphasis and get their message across. Furthermore, something I 

like about this essay is how it talks about the main character Katniss and her sister instead of just 

focusing on the government aspect. The essay does however mention the film here and there 

however structures the essay in a way where the novel is the main focus point and is used to 

build the main argument and explain how political control is shown from the beginning of the 

book all the way to the end. In addition, the author of this essay talk about their interpretation of 

this theme and their take on the story. I found this helpful because it allowed me to add more 

evidence and carefully analyze both the book and film instead of comparing the two and see 

whether they have differences.  

 


